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College graduates fiic1ng MSU ARCHIVES 
best job market "in 5 years 
By CYNTIIlA WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
You don't have to tell Mark 
Washington, an accounting major 
at the University of Kentucky, 
that this is a good year to be com-
~g out of college looking for a 
JOb. 
Washington, who will graduate 
in December, got the job he want-
ed with the first finn he inter-
viewed with. That's because re-
cruiters from Ernst & Young 
made an offer before Washington 
had a chance to meet with recruit-
ers from eight other firms he had 
scheduled interviews with. 
"They were relatively quick," 
Washington said of the recruiters, 
who spotted him at a campus din-
ner for accounting honor students 
and invited him to a leadership 
conference in Chicago, all ex-
penses paid, to learn more about 
the company. Soon after, Wash-
ington received an offer. 
Corporate recruiters, career-de-
velopment directors and employ-
ment experts say the best job 
market in at least five years 
awaits new and soon-to-be col-
lege graduates like Washington. 
Most experts credit low unem-
ployment, a strong economy and 
a job gap created from the down-
sizing trends of the early 1990s. 
In this market, college grads 
with computer skills and in-
school work experience are in de-
mand and in contro~ area college 
career counselors say. Some 
fields, like engineering, are hot, 
but more jobs and higher wages 
exist for almost every major. 
The only fields that declined 
this year in wages and hiring 
were nursing, mathematics, soci-
ology and health sciences, accord-
ing to a survey released this fall 
by the National Association of 
Colleges and Employers. 
The Labor Department last 
year predicted that job growth be-
tween 1994 and 2005 would slow 
to 14 percent; it was 24 percent 
between 1983 and 1994. 
But the NACE survey reported 
a nationwide increase in hiring 
and salaries, especially in techni-
cal fields, for the class of 1996. 
Sixty-five percent of the college 
career officers surveyed said re-
cruiting was up. Job postings 
were up an average of 25 percent. 
Judy Roland, coordinator of re-
cruiting and job referral for the Uni-
versity of Louisville Career Center, 
said not only has there been a in-
crease in the number of job postinis, 
she also is seeing some comparues 
that haven't set foot on campus in 
years. 
"More of the large companies are 
returning to campus, such as IBM and 
General Electric and Exxon.•· Roland 
said. "We even picked up Vencor." 
Jim Kanning, director of career 
services and placement at Indiana 
University Southeast, said that, al-
though student participation has been 
down a bit at IUS because 90 percent 
of students are already working, 62 
companies participated in IUS's Sep-
tember job fair. 
"We send out surveys to employers 
and students, and from what we've 
heard so far, both were positive," 
Kanning said. 
Most predictions are for a contin-
ued upswing in hiring and salaries. 
Roger Hennan, a Greensboro, N.C.-
based certified management consul-
tant and author of "Turbulence," a 
book about employment trends, said 
graduates can afford to be selective 
for several years. 
Hennan said the college-educated 
work force will be a seller's market 
for the next decade, and this shift will 
create a new breed of employee. As 
baby boomers begin to retire, compe-
tition for the best employees will in-
tensify, he said. Employees will be 
able to demand and expect better 
benefits and working conditions. 
New graduates should prepare for 
lifelong learning, he said, because of 
rapid technological advances. 
A well-rouncfed education and prac-
tical work experience translate to 
high marketability. "Get a good, 
strong liberal-arts education and 
learn how to learn," Herman said. 
Susan Craig, now a recruiter for 
the Hilhard, Ohio, division of Compu-
Serve Network information Service, 
has 11 years of experience in human 
resources. During an engineering job 
fair at the University of Cincinnati in 
October, Craig said recruiters must 
sell their companies to prospective 
employees. 
. "We used to be people that would 
Just sort through resumes and answer 
inquiries," Craig said. "Now we're 
not just HR (human resources) we're 
PR." , 
The number of companies that paid 
$350 for a spot at the UC fair doubled 
to 44 this fall, said Bill Tracewell who 
coordinates career developmen't for 
engineering students. 
Richard Stewart, director of Purdue 
University's placement service, said it 
~as h~d days where all 30 recruiting 
mteIVJew rooms were in use. 
"!lJis is the highest (on-campus re-
cruiting level) we've seen since the 
'80s," he said. "Companies that 
wouldn't even interview on campus 
are complaining because they aren't 
seeing enough students." 
From what Roland has seen seen at 
U of L this fall, opportunities are up 
for liberal-arts majors as well. Such 
jobs - · ~eluding public relations, 
~on-tech~cal sales,. or media posi-
t10ns - simply require more hunting. 
"They have to dig more for them, 
but they are out there," she said. "I've 
seen an increase in the need for tech-
nical writers. (Recruiters) want Eng-
lish majors, but they need good com-
puter skills." 
In_temships _and campus placement 
seIVJces are hberal-arts majors' tick-
ets to success, experts say. 
Information for this story was also 
gathered by The Cincinnati Enquirer. 
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W. Patrick Mulloy Il resigns 
from U of L board 
The Courier-Journal 
W. Patrick Mulloy 11. a business ex-
ecutive and fonner secretary of the 
Kentucky Finance and Administration 
Cabinet, has resigned from the Uni-
versity of Louisville board. of trustees. 
Mulloy, who was appointed in June 
1995 to a six-year tenn as trustee, no-
tified board Chairwoman Mm.x Auer-
bach of his decision Oct. 18. Gov. Paul 
Panon's office announced the vacan-
cy Thursday. 
Mulloy declined yesterdav ro com-
ment on his reasons for res1gnmg. 
Auerbach said Mulloy had told her his 
job and his serv1ce on the board of his 
children's scnool were makmg heavy 
demands on his time. 
Mulloy is president and chief exec-
unve officer of Atria Communities 
Inc .. which operates assisted-living fa-
cilities for the elderly. He was finance 
secretary in the administration of for-
mer Gov. Brereton Jones. 
Nominations for a replacement 
trustee will be accepted through Nov. 
12. Forms may be requested by writ-
ing Bill Beam Jr., director of boards 
and commissions, Capitol Building, 
Room 100. Frankfott, Ky. 40601: or by 
calling (502) 564-2611. Ext. 351. 
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KSU gets grant: Kentucky State Universirv will 
receive a federal grant of a quarter-million dollars that 
will be used to build a Community Education Center in 
Frankfort. U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler announced the 
school would receive $253,794 through the Historically 
Black College Program, which provides assistance to 
qualified schools. Federal officials said the school will 
use the money to buy and demolish three vacant struc-
tures to make room for the new center. The center will-
provide technical assistance and training to low- and 
moderare-incomP hrn1c_Phnlrl in i::-r,.n l-frw, 
· '.,The.Q<1ilflndependerii;.Ashland,-Kentucky, .:.:..Safui-day.November. 2,.1996._ 
Ex:faWinikers~·-·-
" , . -·· - ,-·-·--- ' 
-n·amed :Tinterim 
. . 
~head at ACC 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - ·The dean· of 
academic affairs at Southeast 
Co=unity College at Cum-
berland - a former state legis-
lator - has been named 
tem) agreed that anyone put 
into the interim role won't be 
eligible for the long-term posi-
tion," Dassance said. 
· Noe said· he wasn't sure why 
Carr tabbed him for the in-
terim job, "but I can speculate. 
A month ago the Owensboro , 
Co=unity College president · 
left and a faculty group there , 
looked around for an interim -
and said I'd be good for it." _ 
te!~/i~t: "'' 
land Com-
munity Col-
lege. 
Roger Noe, 
47, of Harlan 
is expected to 
come to Ash-
land Wednes-
day and meet Noe 
the next day with Dr. Charles 
Dassance, the current presi-
dent. Dassance will leave on 
Friday for his new job as pres-
ident of Central .Florida Com-
munity College in Ocala. 
Noe said this morning he ex-
pects to be on the job around 
six months, "no later than 
June 30," un ti! a full-time 
president is chosen. His work 
at SECC will be covered in his 
absence by "five or six faculty 
members and my administra-
tive assistant," although he 
does expect to spend Monclay 
mornings at Cumberland dur-
ing the winter. . 
His wife, Susan, a case-
worker for .1the Cabinet for 
Families and Children, will re-
main in Harlan with their 
three children and Noe plans 
to weekend there while work-
ing in Ashland. 
Dassance said a search com-
mittee has yet to be chosen to 
evaluate candidates for the 
full-time job as head of the 
school. Noe will not be a can-
didate. 
"Ben Carr ( chancellor of 
UK's co=unity college sys-
The Sunday' Independent, Ashland; Kentucky, November 3, 1996 
Less productivity 
In their search for more ef-
ficient ways to offer quality 
education, Kentucky's state 
universities may want to 
take a closer look at how 
much time faculty members 
are spending in the class-
room: If Kentucky is like 
most of the rest of the na-
tion, faculty members are 
earnL"r1g more and spending 
less time teaching. 
From 1980-81 to 1993-94, the 
U.S. General Accounting Of-
fice reports that tax-
supported universities in-
creased total spending from 
$2,719 to $5,669 per student. 
Faculty salaries rose by 97 
percent during the same pe-
riod to . an average of more 
than $48,000 a year. 
However, as faculty sala-
ries have increased, faculty 
productivity in terms of time 
spent in the classroom has 
declined sharply. The for-
mula as spelled out by the 
GAO is simple: As . faculty 
members spend less time 
teaching, universities must 
hire more teachers. Instruc-
tional costs go up - and so 
does tuition. 
The time faculty members 
•spend outside the classroom 
can be valuable. The re-
search they do may lead to 
breakthroughs in medicine 
and technology. The help 
they provide to communities 
can be invaluable .. We have 
never been among those who 
believe faculty members 
should only teach. 
However, we do believe 
that the primary task of 
every faculty member is to 
teach. Indeed, perhaps the 
most cost-effective way of im-
proving education is to have 
full professors, with ad-
vanced degrees from some of 
the· nation's most prestigious 
universities, spend a little 
more time sharing their vast 
knowledge with students. 
After all, students are 
spending much money in 
their quest for knowledge. 
._.No1i'..is:,a, native of Harlan 
who returned home after.· get-
ting his . bachelor's and mas-
ter's degrees. He taught psy-
chology at SECC before becom-
ing dean and has earned a doc-
torate in education from UK. 
He said this morning he has 
been to Ashland often as a leg-
islator and during his 1987 run 
for superintendent of public 
instruction, "but I've. never 
stayed there any length of 
time. 
"I know Bill Vice, dean at 
ACC, and several faculty mem-
bers and . many public school 
teachers." : . 
He served 14 years in the 
Kentucky General Assembly, 
elected as a Democrat. In his 
role as chairman of the House 
Education Committee, he 
played · a key role in develop-
ment and adoption in 1990 of 
the Kentucky Education Re-
form Act: That apparently cost 
him re-election. 
"The voters in Harlan Coun-
ty were upset with the tax in-
crease that went with KERA," 
he said. 
John Mays of Ashland, son-
in-law of ACC's longest-term 
president, Bob Goodpaster, 
serves on a UK ·Futures Com-
mission with Noe. Their work 
includes strategic planning for 
the co=unity college system, 
"and there are a lot of issues 
related to that right now," 
Mays said. 
The two· spent Thursday and 
Friday in Lexington working 
with that commission, where 
Noe stressed the need to con-
sult legislators and the gover-
nor before making rec.om-
mendations· for changes, Mays 
said. . 
"He's a~ delightful person. I. 
think his experience in edu-
cation and in working . with 
the state will make him a 
great choice, an effective in-
terim president. I look forward 
to -spending time with him in 
my capacity as president of 
the ACC Foundation." 
Mays noted that Noe is an 
outdoorsman who bowhunts 
for deer and teaches hunter 
safety. "He has published a lot 
of educational articles and also 
serves· as a part-time consult-
ant for educational and voca-
tional services. 
He said he has al ways "been 
impressed by (Noe's) easy 
manner, a style similar to that 
of Charles · Dassance who has 
meant so much to the college 
and community. I believe he'll 
be an excellent fit here." 
LEXINGTON ~ERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1996 B3 
Students speak out on· KSU woes 
JOSEPH REY Au 
Cory Brown, student newspaper editor, spoke to about 30 stu-
~er\t~ !~'!fout ways 1to reduce problems pn the ·campus. 
Campus editor 
urges cooperation. 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERAl.0-4:AoER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - A group of 
several dozen Kentucky State Uni-
versity students poured out a mix-
ture of frustration and optimism 
yesterday about what they say are 
problems plaguing the school. 
Cory Brown, the student news-
paper editor who called an im-
promptu news conference, said he 
did so to spotlight the campus's 
need to work together to deal with 
issues ranging from maintenance 
problems in dormitories to stu-
dents' ~cademic performance, 
In his remarks, Brown, a senior, 
implored other students to think 
about the problems and how they 
could work to improve the campus. 
"I'd rather drag K-State through 
the mud, so to speak, than let it 
sink from inattention and benign 
neglect," Brown said. "If folks are 
going to allow us to ·slip into the 
abyss, what can we do but speak 
out?" 
Brown was among a group of 
students who voiced their concerns 
at last week's Board of Regents 
meeting, They brought up com-
plaints ranging from harassment 
by campus police to maintenance 
problerps in dormitories. 
Kentucky State officials later 
said they had disciplined some 
campus police, but would not dis-
cuss details of the incidents. 
The students argued that prob-
lems left unaddressed by the ad-
ministration had contributed to the 
9 percent enrollment drop this year 
at Kentucky State, which is a his-
torically black college. Its present 
student body, though, is·just over 
half white. 
Communication has been a 
problem on the campus, Brown 
said. "Black folks and white folk 
don't talk (lo each other) on this 
campus," he said. 
But Brown also said students 
want to see KSU run by a black ad-
ministration. Its president, Mary L. 
Smith, is the only black president of 
a public university in Kentucky. 
"Kentucky State University, · 
with all its problems and situations, 
does not want or need a white pres-
ident or administration running it," 
Brown said, to scattered applause 
from listening students. 
Darren Bennett, a freshman, 
saig he thought part of the universi-
ty's problem was that small groups 
each focused on their own pet is-
sues, rather than looking at the big 
issue. 
"It's like everybody's doing 
their own thing," he said. "We're 
trying to stress coming together." 
But Bennett also said he still be-
lieved in the school. "This is a good 
school," he said. "There's some bad 
things, but that's just like'every or-
ganization." 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, November 3, 19' 
Cox appointed 
to committee 
FRANKFORT - Gary 
Cox, executive director of 
Kentucky's Council on ' 
Higher Education, has been 
appointed to the Education 
Commission of the States 
executive committee. 
Cox, a Kentucky ECS 
steering committee 
member, will serve on the 
, committee along with ' 
Georgia Gov. Zell Miller, 
ECS chairman, and Utah 
Sen, David Steele, ECS vice 
chairman. 
Other ECS commissioners 
are: Gov. Paul Patton; 
Commissioner of Education 
Wilmer Cody; state Rep. 
Freed Curd; state Sen. Joseph 
Meyer; Roy Peterson, state 
education, arts and 
humanities secretary; and 
Barbara Sparrow, an Oldham 
County Middle School 
teacher. 
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Astronomer has MSU ARCHIVES 
eye for discovery 
MSU professor leads star-watching students 
By SHERRY l<ENESON 
FoR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Although Dr. Ben 
Malphrus's feet are on the ground, his 
head is in the stars. Malphrus is di-
rector of the Morehead State University 
Astrophysical Observatory and an as-
sociate professor at MSU. 
"I was born and raised in Hilton 
Head, S.C.," Malphrus said. "I grew up 
looking at the stars and I really knew 
they would play a part in my life." 
Malphrus' dad, Royce, was a game 
warden on a local plantation in Hilton 
Head and his mother, Jean, works at a 
hospital on the island. ~ · · . 
1 
Malphrus, 34, attended Thomas Hey-
ward Academy in Ridgeland, S.C. He 
started college at 16 at the University of 
South Carolina as an academic scl\olar 
and received his B.A. fu art and his 
master's in physics from USC. 
"While I was in college, I narrowed 
my career choices down to two " he 
said. "l either wanted to be an ~stro-
physicist or a professional beach bum. I 
decided to get my doctorate so I would 
have something to fall back on just in 
case the beach bum thing didn't work 
out." 
. Malphrus received his Ed.D. in phys-
ics and astronomy from West Virginia 
University and went to work at the Na-
tional Radio Astronomy Observatory 
(NRAO) in Greenbank, W.Va. 
"I feel really lucky to have been able 
to work at the NRAO," Malphrus said. 
"I not only gained ;in;ight into 
research. but I also had to op-
portunity to work with some 
of the best scientists in the 
business." 
Malphrus always wanted to 
teach, and in 1990 he got his 
chance. 
"I found an ad in the Chron-
icle of Higher Education that 
said Morehead State Univer-
sity was looking for someone," 
Malphrus said. "At the time I 
didn't even know where More-
head was, but I really am glad 
I came here now." 
MSU has given Malphrus the 
opportunity to not only branch 
out to young minds, but also to 
do some work for himself as 
well. 
"One major advantage to 
Morehead is that they allow 
their teachers ·to do indepen-
dent research," Malphrus said. 
"At any .ether school. I would 
most likely have to work on 
someone else's projects, but 
here they are very gQ.Od about 
it. . I think · the. scbool.lmows : 
how much students benefit 
from a teacher who is also 
doing research." 
In addition to research and 
teaching, Malphrus writes 
grants. In 1994 he was awarded 
the NASA JOVE Research Fel-
lowship for the research of the 
structure and kinematics of 
gr~vitationally interacting gal-
runes. 
In addition to the fellowship, 
he has worked with NASA 
every summer for four years, 
part of a team which includes 
Dr. Caroline Simpson of Flori-
da International University, 
Steve Gottesman of the Univer-
sity of Florida and Tim Hawar-
den of the Royal Observatory 
in Edinburgh~ Scotland. 
The team made a monumen-
tal discovery during the sum-
mer of 1995 and presented its 
findings to an American Astro-
nomical Society meeting in 
San Antonio in January of 
1996. 
"We studied a galaxy 180 
million light years away in the 
constellation Centaurus called 
NGC 5291," Malphrus said. 
"The important thing about 
this galaxy is that it may show 
us genuinely young galaxies 
may evolve from the debris 
formed of material tidally re-
moved by galactic interac-
tions." 
Malphrus and his team are 
loo~in~ forward to verifying 
their discovery by researching 
other young galaxies in the 
system. In order to cause a 
real paradigm shift, they need 
to prove this is the rule and 
not the exception. 
"I really love to work with 
my team and I feel we really 
work well together," he said. 
His accomplishments don't 
stop there. Malphrus and his 
student-research team at MSU 
have built the only radio tele-
scope in the state. 
"The Morehead radio tele-
sc;ope is an active laboratory," 
Malphrus said. "It has taken 
four years of hard work and 
serious thought, but the tele-
scope has finally come on line. 
An .official ceremony .will take 
p~ce in April for Morehead 
State University's 75th - an-
.ni~r~ary celebration." _ 
Malphrus bas a staff of nine 
students who help to run the 
Astrophysical Lab and work 
on the telescope. 
"So many people have con-
tributed to the design, fabrica-
tion and operation of the tele-
scope," Malphrus said. In addi-
tion to the students, Dr. Russ 
Brengelman. Dr. Jack Whid-
den, Dr. Dave Cutts, Rodney 
Stanlev and Dan Puckett have 
helped· tremendously with the 
design and construction of the 
telescope. he said. 
Dan Puckett, who has 
worked with Malphrus for sev-
eral years on the project, said 
he thinks the university will 
benefit greatly from the tele-
scope. 
"This is a wonderful 
project." Puckett said. "I really 
feel that Ben is making a dif. 
ference not only for the uni-
versity but the community. 
There are so few of these tele-
scopes in the country, and this 
is the only one in the state, so 
I feel very fortunate to have a 
world class instrument here at 
Morehead State University." 
"We managed to come to-
gether and build a half a mil-
lion dollar instrument on a 
$53,000 grant." Malphrus said. 
"The students are very dedi-
cated and I really couldn't 
have done it without them." 
The past couple of years 
have been especially good for 
Malphrus. His team found the 
galaxy, the telescope is coming 
on-line and he had a book pub-
lished. 
"I wrote a book called "The 
History of Radio Astronomy 
and National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory: Evolution To-
ward Big Science,"' Malphrus 
said. "The book took six years 
to write and is a unique look 
into the evolution of a truly 
modern science. I really en-
joyed writing it." 
Malphrus says he plans to 
write another book when he 
forgets how long it took to 
write the first one. 
"I feel I have a passion for 
discovery," Malphrus said. 
"Everyday I wake up and I 
can't wait to find out what I'm . 
going to learn.'r ·• 
-~ • no,. --"'"" ,. -· .-JI • 
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But Sartoris warned of amllicts of 
interest: The intereslS of ~ private, 
profit-making coml)3llY an, seen as 
inevitably colliding with tllose of a 
public, non-profit ~-Mulloy left U of L 
in policy.dispute 
with Shumaker 
Mulloy, who is presidem and chief 
executive officer of Alria Communi-
ties Inc., said he was -arca11ed" at 
the proposal's potential fer creating 
conflicts of interest. 
Shumaker reponed to me trustees 
in the Sept. 30 meeting oo plans to 
tum the institute into a prmlle corpo- · 
·ration with him as ch.~ executive of-
ficer; a share of profits "''O<:id flow to 
the university. 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
Businessman and lawyer W. Pat-
rick Mulloy, a former state Finance 
and Administration secretary, said 
he resigned from the University of 
Louisville board of trustees because 
of President John Shumaker's plan 
to turn a string of overseas academic 
ventures into a fur-profit corpora-
tion. · 
Shumaker abandoned the idea un-
der pressure from some trustees. 
But Mulloy said in an interview 
Monday that Shumaker's initial ad-
vocacy of privatitlngthe Institute for 
International Development con-
vinced him that the university had a 
leadership problem. 
"I just thought the concept was so 
ill-conceived and misguided that my 
time could be better spent else-
where," said Mulloy, who served in 
Finance and Administration under 
Gov. Brereton Jones. "This is a pub-
lic institution, ail!d they don't have 
the luxury of doing therr business in 
private." 
Mulloy also said he was disturbed 
to learn that when the trustees dis-
cussed what he IIM>ught was a pro-
posed country-club membership for 
Shumaker at a Sept 30 meeting, 
Shumaker had already joined the 
club. Mulloy said Shumaker was 
present but did oot mention that. 
Mulloy said 'his dissatisfaction 
with U of L's leadership started with 
its handling of violations in the 
men's basketball program that have 
led to the threat of sanctions by the 
National Collegia're Athletic Associ-
ation. "I've yet to find anybody held 
accountable for .a system that would 
have allowed those violations to oc-
cur," he said. 
Shumaker said ~e was surprised 
to learn the extent of Mulloy's disap-
proval. "I thought he was a very in-
novative and e,wrgetic thinker - a 
good board memher to work with." 
Shumaker said he joined Har-
mony Landing Country Club after 
the trustees' executive committee on 
Sept. 25 approved payment of an 
$18,000 initiation fee and monthly 
dues. The full boomt!'s approval was 
not required, he ,saiil. 
Shumaker said the country-club 
costs will be paid with donated 
funds or with private money held by 
the university's foundation or athlet-
ic association. Minx Auerbach, 
chairwoman of the trustees, said the 
membership shonld help Shumaker 
make contacts useful in university 
fund raising. And she said country-
club membership iist:ommon for uni-
versity presidents, although Shu-
maker's predecessor, Donald Swain, 
didn't belong to one. 
Mulloy resigned from the board 
Oct. 18 after sening about 15 
months of a six-year appointment 
He initially wouldn't give his reasons 
for quitting, and said he spoke out 
ibis week to correct the impression 
i,reated by Auerbach that Mulloy was 
~ to resolve conflicting demands 
on his time. 
"She knew why I quit,'' Mulloy 
said. 
: Auerbach wouldn't comment on 
Mulloy's remark. 
: The international institute was 
launched at Shumaker's urging in 
September 1995, soon after he took 
pffice as president, and bas opened or 
laid the groundwork for U of L deiiree 
or non-degree training programs m at 
least 12 overseas locations. Shumaker 
said it will remain a non-profit arm of · 
the university. · 
. The discussion of privatizing the in-
. stitute, which was conducted in p,:i-
vate, triggered the_ threat of a l~~~wt, 
and the proposal itself was cntiC1Zed 
liy some trustees. But business faculty 
members at U of L and Indiana Uru-
versity who are familiar with overseas 
academic ventures say the concept 
isn't necessarily a bad one. 
; · William Sartoris, chairman of inter-
I national programs at the IU business 
school, said privatization could put 
foreign academic ventures on a faster 
track by freeing them from sluggish 
university bureaucracies. 
An attorney for The Coorier-Jour-
nal complained to ~burn a i<Pr that he 
and the trustees had vioiated the 
open-meetings law by hold:ng part of 
· that discussion in closed session. 
i Last month, Shumaker made public 
the closed discussion and claimed 
that any violation of the open-meet-
ings law was "completely inadver-
tent." He also said he'd dropped the 
· privatization plan after learning it was 
"probably too complex and laden 
with legal and policy-related prob-
lems." 
Auerbach said a time-member 
trustees' committee had examined the 
· plan and told Shumaker it disap-
. proved. She said one concem was the 
time that Shumaker would have to 
take away from his duties as ,presi-
dent to ser up the corporation .. 
"I don't know how vou do both of 
those jobs,'' said Mulloy, wilo was not 
on the special comminee. 
Auerbach said the trustees have no 
concerns about letting the Institute 
for International Deveropment contin-
ue as part of the university. "We have 
approved that, and we like the way 
·that's going,'' she said. 
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~ill at UK laboratory 
causes evacuation 
: :•. University of Kentucky researchers and employees 
w;ere evacuated from a campus building yesterday af-
iei:' up to 3 gallons of chloroform spilled in a laborato-
,:ii;-officials said. Gordon Glazner, a post-doctoral stu-, .. 
dent, was conducting an experiment in room 261 
aoout 4:10 p.m. when a glass beaker containing the 
chemical accidentally broke, he said. No one was in-
jm-ed. The chemical long ago was used as a surgical 
anesthetic and could be lethal. About 50 people waired 
Otl!side the building for about an hour until crews 
fr9m the Lexington Fire Department cleared !he scene. 
Chloroform evaporates more than three times as fasr 
,i,gasoline, Glazner said, and the spill dispersed 
q9ickly. 
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g DANVILLE 
·centre student hangs self 
m college dormitory room 
A Centre Colleg~ sophomore killed himseli Sunday 
,afternoon in his dormitory, a Centre spokeswoman 
said yesterday. William Travis "Will" Parsons. 20. oi 
Athens, Tenn., was found hanged to death in his La-
Motte House dormitory on Centre's campus about ~15 
p.in. Sunday, said spokeswoman Patsi Trollinger. 
Danville Police and Centre's Deparnnent for Public 
··safety do not suspect foul play, Trollinger said. 
•Friends reportedly talked to Parsons about 1:30 p.m.. 
qrollinger said, as the undeclared sophomore was eat- . 
:ing potato chips and watching footliaU. No suicide- ,; · 
note was left, she said. · ·· · '" ·- ·-~--
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Osteopath 
school to 
• open m 
Pikeville 
Supporters hope 
grads stay in area 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALO-l.EAOER EDUCATION WRITER 
PIKEVIllE - The improbable 
medical school has found an im-
probable home. 
In less than a year, Pikeville 
College - a four-year school with 
just more than 800 students - ex-
pects to start admitting students-to 
an osteopathic medicine school 
there. 
It's a scenario that even 
Pikeville College's president, 
William Owens, acknowledges is a 
surprising one. 
·· "I guess some people are aston-
ished that a small, liberal arts col-
lege would even think of doing 
something like this," he· said. 
In fact, plenty of people had 
been astonished that a group led 
by Paintsville lawyer Chad Perry 
Ill ·was able to get the osteopathic 
school off the ground-
. It got started in response to 
lon~standing complaints of a 
scarcity of doctors, especially pri-
mary care doctors, in Eastern Ken-
bJcky. ·.. . . 
. - The project's backers say the 
school will mainly produce family 
doctors - and, they say, students 
who go there will be more likely to 
stay in the area to practice medi-
cine. . 
;.Perry's group originally 
planned to start the · school in 
Pamtsville, but decided last year to 
merge with Pikeville College be-
cause they couldilCafford to build 
a: brand-new school. Pikeville also 
had a library and student services 
in place. · 
Perry says he thinks the.skep-
tics will soon have to change their 
minds. . , ·v-· s ; .. · 
"I was practicing law before the 
UK medical school started up, and 
dpctors would tell me th,lt Lexing-
tc;m was too small for a med[~;il. 
school and Kentucky didn't need 
two of them," lie said. "The-fellows 
who may not be 100 percent for _us 
right now, I.think they'll'be with·us 
a~er we get started." 
; John Strosnider, the new dean 
of the osteopathic school, said he 
also thinks having Pikeville College 
run the school gives it more credi-
bility. . ,., --
"This isn't 
some school 
they're sticking in 
a Kmart in Pre-
stonsburg or 
Paintsville," he 
said . 
Still, others 
="--' L---""-" have raised ques-
John Stros- tions about 
nider will be whether the pro-
osteopath ject will work. 
school dean. "How much 
medical education 
can a state with 3.7 million people 
support?" asked Tony Goetz, an as-
sociate medical school dean at the 
University of Kentucky. "We don't 
CJ\lestion wanting more graduates 
to stay in the state. We have a 
question about a need for another 
school." • 
· Because Pikeville is a private 
college, the state's Council on High-· 
er Education won't have much of a 
role, though. 
The councillicenses private col-
leges and schools in Kentucky, said 
Larry Fowler, its director for spe-
cial · programs. If Pikeville is ac-
credited by the American Osteo-
pathic Association, the council 
yould license it, he said. 
· ;Vhlrlwlnd of activity 
:: The process of starting the. 
lliedical school has already created 
a::Whirlwind of activity and· change 
at Pikeville College's hilltop cam-
~s. 
:: So far, the college has hired a 
&mn and an associate dean for the 
medical school. By January, it 
bl:>pes to have received its accredi-
t~tion and begun hiring faculty 
~embers and recruiting students. 
:: :u all goes well, the first class 
would be enrolled in medical school 
l.lss than a year from now. 
" . :: To top it all off, the college is·in 
t~e midst of hiring a new president, 
vi)lo will take over next summer af-
ter Owens retires July 1 - two 
months before the medical school is 
slated to open. 
h 
. :• That prospect slightly un-
ni!rred the consultant handling the 
SlfilCh for a new president, Owens 
said. The college expects to hire a 
new president by Feb. 1, he said. 
h 
~ But Owens said he thinks the 
pfospect of having a medical 
s¢:llool won't scare off applicants. 
l1 - • • • • C 
:; "It's a pretty bold venture,·and 
here a president is coming in new 
ai: the same time they're starting a 
medical school," Owens said: "I 
guess it depends on how· adven-. 
I\Jresome that person is." ',· ~--
:. :The new school_ also will ,be 
· somewhat of an oddity. Of the 19 
osteopathic medical schools in the 
country, all are either free-standing 
ml , affiliated with universities, 
Slr~nider said .. , 
• 
: -Owens said Pike,;lle College 
W?S interested pan!;- because its 
b9ard saw it as a way to carve out 
a , niche among other liberal arts 
cqlleges. . -~-. 
; •r think it's going to make 
Pikeville College the. college of 
choice for students seeking a med-
ical education," he sai<i 
Expense a concern 
'. Stiil, the college board thought 
carefully before making a commit-
ment because of the e.xpense, said 
Burlin Coleman_ a board member 
who also had been working with 
Perry on trying to start the school 
in Paintsville. 
: "There is always some pause 
when you're taking on a new. busi-
rn\ss, which is what this is," said 
Coleman, the chairman of Pikeville 
National Bank. ·But we think it's 
covered." _. .... :-·• · 
: Strosnider said the college has 
received pledges of about $4.6 'mil-
lion to suppon the medical school. 
It also has a $1 million contribution 
from Perry in an escrow account. 
Tuition for the school. \viii b·e 
about $22,000 a year, Strosnider 
said. Running the school -wi!Fcost 
between $6 million and ~ million a 
year, he_ saia. _ _. ;_-; 
• . ••. ~.!• .... _· 
· But Perry, the lawyer,, ;who 
started the quest for the osteopath-
ic school, said he's confident the 
college can manage financially._ 
"President Owens is· iery care-
ful with a dollar because you have 
. to be when you're running a small 
school," he !;aid. "I really think we'll 
live to see_this going great"?'; ;_ :;, 
C - •' •• !I • • ~~;~•\._\-•, 
., ; Hefilld-1.eader stafj:~f/f/fl( 
Ml#!Ue[59ntributed to !l&..!f P'ltJD~ 
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Private··colleges want·· 
input on any changes· 
in higher· education 
By RICHARD WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
PLEASANT HilL, Ky. - Support-
ers of the statels private colleges said 
yesterday· they want to be heard be-
fore any plans are adopted for re-
forming Kentucky's state universities 
and technical schools. 
"We need to have a place at the ta-
ble because there's a popular miscon-
ception that if you're not talking about 
financial aid programs, then basically 
the privates don't have a stake in pub-
lic policy issues in higher education," 
said Fred Mullinax, president of the 
Association, of Independent Kentucky 
Colleges and Universities. . · 
That theme permeated many of the 
discussions at yesterday's annual 
Shakertown Roundtable where the 
topic was .the future of private col-
leges.. · .. . 
Presidents and governing board 
heads at the state's private schools, 
who were among participants, were 
concerned that their schools might be 
adversely affected by changes pro-
posed by the state's Task Force on 
Postsecondary Education headed by. 
Gov. ·Paul Patton. 
Patton has called higher education 
reforms his administration's top pri-
ority. He plans to call a special ses-
sion of the General Assembly in the 
spring to consider·task force r~m-
mencfations. 
Jack Foster, a Lexington consultant 
and former head of the state's Educa-
tion, Arts and Humanities Cabinet, 
~ed private college officials to act 
qwckly if they want to be heard. 
''You better make sure this fast-
track train (Patton's task force) 
doesn't run over you. You're not on 
their screen now, 11 he said. 
He noted that the panel is made up 
of six Patton administration officials 
and 12 legislators who are 111ore con-
cerned and aware of the concerns of 
public institutions. 
The best approach, Foster said, is 
to convince task force members that 
their schools can help the state solve 
problems they identity. 
''We're interested in is what's in the 
best interests . of Kentucky's stu-j 
dents,'' said Kenneth Wmters, presi-
dent of Campbellsville University. I 
Among pnvate school concerns is '[ 
financial md. While the state provides 
some aid for Kentucjdans. attending i 
·the private colleges, several school of- .i 
ficials said it wasn't enough to make; 
their schools a viable choice for many, 
students. . i 
Paul Borden, head of the state's 
student assistance program, said that 
about 45 percent of tne state grants 
now go to needy students attending 1 
private colleges. But Borden said the • 
existing programs fall $15 million 
short from meeting the needs of all 
qualified applicants. 
Centre College President Mike Ad-
ams suggested raising the level of 
family income need to be eligible for 1 a grant so more students from mid- I 
die-income families could get them. 
Others yesterday suggested that the • 
state could save money by contracting / 
with private colleges for programs , 
they already offer instead of payin~ : 
for new ones at nearby state univers1- 1 
ties. The tuition disparities between : 
the public and private schools should I 
also be reduced, they said. I 
The group finally decided to draft a: 
letter to Patton outlining their con-
cerns and suggesting ways the private 
schools could become·more involved 
in meeting the state's needs. 
During the roundtable, several 
speakers outlined a variety of prob-
lems facing private colleges, including ' 
more aggressive competition from 
public universities for both private 
money and students. · 
David Warren, .president of the Na-
tional Association of Independent · 
Colleges and Universities, also chal-
lenged what he termed a misconcep-
tion that private colleges are elitist. 
Warren said as many private col-
lege students come from families-with 
annual incomes below $25,000 as 
ones where incomes exceed $75,000. 
The median, he said, is $46,000, less 
than the median family income at 
many well-known public universities. 
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Clifford Turner, head of a local NAACP com- • 
mittee monitoring the stadium project, said na-
tional NAACP leaders had assured him they 
would assist in a lawsuit but wanted more infor-
mation about the university's history of con-
tracting with· minority-owned businesses. 
Talks reduce 
threat of suit 
over stadium 
forU of L 
business leaders' participation would help to I 
achieve the broader goal of a "community-cor• \ 
porate policy" governing future projects. 
Chancey said he was also taking part in meet- • 
ings aimed at getting the five current stadium I 
contractors, who will be paid about $37 million, 1 
to expand substantially on the single minority-
Rights leaders, school 
near accord on hiring 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
owned subcontractor listed on the project. 1 
At Owsley's urging, the trustees in mid-Octo-
ber stiffened the university's policy of encourag-
ing, but not requiring, bidders on projects to 
give portions of their contracts to firms owned 
by members of racial minorities or women. The 
new policy requires low bidders to prove good-
faith efforts to achieve specified levels of minor-
ity business participation, but Owsley said it can 
apply only to future projects, not the stadium, 
The threat of a lawsuit backed by the Nation-
al Black Chamber of Commerce and, potential• 
ly, the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People still looms over the sta-
dium project. Bather, who asked for NAACP in-·. 
tervention, said he was "cautiously optimistic" 
a suit .could be avoided. 
· Harry Alford, president of the National Black 
Chamber, said· last week his organization was 
preparing ·a lawsuit and would not await the 
NAACP's .decision. Alford could not be reached 
for comment yesterday. 
"! think everybody's looking for a happy me-
dium," Turner said. 
Bather said civil-rights leaders will hold an 
open meeting on the stadium contracting issue 
at noon tomorrow in aldennanic chambers at 
City Hall. 
The threat of a lawsuit over the University of L 
Louisville's new stadium may have been de- , 
fused yesterday. ! 
~ 
Civil-rights leaders and U ofL officials , 
emerged from a campus meeting saying they 
were close to an agreement on using more mi- . 
nority-owned firms. . . ! 
Under the plan the five maior contractors m- · 
volved in building the $60 million project so far ' 
would hire more minority-owned subcontrac-
tors, said Larry Owsley, U of L's vice president ' 
for administration. . I 
The officials also voiced hopes for a com-
munitywide consensus on the need to ensure • 
minority participation on future private and ' 
public-sector projects. ' 
· ''We want to create an atmosphere in this · 
community where it is known ... you do not 
come in here to 
build something -
you do not come in 
here to have a golf 
tournament or a 
Breeders' Cup or 
anything else - but 
that you guarantee 
that there's an equi-
table benefit for the 
African-American 1 
people, 11 said civil-
rights activist Anne 
Braden. 
"! think both 
sides came into the 
meeting with a firm 
commitment to re-
solve all outstand-
ing issues so we can 
move ahead" with 
opening Papa 
John's Cardinal Sta-
dium in time for the 
1998 football sea-
son, U of L President John Shumaker said 
"! t~. we're _going to end up with a ·goal 
(for mmonty business participation) that we're 
gomg to make the best effort to achieve that 
will satisfy everybody concerned," said busi-
nessman Malcolm Chancey, who headed a 
fund-raising effort that netted about $27 million 
in corporate contributions for the stadium com-
plex. 
Chance~ ~d lawye_r Chris Sternberg of the 
Papa Johns pIZZa chain, one of the biggest cor-
po~te _donors, took pan in yesterday's meeting. 
Lomsville 12th Ward Aldennan Paul Bather said 
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U 9f L president quits 
country club to keep 
focus on bigger issues 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
University of Louisville President 
John Shumaker has quit the Har-
mony Landing Country Club, calling 
his membership a "distraction" from 
more important issues. 
Shumaker had drawn fire both for 
joining an all-white -club 
and for failing to mention 
that he already had joined 
by the time the U of L 
trustees discussed wheth-
er they should approve his 
membership. 
Pat Mulloy, who was 
Kentucky finance and ad-
ministration secretary un-
der Gov. Brereton Jones, 
resigned as a U of L trust-
ee last month and cited 
a distraction - not the type of issue 
that should district us from more im-
portant topics," Shumaker said yes-
terday. 
Mulloy, who is a member of Har-
. monr. Landing Country Club, said he 
didn t object to Shumaker's joining. 
He objected to Shumaker's failure to 
tell the full board he already had 
done so. Shumaker said 
he thought the executive 
committee's was the only 
approval he needed. 
Shumaker's failure ·10 dis- Shumaker 
Mulloy said that while 
the club's all-white make-
up was not an issue for 
him, it was for some other 
board members. Civil-
rigbts advocate Louis 
Coleman, head of the Jus-
tice Resource Center, said 
he raised that issue with 
Shumaker yesterday, but 
Shumaker had resigned 
from the club by then. 
close his club membership drew fire for 
during a Sept. 30 meeting falling to tell 
"I said it would be in 
his best interest ·10 not be 
a part of a club that ex-
cludes African Americans 
as one reason. trustees he'd 
Shumaker said he already Joined 
joined the club after the a country club.- · 
trustees' executive com-
mittee voted Sept. 25 to add the 
SIS,000 cost of initiation and the 
monthly club fees to his compensa-
tion. He said the membership costs 
would be paid by the university's 
foundation or from a private source, 
though he was promised a club 
membership as part of his compen-
sation when he was hired last year. 
He said he quit the club earlier 
this week, after Mulloy complained 
publicly about Shumaker"s perform-
ance as president. "l decided it was 
or people of color," Coleman said. 
The club, in Goshen, has never 
had a rule excluding blacks or other 
minorities, said R. Michael Ricketts. 
president of its board of directors. 
He said it has more than 10 women 
members and several Jewish mem-
bers. 
"We've never had a black member 
apply, but the.re's certainly nothing 
to preclude them from applying," he 
said. 
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.: MOREHEAD -'--- Morehead 
State-University· President Ro- -
nald Eaglin said· he wants . to 
wean the university from. its 
financial dependence on its, re-· 
serve funck:.;:/;"' . _ 
_ This is the':third consecutive 
year that MSU: has dug into re-
serves to accommodate its bud-
get In 1994'95;.tlie budget useci : 
$1.5. million, from- the reserve 
· and lasf'yeai' it used $1.1 mil- : 
lion. This: year;· .. the nearly $67 , 
million budget· relies on $2.2 ; 
million from the surplus· ac-
count;·· leavfog. that account I 
with $8;1.iriillion. " _ : · : 
-· The· ·same · pattern probably 
will b·e,,repeated next year~ Ea-
··glin· said; "but• we're goingecto 
have to put the skids on it. ... I 
think we're getting kind of · 
. dangerously close to where we 
need to be for fund balance." 
Eaglin and .the audit com-
mittee of the university's 
Board of Regents discussed the 
reserve fund and other finan-
cial concerns during a Thurs-
day -meeting called to review 
and accept.the 1995-96 audit. 
The importance of maintain-
ing a healthy reserve fund was 
illustrated when the commit-
tee looked at the ratio of the 
reserve accounts to the total 
amount of unrestricted money 
in the university budget. The 
rat10 measures MSU's ability 
to absorb shocks from revenue 
or. spending fluctuations. 
Ratios between ·20 percent 
and 50 percent indicate a good 
financial reserve in a higher 
education institution. MSU's 
current ratio is 12.8 percent, 
down from 18.5 percent in 1994. 
· The school also falls below 
the recommended level on an-
other ratio used to measure a 
university's ability to prevent 
short-term financial difficul-
ties. It also is below the bench-
mark for operating within its 
budgetary resources. 
The university may be able 
to get by without using all the 
$2.2 million from its reserves 
_ !his year, because of unfilled 
positions and savings in oper- -
• ating and capital expenses. 
: And Porter Dailey, vice presi-
. del\t for administration and 
'fiscal services, said next year's 
· reliance on the reserve may 
: not be as great as it has been 
'.in the last few years. Adminis-
:trators feel revenue problems, 
:at least those created by de-
·clining enrollment, have bot-
\omed out. · ' 
:-: Board member Bruce Mat-
tingly, who represents faculty, . 
pointed out tha,t of_a ~1.5 mil- ! 
lion increase in unrestricted .1 
spending last fiscal year, just 
$14,000 went to instruction. 
We're not keeping up," he 
said. 
Other areas may have !J.eed· 
ed the money, but academics 
and instruction also should be 
priorities, Mattingly said, be-
cause "those things directly af-
fect what we can do with stu-
dents." 
"I share your anxiety," 
agreed audit committee chair-
man Buckner Hinkle Jr. But 
Hinkle cautioned against· the 
board micromanaging the uni-
versity. . - ; 
Dailey noted. that ~!)ugh in-
structional spending increased · 
just a fraction last year, there · 
had been a steady increase the 
previous six or seven years. A 
more stable enrollment will 
allow more money to _ be put 
into instruction, he added. 
"I don't want to leave this 
board with the impression that 
this administration has ig-
nored instruction, because we 
have not," Eaglin said. · 
But, he said, with Gov. Paul 
Patton's desire to increase ef-
ficiency of the, state's univer-
sities,. this. is "an opportune 
time" to look at instruction, 
particularly workloads and ac-
ademic ~upport. 
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■ MOREHEAD 
University dips into surplus fund again: For 
the third consecutive year, Morehead State University 
has had to dig into reserves to make.its budget, and 
President Ronald Eaglin said he wants to wean the 
school froin dependence on that fund. 1n 1994-95, the 
budget used $1.5 million from the reserve and last year 
it used $1.1 million. This year, the nearly $67 million 
budget relies on $2.2 million from the surplus account, 
leaving it with $8.1 million. The same pattern probably 
will be repeated next year, Eaglin said, "but we're 
going to have to put the skids on it: ... I think we're get-
ting kind of dangerously close to where we need to be 
for fund balance." Eaglin and the audit committee of 
the university's Board of Regents discussed the reserve 
fund and other financial concerns during a Thursday 
IJ1eeting called to review and accept the 1995-96 audit. 
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~orehead hopes to stop tapping reserve 
: MO~, Ky . ...:. For·.the third consecutive year, Morehead 
State Ull!vers1ty has had t9 dig into reserves. to balance its· budget, 
~and President Ronald Eaglin said he wants to wean the school from 
dependence on that fund. -- . 
In )994-95, the budget used $1.5 million from ihe reserve and last 
ye~ ti used $1.f rillion. This year, the nearly $67 millio~ budget 
rehes on $2._2 _million from the surplus account, leaving that account 
with $8.1 million. 
. Eaglin ·and the audit committee of the university's board of regents 
discussed the reserve fund and other- financial concerns Thursda 
during a meeting called to review and accept the 1995-96 audit. y 
_The uruvers1ty may be 3!>le to get by without using all the $2.2 
nnll10n fyom its reserves thIS year, because of unfilled positions and 
savil)gs _m operating and capital expenses. · 
.· ,,TheDaily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, • Friday November a,·1995 . 
··Msuito~'crack 'Ro~~~o~~bogij~?P~!1$lllg:, ~-aifiin· ~-~-.:•wf"'-,. ij_j~'T-~_e···,=._;Sc~ . ch'eaffi.f~wil:lr'nihsf~Jcf':fRe~"efecf1liCFc1asi"•sdie<iu1e g - . Y, ,I; .chafigeirstaffing next year. L . -will be considered. 
-·•·'-'"·-='--~ i• .::.,. ' .,,,-:.c.""'"''"'~''-··'''--~-~. ·The 'scrutiny, will''keep::'.thif. :'.-· MSU,:;also will begin· charg-
By MAIIELYNN CoLDIRON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT . . . 
; MOR~HEAD - Morehead 
State University wants to 1 
make sure there's no cheating · 
among students who get waiv- · 
ers from its residency and din-
ing requirements. 
; An internal· audit--of -the 
waiver program has uncovered 
some weak spots that may •. be. 
allowing some cheating to 
occur. Full-time undergraduate 
students with less than 60 
credit hours are required to , 
live on· campus and buy a din-
ing card. 
Waivers are granted for stu-
dents who are commuters, sin-
gle parents, married, have a 
medical need or are 21 or 
older. But ·university adminis-
trators think some of the waiv-
ers have been granted under 
false pretenses, particularly to 
commuting students. 
"I don't want to say it's a 
rampant problem," internal 
auditor Beverly Hatfield said. 
"The majority of our com-
muter waivers are legitimate." 
Last year, commuters made 
up 75 · percent of the 583 hous-
ing/ dining waivers granted. Of 
those commuters, 65 percent 
were from Rowan and contigu-
ous counties. But others came 
from as far away as Pulaski, 
Letcher and Simpson counties. · 
In some cases, however, un-
dergraduate students who sup-
posedly were commuters were 
caught living off campus. All 
that's required to get a waiver 
now is a notarized statement 
from parents. · 
Hatfield's office will be tight-
ening the waiver policy to try 
to decrease the potential for 
univetsity.'.froni ·losing., meal ing,late fees·for students who 
and housing revenue on·a cam,.·. i-eqil_est waivers after the dead-
pus' ·wh'ere·· cfor.mitory ::iic- •·-line . .:.:::· currently, the number 
cupancy · is at 85 percent Stu- of student_s filing late for waiv-
dents• :buy a minimum $300 ers co!1tr1butes to. the bo~e-
. meal'•card each semester. that _ ne_ck,·- m ._th~ : housing office. 
, is used-afa"fciod· court aper-. W1th:strict adh~re~ce _to the 
ated by a private contractor\ • a. dea~e, · th~ thinking IS t;hat 
Th 1 · • • · · · - ' . the office will have more time 
e; po !Cf re~1s,1ons ~II tci study waiver r~quests. . . 
allow .. the,1:1:1uve1:5!tr ~ ~o~µi! ... Otliet procedures will' be 
?ffice more, nex1bilij:y• m JUdg--· tightened to better identify 
mg ':"hethe: _co~ut~r~_~hoajd_,,_- commuting students who later 
rece1ve_.waiJers. The ~el).~.of ·move.oil campu_s and to track 
the commute, _ type, of road . ,sfudelits who receive waivers. - - . -- - ~-· -· - --· --·--. ------ __ ,. -
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MOREHEAD - Crystal 
married at 13 and had fivir 
children by the time : ~he 
was 18. . ;,-;•f;_ 
Rebecca faced divorce,:a·'·· 
serious illness and depres-
sion. ' •. 
Brenda wed at 16 to es- 1 
cape the physical abuse · of 
an alcoholic father and was 
recently left by her husband 1 
of29 years. 
All three women held 
their audience spellbound . I 
Friday as they told their 
stories during a workshop 
on Appalachian. women at , 
the annual Wilma E. Grote 
Symposium for the Ad-
vancement of Women. --
The three had what 
amounted to an awakening 
•·wlien they attended the 
'New' Opportunity School for 
Women, an intensive three-
week : course that teaches 
;writing, .:comphter basics 
and job search skills to low-
inc o in e · Appalachian 
women. It also provides ca-
. reer counseling, informa-
tion· on how to go back to 
school ahd tries to give its 
, students a hefty dose of self-
confidence. 
·"These women are very 
low in self-esteem in most 
cases, but· are highly moti-
vated," said Jane Stephen-
son, ·rounder and director-of 
the school, located in Berea. 
The three women who told 
their stories Friday are among 
the nine featured in Stephen-
s on' s book, "Courageous 
Paths: Stories of Nine Ap-
palachian Women." Each 
asked to be identified by first 
name only, as they are in the 
book.___ , 
Crystal, who quit school to 
watching as her five children 
graduated from high school. 
"As the kids graduated, part 
of··me graduated with• them. 
But I knew I would never go 
back - I could never get back 
what I lost,'' she said. 
. But wfth. prodding~ from a 
persistent therapist, Crystal 
· got .her high-school equiva-
. lency certificate. She described 
how she went out on her front 
porch·· and screamed out her 
accomplishment after she 
learned she had passed the 
GED tests. 
"That was the greatest 
achievement I ever made in 
my life and I wanted the world 
to know," she said. 
But she wasn't satisfied with 
that. Although her then-
husband forbade it, she ap-
plied to the New Opportunity 
School and was accepted in 
1989 on what she called "the 
luckiest day of my life." 
But Crystal, of Rockcastle 
County, said. she was terrified 
at first. That·soon changed. 
_ :'.For the first· time in your 
life you ·felt like you mattered 
to somebody," she said. After-
ward, '.'I wasn't the same per-
son that came there. I knew by 
now there was more out there 
and I wanted to experience 
more of it." 
Crystal went on to take 
night classes in college and to 
work for a hospital for six 
years before returning to join 
the staff at the New Op-
portunity School. 
Although women can get ed-
ucation and career help 
through many programs, the 
Berea school stresses giving 
women self-esteem, Stephen-
son said. 
"They don't believe they can 
do all these things and that's 
mainly what we do is say, 
'Yes, you can."' she said. "We 
validate the fa~t thot tho .. ---
- , .-,:·.--. _· - - . ~'. _,; , . . - ,-_,-·.-.,.. - ·- ~. ,, . , .. 
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Gttai-d'S grit may give_ 
E'a 
... ~ g1~·~-_-_ _ e· _·. s --m-. e gh-t. Scouting the Eagles ■ Coach: Djck Fick, 44, 56-82 in five 
seasons at Morehead. 
■ Last season: 7-20 overall and 2-
\Yyc~kall~ VQ:\W ! SCHEDULE . . ~t~~::~~;t~~~~-i~0~~~0 Ter> 
..., -- :· - . ·-· ·, '"~,- -· . 
. .to overcome low 
-·-- - - .... 
expectations 
BY RICK BAILEY 
H~l.EAoER STAFF WRITER 
It was time to run until the 
coach was satisfied, Morehead 
State Coach Dick Fick told his Ea-
gles one day last season. Buf if 
they met his time, they could stop. 
Three Eagles· "made" their 
time, and two were excused. Doug 
Wyciskalla had to keep running. 
It was a test ·. 
"I waited for him to run out of 
the gym or attack me," Fick said. 
"He kept running and running 
very hard. He needed to produce 
more, and he understood what I 
was trying to tell him. 
"I don't know maiiy people 
who would have kept running es-
pecially after they-made their time. 
Doug showed he's a leader. He got 
respect that day.'! 
That was one of many lessons 
Wyciskalla learned during a dismal 
7-20 season, his first at Morehead 
after a successful career at North-
west Community College m 
Wyoming. 
Wyciskalla, a 6-foot-2 shooting 
guard or·small forward, made the 
Ohio Valley Conference All-New-
comer team. He averaged 11 points 
a game and ranked 10th in OVC 
, three-point accuracy (362 percent}. , 
But a season that began with 
great expectations, with Morehead 
coming off a third-place finish the, 
year before, dissolved in a string· 
of' 11 consecutive losses at sea-
son's end. · · 
With Wyciskalla as the lone 
returning starter and one of two 
seniors (center Cole Indestad is the 
other), prospects aren't much bet- , 
ter, especially since Fick is in the · 
last year of a contract that isn't ex: 
pected to be renewed. 
But Wyciskalla isn't buying 
into all the gloom·and doom. He 
had enough of that last year. 
"It was hard," he said. "A lot 
of people say we had bad senior 
leadership, that Coach didn't do ' 
much about it But I didn't do any-
thing about.it The sophomores 
didn't do _anything. 
"We got used to losing, espe-
cially · in close games. It was a 
domino effect that kept going 
down. It was a team downslide." 
Wyciskalla was unhappy with 
his season. 
''I almost threw it m." he said. , 
"l u;a~ ~nnno~erl to he one of the · 
Nov.12 
Nov.18 
Nov. 24 
Nov. 30 
Dec. 3 
Dec. 6-7 
Dec.14 
Dec. 22 
Dec. 23 
Jan. 4 
Jan. 6 
Jan.11 
Jan.13 
Jan.16 
Jail.18 
Jan. 20 
Jan. 25 
Jan. 2.7 
Jan. 30 
Feb. 3 
Feb. 8 
Feb.10 
Feb.13 
Feb. 15 
Feb.17 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 22 
SPORTS CRUSADERS 7:30 
YUGO'N CLUB TEAM 7:30 
at Tennessee 2 
ASBURY 2 
at George Mason 7:30 
at SW Missouri Tournament 
at Marshall 7:30 
at Dayton 2 
MARIAN 7:30 
TENNESSEE TECH 7:45 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE 7:45 
at Eastern Illinois ·3 
at Southeast Missouri 8:45 
EASTERN KENTUCKY 7:45 
TENN.-MARTIN 7:45 
MURRAY STATE 7,45 
at Tennessee State • 8:30 
at Austin Peay 8:45 
at Middle Tennessee 8 
at Tennessee Tech · 8:45 
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 7:45 
EASTERN ILLINOIS 8:30 
at Eastern Kentucky 8:30 
at Murray 5 
at Tenn.-Martin 8:30 
TENNESSEE STATE 7:45 
AUSTIN PEAY ,7:45 
All times p.m. and Eastern 
just well. I made a vow to myself 
not to do that again." -
Unhappy with his offensive 
game, Wyciskalla compensated on 
defense. . · 
"I've always been able fo antic-
ipate well," he said. "I have longer 
arms and quick feet, and _I get in 
the passing lanes a little quicker. 
"Coach Fick told me over and 
over the reason I was. staying in 
the game was because of defense." 
Wyciskalla intends to improve 
offensively-this season. 
"I did a lot of shooting this 
summer," he said. "In junior col-
lege I could take it to the hole and 
. score when I wanted. Last year I 
got in trouble with charges or get-
ting my shot blocked. I'll probably 
stay out on the floor a lot more. 
Jump-shooting will be my key, hit-
ting it consistently." 
■ Who's gone: Guard Mark Kinnaird 
(13.13 ppg, 2.6 apg), forward Mike 
Scrogham (12.4 ppg, 5.7 rpg), center 
Marton Witherspoon (10.9 ppg, 9.2 
rpg), guard Mark Majick (10.3 ppg, 
3.0 apg), forward John Humphrey 
(3.9 ppg), guard Ivan Colbert and for-
ward Al Dixon. 
■ Who's back: Guard Doug Wyciskalla 
(11.0 ppg, 2.3 rpg, 2.6 apg), center 
Luke Lloyd (3.2 ppg, 3.5 rpg), guard 
Ted Docks (3.0 ppg, 2.2 apg), forward 
Chris Stone (2.9 ppg, 2.1 rpg), guard 
Heston Beverly (1.5 ppg), guard Kyle 
Sherman, center Cole lndestad and 
guard Mark Spurtock. 
■ Top newcomers: Guard Hezzie 
Boone and forwards Lee Coomler 
David Harrison, Jeremy Prater and 
Jeremy Webb. · 
■ Strengths: Good shooters includ-
ing Wyciskalla. Youthful enthusiasm 
since there are only two seniors on 
the roster. Promising sophomore 
class. 
■ Weaknesses: Lack of size with the 
tallest players at ·6-foot-9 (Lloyd) and 
6-8 (lndestad). Defense is a question 
. mark in part because of the lack of 
height. Finding sufficient scoring 
since departees accounted for 72.6 
percent of Morehead's points last 
season. 
■ Key to-season: Development of 
several newcomers will determine 
the Eagles' fate in the last year of 
Fick's contract. This In effect is a 
rebuilding year because of the depar-
ture of four starters from last year's 
squad which ended the season with 
11 straight losses. Senior leadership 
from Wyciskalla and lndestad is a 
must. 
■ Outlook: It's hard to conceive of 
Morehead escaping the 0VC cellar. 
It won't be for lack of trying, but the 
Eagles just can't match up in talent. 
The nucleus of a solid team is pre-
sent, but Fick isn't likely to be. 
around to see it mature. 
. ROSTER 
Despite the dire pre"dictions i No. 
about the Eagles, Wyciskalla is; 3;;'-'--;;:''=.-;;::=--.....!=-~-~:.........".!:.__!~~~--
hopeful entering his senior season. , 1:;;0:;---';:;;';;'::;':-'=-----:c---~~--=,~-~-~~----
"We don't necessarily have';': 11;--,;;:;~::':;:::;;---~~-~~--='~-~---"'~~~'--
more individual 1311ent, ~ut we'_re 
1
-;'12;;--;;':"':-i;;""'~,---....::,--_ _..;:~-"~-~:.....~~~'---
more of a team this year, he said. j,13,-;;:::;~;;::':::"::...--=---~~-"~-~-~~~~--. "A couple of newcomers (Hezzie ~---';:;;,:::::;'ii;:i:i'---~--~-~~-"'.'c...-~~~--
Boone and the injured Jeremy :;'.1;:;'4-~=:":-;::=':,---~-~~~5!........2c.:..._~~!!.__ __ 
Prater) have surprised me. I want :;,.21,---;~;;':-:::::;:'c.....---'c--.....::~~~-~-~~~~~ 
my last year to be positive." !;;;22;--~~;;;:;:=:::----;:--~~--=~-~-~~~~-
Player Pos. Ht. WI. Cl. Hometown 
Heston Beverly G 5-1 170 Jr. Vicco 
Ted Docks G ' 5-8 155 So. Canton. Mich. 
Mark Spurlock G 5-10 150 So. Coa!good 
Doug Wyciskalla G 5-2 190 Sr. Indianapolis 
Hezzie Boone G 6-0 182 So. Louisville 
Jeremy Webb F 5-5 205 Fr. Olive Hill. 
Jeremy Prater F 5-5 295 So. West Chester, Ohit 
Lee Coomler F 6-5 191 Fr. Kokomo, Ind. 
Wyciskalla will work to make 1-;;24;,-~-::;::7.::::;c:::...--~-.....!c=..._:~-~:.....~~~--
. that happen. ';;25;--~S°;:;2::::----~'.........-~-~-~'--~~~~-
Kyle Sherman G 6-3 165 So. Maysville 
Luke Lloyd C 6-9 190 So. Flushing, Mich. 
Fick said, ''Doug is an awfully ~30~~~~:::=::::::-----,~-~-~~~-~~~--
tough individual. He can handle 33 
pressure. He can handle criticism, "52;;--~:';::::'==:'--....:=---~:;.......:.~-~:........c'~~---
Chris Stone F 6-7 205 Jr. Sadieville 
David Harrison F 64 185 So. Louisville 
but he also speaks his mind. He 
won't_ tell me_just what_ I _want to 
Cole lndestad C 6-8 225 Sr. Central City 
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iMo,eliead feels like winner .in 31-26 loss to WKU 
~, 
1
~•f • ./:~'iA\,{fi,,1, 1J1t.f/J/~~:4 ~1./t• l~::,,:¥.:'•JII q,,,:.~ ,':;\' •: ,, .{ ~' '•, f I.•' I'".' 'I,,,, ;1, '';; I ' ' • ' 
~
#,~)/,' )lt~B!•Nl~K ~'llll! .~ ; ,,,,, i,,, e~~ugh (? ~\!ng Western·tha~ the the third. First, Turner threw a 13- 8:27 to play, Morehead was within with 3,775. 
••ii;J· ,,,, H~m'STAIFW•ITER , \ Eagles'were·1taro1pressed not to act "We shouldn't be happy with yard· TD pass to Tyron Davis in 31-26. , ',' ' · Quarterback Taggart finished 
,(;,~ ' OREHEAD' .L There' was ll-, like post-game·winners. , losing' a tough one like this\· the· 'corrier of the end' zone th~t, "I thought we were going to do with 180 yards, which left him 3 · 
!m~!itriusual~football ''ocfurrence ".: · , Yes, Virginia;·there are moral · But, gosh, we 
1
dld play well." : Davis took off' the finger tips of . it,''. said Ravizee/who finished'with· , short of 1,000 for the season. West- i 
!~•yesreiday:11\!/\f1ft(; :•:) 11.t •·,',.·~victories. , :: .,, · ; ·•· ·, ,·'·' ·, : , .. ,,, ; . · DouoTmtNEa, Wesf~m defen!live'back l)elvechio , 89 yards rushing. ''.'The way we , em has never had two backs gain 
ti'~i1:if.Iiey: 'pla$:ed a' @me· ahd no i r '•i-"Y ou know, nobody was giving , r,,or~head state ·quarterback YI' alls.· " ) ' ' : ' , · · l •,, · • ' ' 1 , • , . were moving the ball; I just knew · 1,000 yards in the same season. · 
'fo¥iil:io!it:·And:it':Wasii.!f•!{~'1,(,' :jl;,,!; -tis a snowliall's chance iri'you know ,,, "''1:,·• • . --' . · ., "·"· ,. c. · Then, on a two-point conver- we' were going to get it back ·and · Taggart ,took himself out of the· 
~Westeqi-iKenruc'Icy'jielit'More-:-'wh~~-!~·win·~his one:or- even 1?e · , . , . ,, sion try;'·Tumer's 1 • P'!s_s·! went -score:" . game with 5:57 left because of·a 
[ij~tate ?}!~:'"·, ), ·'\ 'i' ! <d '\ \,' ._. competitive ·with Western," said· turf, tlie ·two· tea111s ·conducted a., thro!lgli th ... e hands o .. f runnmg back But the Eagles didn't. They did knee injury. ' 
~et'Mor~head also won'26-31. '.:· Morehead Coath'Matt Ballard. "So, , wmter track meet.· • 1 Day1d Bol)e only to be corralled,at get it back/ at their'own '12 witli "If I had known I was that· 
t;!J3ehl'nc!11tile"powerfill',1ohe-two'1' 1,in a sense: ev'en though it hurt to·, ·Western, behind Taggart's 144 ,, the back of the end_'zone bY, wide 3:23 to'play, But·MSU picked up a close, I'd have stayed in and called· 
~~filidi-p/Jncii'-oflWilli(,T~ggai't ·, l~se, tqis is a little bit·of a moral, yards of first-half rushjng :i:aroage; , receivE;C Todd Chase. . . · ., first down, then gave the ball up on· a quarterback·sneak,''. he said. 1 • 
lilfi11":Antwill'l•Floyo,the'H1lltbppers .:victory," \: · ·'!· :," ! · . scored on all four of its first-half ,Said Turner: "I was hke 'Man, downsatits'own14. ,,, .. . Western is not likely to sneak 
fiill~:ti'telfiriis!1i~ldoliches•on a 7-4 '(,: , ,-.~I've nev_e~ really ~eliev~d. i!1 · possessions;thr~ touchdowns and . ~v~hing i~ going our w~y. This Western punched th~ ball to the . into the I-AA playoffs,, . 
lsell~cin'·and'·a:li1unofficial Kentucky ·:.cthose, 1bumh1s•feels a little bit hke a field,goal; 24·b1g pomts. 1s too cool.' " , 3 in the game's final niiriute but . "We· have quality wins over 
jPM§iott•IJ~ siate"thariipionship?, tine;'' ,Mqrehead'qtiarterback Doug · But Morehead was matching ' For, all More~ea~•~ good for- took a knee rather than try to score. Murray, Eastern ' and· Indiana ' 
l'l:!Yt;i'ddiilg a\victiJtY"Qvet' Morehead,•', Tum~ sai~. "We shouldn't _be hap- the Toppers.blow-for-blow. The~- tu'!e, tlie Eagles s\111 lra)l~d 24-20 at. Westem's Floyd, already. the State," Harbaugh said. "We played 
ffi,7J?revihus 'conqu~ts·•of.:Murray1•1 py with losmg'a.tough one hke this. gles· scored touchdowns the first the' half and were behmd 31-20 school's ·all0time leading rusher, be- at (top-ranked) Marshall and Birm-~iiite aiid •Eastern' K'eii"futky'.1· , I' ·. But;,go\ih1we did play well:" , · . three times 'they had the football. when Taggart fumbled·at the WKU came the second Hilltopper to gain ingham (UAB), which is Division I. , 
;,.1~l!µt1Mor¢h'ead 1Statif!"':-\ a. tea!Il,ii' , '!~specially offeilsively.·Especial- "I'll guara_ntee yo!!, we don't. 31 with 10:30 to go irt th7 game. 1,000 yards in two different seasons But we had some losses that hurt 
:;mffi''the'l!ciiiivale'!t'd{',2') scholar,,., ly in th~ first half. · · •., 1 , ,, ~v~n do that m practice," Ballard , Tre Eagl~ needed six plays to, yesterday with a 90-yard effort. us. All we can do is hope.:'· 
~tis. 'in'the'seaind·year·of.a de-em',\; r :Wh1l~ a sheet of snow flumes said: ·,1 score; the touchdown came on An- He finished the regular season J\s Morehead proved yesterday, 
[P.N!,~•s :~~ '!a<:>!~iil! , ''.'/.'ca~e ·clos~ < • lies~ended on' the, Jal'!le Stadium • The:. most amazing drive was thony Ravizee's 4-yard run. Willi with 1,041 y~ds and his career there's always hope. 
, !,EXING:Tott HERALt!;[EAcEll; lEXING:ToN ,' KV:'■' piiNliAY ~ Novtli1 BEl!:'10".:1:995'' 
• C - ••~•-- -~ •' • • •' , • • ••_ - • •• -•" • •• • • • '• • ~~ • 
lnm_;,,f, :·.""~.•.~..:%'.'1".•.'.'!--·<"·,:·.~~m._:·.• le._;··.:n,.'t.·"_~_·.~1.·· fiEurl'wi_F-Wi'.._,,,m=o~m;=-<t-~tc1asses_': r.~ .. ~·~ .. ~§ _;~~~ ,.:,!'1''"''"'· ;.r.;,c. 'i:g'-'~: :,i;.lli~,,;"''""·· ~15'.;..q,;~""~~"'~"""'..,="''~""-""·~--. .c;;::. 
· · ; · · :~:: "'/ .. :t,J;;lj Et< j~~!ci1iii'i1'Jff{11.l(~-; ·~·-~~ th~~ co~d study wlienever, or he, • · '""My:motto has become, 'Whiie · 
How:.to: ), :·,:\~•:':::::.,AssOCIAm~~~>9t~:f' . moyed·people around so·those in. we've, got.them where we .want 
sponsor an·: :.,.-~f LA GRANGE: _:_".'Ihiii'timfof the'program could room toge\her," · the~, }et's really teach them a les-
::in=m=at=e'--__ ·· •. year,thesightofinm\irescranii'ning Wilson said. "They. let .us form son: · . . 
• . · for quarterly exams was comniort'at study groups to meet whenever we · The two women r?ised enough :Jc"~~~i~i:r• , the'Eastern Kentticky'Coriectional ,,-needed.The support meant a lot." money; to allow. 16 1fl!llates who 
groups or indlvid- : Complex near'West Liberty. Opponents ,of the program ob• couldn t;P~Y therr tu1t10n to takr. 
uals, i~terested ' They studied in thei.r cells;· dur- ject to tax dollars being, used to _fi. tw.o b~ginnm~ college cofst. Th~ 
in sponsoring an , ing dinner, even dunng breaks nance mmates' educatlons while pnson s war en agree O pa_ 
inmate as a·stu- . · . . ·from their prison law-abiding college students are $2,000 for books out of the canteen 
dent can contact: ;...,==--== jobs. There were turned away. Proponents play up fund. ' · . 
■ Gaye Holman, ·, ' ., ·>1<•,ll: .\. \.· more.than a hun- statistics that show inmates who "!'ye seen t~ many ,hves totally 
Jefferson Cpmmu- • ·, · ,n: , ·ctred imnates, earn degrees while in prison almost ·c~a~ged by th1~ P:~gram to let It 
rnty College . ! ·· · poring over Eng- never return. die, }1olman said .. One _of my ~or· 
.Pnson Coofcim& Part 1 of 2 · lish, sociology or Caught in. the middle are in- mer ~tuden~ (m pnson) is working 
tor, at (502) 58.4- ·. ·algebra. . mates like Mike Smith, a 22-year- on his .PhD m Massachusetts no':"· 
0■1s81, Ext.l368. So Id , . k ·11 d . , d old college student when he was He wrote me recently and said 
usan · " me wou war a · ay an 'This program · s responsible for mv 
KessingeCCor- ,. ··the~· 0 to class every night ;.and convicted of frrst- and second-de- , . 
1 . 
rectional <t-hoor . g f th. S . ' ld gree _assault Smith is now taking success. I stlll remember the tears 
Director Grther· · thend stu
1
d
1 
yda teki at. 0~~ wo~ two courses ~t Luther Luckett streaming down his face at gradua-
Luckett Correc• · .stu
0 
y. a. thay. ..~de,,wo~d -stud Y: "We're all going to be rel~sed tion. · · 
tional Complex w enever ey cow • sai war en d • h ·ct "Th "Another has opened his own ·- ' Michael O'Dea some ay, e sai . ese guys , . 
P.O. Box 6; La : are going to be somebody's neigh- upholstery shop. Theres Just no 
Grange,.*Y·•,. ... "The classes in here were the bar. Wouldn't you rather your end to the phone calls I get from 
40031. '' '· • ::first time I ever took educatiort seri- neighbor have a degree and be able them." . . 
•:. • "'.;'f. · ... '.- ously," •said Mark Wilson, .2~, of to get a good job?" Ho)man has been teachmg ~ 
· ·:-.f.·\f.:·.. .. Pike County, who, is serving l!, 20- . Wilson, who had finished three the pnson co!lege program for six 
• ·-- .• . year,sentence for.!Jssault anckbur- semesters toward an associate's years. $he said only two of her m-
_ .... o:i . ·"· glary. "Sometimes ~ wou]i:l_iaj!Jy_ degree, rejects the notion that m~te-students have ever returned t? 
·;:for.iO hours. The day ·was:one big 
1 
.funding should be withheld from PrI5?n, and those were for parole v1-
':· study hall." inmates · olations - not a new crnne. 
·, · .But this year, there ·are no , "If that's the argument, then · The intnates at the West Liber-
. '. books, no tests, and. especially, no why give us any rehabilitation?" he ty \>nson wrote to congressmen and 
.;, classes. • . . ... . , · said. "Take away some menial jobs legis_lato:r- The warden ~d th~/d-
Congress b~ed' intnates fro ... _\n. here and use that money to educate ucatmn !rector, went to ra~ art 
- us. How many people who Jive and lobbied. 0 Dea eyen tned to 
getting federaf Pei\ grants for col- · prison with a bachelor's degree work out a temporary agreement 
lege in 1995. The state moved come back, as opposed to someone by .whic~. intn~tes would pay half 
· shortly thereafter to cut off state , whff spent the time working in the their tu1tmn 1f the state grants 
" grants, fearing a flood of applica• laundry?" could pay the rest. 
. .t.i!?!!S- . . . Gaye Holman, a professor at Jef- . "He. even got a bunch of us 
Earlier this year, the General ferson' Community College in pnson mdustry ju0s that pay $100 
Assembly passed a law prohibiting Louisville, and Susan Kessinger, a month, , but there just wasn't 
· inmates from receiving state educa- the school director at Luther Luck- enough people who could come up 
·tion grants for poor students until ett, went to the community and the with their share," said Wilson. 
·all other requests from eligible stu- warden in an effort to keep the pro• For now, Wilson occupies his 
; dents had been met. gram going at the La Grange medi- time working out, walking around 
Paul Borden, director of the um-security prison. the Y_ai:d, playing cards or watching 
,Kentucky Higher Education Assis- '1 so often feel we prison educa- telev1s1on. · 
tance Authority, said 18,000 stu- tors are swimming against the tide, '.'We talk about it all the time. 
: dents seeking state College Access and if we were able to preach to hopmg somehow it will come back. 
Program grants were turned away more than the choir and reach a The way they are cracking down 
for the 1995.97 school year. wider audience with these facts, we on crime, I don't really think so, 
· · "A lot of additional funds would could lower the rate at which though," he said. "I had a jot of big 
have to come through for (intnates) parolees return to prison and re- plans for when I got out with my 
to be eligible," Borden said. "A Jot." duce the crime rate," Kessinger degree. Now, I just don't know." 
As a result, the number of in. wrote in an impassioned two-page ■ ■ ■. 
mates taking college courses at memo she sent to community and N~xt: A,look mstde the only re• 
the 12 state•run prisons has church groups seeking sponsors to matnmg Pnson college program 111 
dropped from a high of 799 in the pay the prisoners' tuition. · Kentucky., 
1993-94 school year to about 25 
this year. Twenty of those attend 
classes at the Luther Luckett Car. 
rectional Complex near La 
Grange. The rest are taking corre-
spondence courses. 
"It's effectively ended," Wendell · 
McCourt, education program ad-
ministrator for the state, said of the 
college programs at prisons. 
About 150 inmates at EKCC 
were enrolled in college classes in 
the 1994.95 school year. Classes 
were held at the prison, and the col• 
leges provided instructors to teach 
about 14 offerings. 
That year, five inmates graduat-
ed with bachelor's degrees and 28 
with two•year associate's degrees, 
O'Dea said. Thirty more inmates 
who were just a few hours shy of a 
degree were left out in the cold 
when the grants were taken away, 
he said. 
Wilson said the prison support• 
ed the coilege students. 
U'T'L_ -••--...1-- •••-••1,.l -•• •~ .,.;,,,-. 
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U of L urged to hire minorities 
AsSOCIATED PRESS 
. LOUISVILLE - A group push-
mg the University of Louisville to 
include minority contractors in the 
building of the school's new foot-
ball stadium has asked business 
and political leaders to attend a 
meeting on the issue Tuesday at 
Louisville's City Hall. 
The group praised recent 
pledges by the school to give 15 
percent of the work on Papa John's 
Cardinal Stadium to minority-
owned business. But it said it 
wants a firm commitment by next 
Saturday or it will consider litiga-
tion or public demonstrations. 
Eric Vickers, a lawyer from St 
Louis, said he is willing to repre-
sent the coalition if they want to 
sue. At a meeting of the irrouo on 
a compromising mood. 
Vickers, who is involved with 
the Minority Business Enterprise 
Legal Defense and Education 
Fund, urged the coalition to push 
for signed contracts thev can man• 
itor. · 
"Don't trust them to.do what's 
right. They never will. . .. People 
don't change because thev see the 
light; they change because· they feel 
the heat," Vickers said. 
Louisville Alderman Paul 
Bather said he's been encouraged 
by the personal commitments of 
banker Malcolm Chancey a·nd 
Chris Sternberg, a lawyer for 
Papa John's pizza chain, to sup-
port giving minoritv•owned busi. 
nesses 15 percent of the stadium 
work. But Bather wants formal ac-
, 'l:E<i•m t1EiiAIB,ttliiri:o UxiNGioN;Jf.;;, ■ M"a•□~ Ncmi.tiii'R" u;,:1:9'9"6: 
Napier can't afford a correspon-
dence course to try for his four-
year degree, like Simpson is doing. 
Holman said the inmates make 
great students. -~. ·- t;:;ir,t~:e~:?" .. m:i:r~:~:sh~o~h~n~l i~~~:!c~:'. 
r, .1·1Va1.ie- · : :•.•· plish if I put my mind to it." . :~ . "They are far above the nor-
ma) student, I would say at least a 
letter-grade higher," she said. 
"They are·highly motivated, inter-
ested and they work hard." · 
Tuna .. •' s~.·_:''.,:.c"-e·~1 .. ·p·: . fers~:it1eo~~:~~/ttc~8~~~ Ji~ 
i. ll Louisville· when .he was sent: to 
prison for first- and second-degr~ 
Holman and Kessinger fought 
hard to keep the grants available 
to the inmates. They cited studies 
that show while 73 percent of all 
prisoners released were back in 
jail or prison within three years, 
that number dropped to 3 percent 
to 5 percent of inmates who 
earned associate's degrees. · 
·mm•. ates go a~.~\hey didn't have the college 
program, I would get way be-
hind," Smith said. "I'll be 25 before 
to C·1asses I'm eligible for parole. I think. I . would be discouraged at being. so 
far behind and say, 'Why start 
now?' This way, at least I'll have 
some credits, if not my degree.~ · 
College program lost 
s~te, federal-money 
'.· 
BY JANE GIBSON 
AsSOCIATED PRESS 
LA GRANGE ~ It could be a 
men's dorm at any college campus 
·iri America. 
: The noise of hundreds of chat-
tering men filters into a small room 
as John Perry sits on his bunk bed 
pondering a topic for a research pa-
per. The library is woefully under-
funded; the ref-
erence books 
outdated. 
Freshman 
Mike Smith 
saunters down 
the hall looking 
for a classmate 
or an older stu-
dent like Ken 
Simpson for 
help. Simpson is 
always more 
than happy to 
halt his own 
studies to play 
tutor. 
This could 
be any college 
Part2of2 i 
"The word 
college 
always 
scared me. 
In here I 
thought, why 
not try It." 
JOHN l'ERBY 
inmate 
dorm. But it's actually a medium-
security prison east of Louisville. 
It boasts the only remaining 
college program at Kentucky's 12 
state-operated prisons. 
Most of the college programs 
folded when Congress banned in-
·mates from Pell grants and the 
· state followed suit with the College 
Access Program funds. 
But 20 students still attend 
·classes at the Luther Luckett Cor-
rectional Complex, thanks to the 
·dedication of Susan Kessinger and 
Gaye. Holman. Kessinger, · the 
school director at Luther Luckett, 
and Holman, a Jefferson Communi• 
ty College professor who teaches a 
class at the prison, began a fund-
raising drive to keep some classes 
alive. 
They sought private donations 
to help cover tuition and got other 
help from within the prison. 
Sixteen inmates who couldn't 
pay their own way were asked to 
put down $20 of the $138 cost of a 
class as good-faith money. For 
some of the inmates, who earn 75 
cents to $1.25 a day, that represent-
ed almost a month's salary. Dona-
tions covered the rest. 
The result: Sociology 101 and 
English 101 on Monday and Tues-
day nights in a prison classroom. 
"I always did good in school, 
but the word college always scared 
me," said John Perry, 36, of Shreve-
port, La., serving time for first-de-
gree manslaughter .. "In here I 
While the program continued, 
the array of offerings did not At 
one time, 10 classes were offered 
to inmates. Now, priority is given 
to the one or two classes that will 
help the most students obtain· a 
two-year associate's degree. · 
"This has proven to be one of 
t~e best, if not the best, rehab!lita-
t1on program," Holman said.· 
That means it could take 10 
years to earn an associate's degree 
instead of the three it used to, Hol-
man said. 
"I watch the people in here es-
pecially the ones that go thro~gh 
the college program," said Simp-
son, 48, of Akron, Ohio. "They're 
not thinking about getting out and 
committing another crime. They're 
thinking about getting out and 
what they can do with that de-
And it leaves graduates like 
Everett Napier, 28, of Columbus, 
Ohio; with a lot of time on their 
hands. Napier, serving time for 
sodomy, earned an associate of art 
degree at the prison. He had hoped 
to try for another associate's de-
gree, but the cuts mean those 
classes aren't offered anymore. 
gree." . . 
The best Holman and 
Kessinger could do was funding 
for two classes for about 20 in-· 
mates. 
"I guess it's best to cripple 
along until we find a solution, be-
cause they are at least still learn-· 
ing," Holman said. 
~ ending to business 
I
T'S NOT just hubris that 
prompts Americans to say 
that we do higher educa-
tion so well that it should 
be a major export. It's true. Col-
laborative overseas efforts like 
the one U of L President John 
Shumaker has launched should 
be applauded and encouraged. 
However, his grandiose plan to 
turn the nascent overseas venttire 
into a for-profit 
corporation, 
with himself at 
the helm, was 
too much, too 
fast, too soon. 
Attractive as 
his dream 
might be in 
theoiy, it was 
rife with poten-
tial for con-
flicts of interest 
that could hurt 
U of L's stand-
ing and snare 
its leaders in a 
thicket of ethical problems. 
Members of the board saw the 
trap and wisely scuttled the plan. 
Before that happened, however, 
damage was done. The contre-
temps further divided the trustees 
and brought the resignation of W. 
Patrick Mulloy, a respected board 
member who performed a valu• 
able public service by openly 
criticizing the deal and the secret 
maneuverings behind it. 
As for Dr. Shumaker's decision 
to join, then quit, an exclusive 
counny club, the less said the 
better. 
Coming on the heels of the sta-
dium blunders, these events put 
more egg on U of L's face. They 
also prompt a question: Is the 
president's globe trotting harm-
ing the university? Our answer is 
that this flap ought to refocus ev-
eryone's attention on some im• 
nn.-t..,....,+ .,u..,. .. I, ... + \.,IS._,.. · 
pect of a major higher education 
initiative· by Gov. Paul Patton. 
While Hong Kong may be clam- · 
oring for what U of L has to offer, 
Gov. Patton is clamoring for big 
changes in • Kentucky's higher 
education system. Needless to 
say, his zeal for refonn has major 
implications for LouisviJJe, and 
U of L isn't exactly sitting in the 
catbird's seat. 
A related matter is the revision 
of U of L's stra• 
tegic plan: It's 
two years over-
due. 
Efforts that 
UofL has un-
der way to 
strengthen 
bridges within 
its own com-
munity, espe-
cially to west-
. em LouisviJJe, 
need more en-
ergy. So does 
its strategy for 
boosting its 
technical and research capabili-
ties. 
Using more minority contrac-
tors on the stadium is just one of 
the equity issues requiring atten-
tion. A key lesson from the stadi-
um dispute is that a narrow, le-
galistic approach to matters relat-
ed to race, gender and equity is 
no longer acceptable. Strong, 
progressive leadership is needed 
to bring essential changes. 
Ridding the men's basketball 
program of the problems that led 
to the threat of sanctions by the 
National Collegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation is equally essential. 
Critical positions need filling. 
Divisions currently headed by 
temporary appointees include 
arts and sciences,. allied health, 
nursing, the graduate school, and 
the Kent School: 
By any measure, Dr. Shumaker 
1..---L!->-L _,_ ___ ,'_,-,. -• 
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:Prgposed teniire ... cbang~-~. ~ng~~,J· 
.universicy of~Minnesota ·rac:uiey: 
Now, tenured professors at Minne-
By RENE SANCHEZ sota can be dismissed only in tbe un- · 
The Washington Post IN PERSPECTIVE likely event that an •[!tire academic 
MINNEAPOLIS - The last stand of 
, the professors at the University of 
Minnesota has begun, They are fear-
ful and angry, arguing that Ibey_ are 
fighting to save tbe soul of Amencan 
higher education. 
Listen to Thomas Walsh, who teach• 
es physics: ''What we're facing has the 
potential to decimate this place. Our 
backs are up against the wall.'' 
Or to Edward Fogelman, chairman 
of the political science department: 
"This is a terrible assault on academic 
freedom. The very idea of a university 
is at stake. 11 
What's at stake are their jobs - for 
the first time. 
The campus is at the center of a 
growing battle over one of the most· 
sacred doctrines of academia: ti! 
right of professors to earn tenure • 
lifetime guarantee to teach and do e· 
search without fear of being fired. 
Squeezed by rising costs, and un-
der pressure to stop raising tuition, 
college officials nationwide are taking 
a hard new look at tenure - a teach-
ing reward that dates to the Middle 
Ages - and taking their first serious 
steps to limit or eliminate it. 
Many universities are· hiring more 
part-time faculty or depending more 
on graduate students to teach classes 
as a way of reducing the number of 
professors eligible for tenure. Others 
are requiring more scrutiny of ten-
ured faculty. But no step is as drastic 
as Minnesota is considering. Virtually 
the entire faculty is in revolt. 
The uproar began this fall. Faced 
with financial troubles, the state's 
Board of Regents proposed making it 
easier to lay off tenured faculty, cut 
their salaries or discipline them for 
not maintaining a "proper attitude of 
industry and cooperation.'' 
The 12-member lioard, which gov-
erns public universities, said the 
changes would help _bring !"or~ effi-
ciency to the sprawlmg uruvers1ty. It 
has more than 200 departments, 
60,000 students and 3,000 faculty 
members most of whom have tenure. 
The regents, who are appointed by 
the state legislature, quickly scrapped · 
the "proper attitude" phrase after fac-
ulty denounced it as "the Chairman 
Mao provision." They are still advo-
cating other changes amid protests. 
Hundreds of professors are on the 
verge of forming a union to bargain 
. ·. collectively with the university for the 
"first time over wages and working 
co ditions. None of the nation's 30 
lo,rgest public research universities 
·hai, a unionized faculty. · 
For months, the tenure debate has 
been the subject of furious conversa-
tion among academics nationwide via 
e-mail. Some are urging their junior 
faculty or graduate students not to ap-
ply for t~ac~'!g jobs at M_innesota. 
Other umvers1ttes are courting some 
of Minnesota's professors. 
The foundation that funnels mil-
lions of dollars in research money to 
the Minnesota campus is irate. Alum-
ni groups ha~e petiti?ned the board _to 
change its mmd, saymg the university 
is being "ripped apart.'' Last week a 
regent who had been an architect of 
the tenure revisions resigned. 
"If this l?roposal isn't stopped, the 
university 1s going to suffer tremen-
dous damage in the eyes of higher 
education," said Virginia Gray, a pro-
fessor in the political science depart-
ment who is helping to iead the facul-
t'j rebeli!on. - --
Regents say the faculty is overreact-
ing and refusing to negotiate sensibly. 
"The goal of this is only to enhance 
the quality of the university," Regent 
Patricia Spence said. 11Resources are 
getting tighter. We need more flexibil-
ity. In no way will this diminish aca-
demic freedom. But tlie faculty are 
really reacting with paranoia." 
department or college 1s closed. The 
regents have been calling for the 
power to make layoffs when ."pro-
grams" are eliminated. They also 
want the freedom to cut faculty sala-
ries for "adequate cause." Faculty say 
both terms are too vague. 
Last summer faculty leaders pro-
posed their own changes allowing 
more extensive tenure review and a 
new process for faculty reassign-
ments. The professors insist their ap• 
proach would help address some of 
the problems without dismantling ten-
The pressure may be working. Last 
week the regents signaled a new will-
ingness to compromise by supporting 
a scaled-back version of their tenure 
· plan for University of Minnesota law 
school professors. Under that propos-
al it would take longer and become 
harder to earn tenure, and cutting sal-
aries would be negotiable. But layoffs 
would be rare. Regents are hinting 
that that model may become the one 
for the full faculty, 
ure altogether. . 
But regents say tbe proposals do 
not go far enou~h; others worry it 
could make dism1ssing tenured facul-
ty even harder. "The process that 
they are suggesting is still very cum-
bersome," Spence said. "I think 
they've even added more layers. We 
do not think it's going to ~ork." 
·In the_Noe 
Interim ACC president is long time 
supporter of education in Kentucky 
Although he is new to Ash-
land, Roger Noe, who has 
been named interim presi-' 
dent of Ashland Community 
College, is no stranger to ed-
ucators and political leaders 
in Northeastern Kentucky. 
The dean· of academic affairs. 
at Southeast Community Col-
lege at Cumberland built a 
statewide reputation as a 
supporter of quality educa-
tion during 14 years in the 
Kentucky House of Represen-
tatives. 
Noe will provide ACC with 
competent, stable leadership 
while a nationwide search is 
conducted for a _permanent 
successor for Dr. Charles 
Dassance, who is departing 
ACC to become president of 
Central Florida Community 
College in Ocala. 
Noe is not a candidate for 
the permanent job. Ben Carr, 
chancellor of the University 
of Kentucky community col-
lege system, rightly has dic-
tated that the interim presi-
dent cannot be a c~didate 
for the permanent job. If cre-
ates a conflict when the in-
terim president is seeking 
the permanent job. 
As the powerful chairman 
of the House Education Com-
mittee, Noe was one of the 
most influential political 
leaders in education during 
much of the 1980s and earlv 
mary authors of the Ken-
tucky Education Reform Act 
of 1990,' and it was .his sup-
port for that landmark legis- "ct 
lation - and its accompany- co 
ing taxes - that cost him his li? 
~ seat in the General As- ,, 
sembly. He lost his bid for re- g. 
. • 'O 
election to an anti-tax candi- gi 
.date. ~ 
After leaving the General 
Assembly, the Harlan Demo-. t 
crat earned his doctorate de- ~ 
gree in education from UK _a. 
and became dean at South- $' 
,.. 
a 
east. He will return to that § 
position after his stint at ~ 
ACC. 
:1;1 
Faculty members at ACC c: 
b ~ can e assured that they z 
have a friend and avid sup- ~ 
porter in Noe .. Although he 3 
will be in Ashland for only a [ 
few months, Noe still has the .co 
political connections to as-
sure that the two-year college 
will not be ignored in Frank-
fort. 
ACC has had only three 
leaders: Dr. Robert Goodpas-
ter, Dr. Tony Newberry and 
Dassance. All have been su-
perb. Noe's appointment 
gives the search committee 
the time to select a new pres-
ident who can continue this 
tradition of excellence by 
building on the many ac-
comolishments of nreclP.r.P.~-
,-l'HECOURIER,JOURNAL.-• SUNDAY;NOVEMBER'-10; 1995: 
.-Many,iin:cQ_llege owe-
- •· .,-·=-:-- -, ......... fz:,._ _-__._ . .. - . ·.. -~:~-- . ..;... ·:'financial niin; to credit 
By ROBERT D. HERSHEY JR. 
The New York Times · 
COILEGE PARK, Md. - Melissa 
Allen, a psychology major at the 
University of Maryland, cannot 
count on her .parents for help with 
tuition. But ·rather than go deeply 
into debt with student loans, she is 
giving up much of ihe fun of college 
life by racing. through in three years 
while working 40 hours a week at 
three jobs. 
"I don't want to. get out of here 
with a whole lot of debt," Allen said. 
Even so, she has fallen into a 
credit trap. After charging part of 
this semester's tuition on a credit 
card, she cannot pay more than the_ 
monthly minimum. At 17 percent in-
terest, she said, the balance is "nev-
er going down." 
But while Allen is at least worried 
about being in debt - and has made 
sacrifices to avoid it - college offi-
cials say that for too many students, 
the certainty of owing ~e loans 
after graduation is comhimng with 
banks' marketing of credit cards to 
them to provoke another response: 
Spend now, worry later. 
'. More than any generation before, 
this one is weighed down by debt -
and increasingly debt of its OWII 
making, And sympathy is short for 
those whose unchecked consumer-
ism brings them to financial crisis 
before they are out of college. 
"I suspect part of the reason they 
have trouble paying Smith is be-
cause they are paying somebody 
else," Myra Smith, a Smith College 
administrator, said of students who 
tell the financial aid office they can-
not pay their bill. If their requests 
for more aid are not firmly denied, 
she said, "then we're financing their 
lifestyle." 
Financial aid officers say a ~~­
ing number of young men and women 
are leaving college with large debts 
and ruined credit ratings because of 
credit cards. Not thinking of a colle_ge 
loan as real debt until after- ipaau-
ation, when repayment be_g!n; 1s one 
thing, the aid officers said, but stu-
dents learn too late that tising credit 
cards like cash, rather than regarding 
them as high-interest loans due now, 
is quite another. 
"I was forewarned to get just one 
credit card and not go crazy, but I did 
go crazy," said Melissa Raaff, who 
ruined her credit by charging $5,000 
while a sociology major at the Univer-snr, of California at Santa Barbara. 
'I didn't worry about working be-
cause I thought, 'Oh, I'll just put it on 
my credit card.' It's unfortunate that it 
affects your credit in the long run.'' 
On some campuses, the credit 
cards available to students include 
cards sponsored by the coll~e or uni-
versity, and that may explain part of 
the students'. lack of concern about 
borrowinP., 
"I don t think we make a big im-
pression," said Barbara Tornow, Bos-
ton University's executive director of 
financial aid, "I think we need to have 
more responsibility for warning stu-
dents about, getting in over their 
head." 
Banks are bombarding college stu-
dents with credit-<:ard offers, with 
minimum requirements:· anci some- 1n discussing personal finance in a 
.times send them unsolicited cards. senior-class project, Tahira Hira, a 
Even some high school seniors get re- professor at Iowa State University, 
pe11ted solicitations. found that even many of her brightest 
There is no question that many stu- students had little knowledge of the 
dents cannot avoid debt these days. subject. "I was just amazed at the ig-
Tuition increases are still outpacmg norance," she said. 
inflation, while colleges are allocating Some credit-card issuers, , under 
a greater share of financial aid pack- pressure from consumer groups, are 
ages to loans. Since 1993, student bor- trying to educate the public about 
rowing has almost doubled, from $18 personal finance. MasterCard lnterna-
billion to $33 billion in 1996, accord- tional, for example, offers a program 
ing to the Department of Education. called "Spend Wisely, Pay Wisely," 
Most of this is through the Stafford and also· conducts college seminars 
program, under which student loans on credit-card use. 
from private ~lions are guaran- Consumer advocates, however, be-
teed and_.subs111ized. by the govern- little these efforts. ''Their aggressive 
ment. This year the average Stafford marketing overwhelms any consumer 
loan balance for. students leavmg . education," said Stephen Brobeck, 
four-year colleges Jumped 15 percent executive director of the Consumer 
from. the 1995 average to $10,146, ac- Federation of America. 
cording to USA Group Loan Sernces. J nnif Be · · 26 'd f h 
Frederic Gilbert, the USA Group's , e er . nJamm, , S!') 0 er 
president, said, "Student debt has circle of friends at the Umv~rsity of 
grown because of the rising cost of M~ch~etts1, where she nuned her 
attending college, higher loan limits, credit rating: We all probably, spent 
expanded eligi6ility and the growing more than we earned. It ~:"'n t real 
proportion of federal student aid of- money. It was play money .. _ 
fered in the form of loans rather than J-:low _a gradu_ate _studen~ at Boston 
grants.'' - Umverstty, BenJamm restricts herself 
· Yet the number of students work- to what she calls "a loser's card:" a 
injl while in college appears to be de- credit card that allows he~ to charge 
clining, said Ted Freeman, president !10 more than the balance m her sav-
of the Boston-based Education Re- mgs account. 
sources Institute. And the more seri- Even so, she uses it frequently. "I 
ous problem for students is credit- paid for something with cash the 0th-
card obligations, which, unlike stu- er night," she said, "and my boy-
dent loans, cannot be deferred. friend said, 'What's that?' " 
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M8-1Pt Cban~ 
$~~Iott 
state-"co11eges::: 
UK could. lose 
2-year schools in 
consultant's plan 
BY ANGIE' MUHS 
HERAU>lEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT·-- Kentucky 
must make major· changes in the 
way it governs and finances its col-
leges arid technical schools if it 
ever hopes to be competitive with 
other states, a consultant yesterday 
told a task force studying higher 
education reform · 
Those changes include rethink-
ing the role of the.Council-on High-
er· Education and 
taking the Ken-
tuc_ky Tech post-
. secondary techni-
cal schools out of 
state govern-
.men!, consultant 
Aims McGuin-
. . ness told Gov. 
Paul Patton • and° members of the 
task force.. . 
Three cif the four scenarios. he 
presented called for taking the 
community-college system away 
from the University of Kentucky, 
and putting it under a new board. 
"In our view, there's a major 
mismatch between the way you're 
organized a.'ld financed, and the 
kind of response·this state needs in 
the future," said McGuinness, who 
works for the National Center for 
•Higher Education -Management 
!Systems. "The way the system is 
:organized helps pit people against 
;each other." 
j .• 
; McGuinness emphasized that 
jhis scenarios were not yet recom-
/Illendations. 
l Patton cai1ed McGuinness's re-
marks "very interesting," but 
·stressed that he wasn't ready to 
i;'iraw conclusions on the four possi-
f,le options for revamped systems 
that McGuinness presented. 
: "I've not decided on anything," 
%,e said. "I would hope we'd all be 
J:,pen-minded and flexible." 
;, All · four scenarios for a new 
.ltructure called for revamping the 
~ouncil, ranging from renaming it 
Io changing its duties. 
i All of the options also suggest' 
~ ed changing the "t_____ w_ay Kentucky 
, "Your re- gives money to 
l'sources are higher education. 
:wldely dis- Currently, the 
:persed and state uses a for-
:essentlally mula that bases 
• about 70 percent 
~ dissipated . of a college's ap-
• by lnstltu- · ti' th 
: tlonal turf ~~~~! 0~f0 \tu~ 
: battles." dents it enrolls. 
.bis McGIIINNESS Critics say 
: consultant that formula fo-
L cuses too little on 
the quality of a 
college's program 
and instead encourages schools to 
compete for students. 
· Instead, McGuinness suggest-
ed, the state might look at ways- it 
could set up funds to reward goals 
it wanted to achieve - like making 
UK and University of Louisville 
more competitive in research -
and then award that money to col-
leges based on their progress. 
"Your resources are widely dis-
persed and essentially dissipated 
by institutional . turf battles," he 
said. 
The center was hired by Pat-
ton's task force in August, at a cost 
of about $136,000, to advise it as it 
considers how to reform higher ed-
ucation in Kentucky. 
Kentucky's higher-education 
system is governed like this: The 
Council on Higher Education over-
sees the eight public universities. 
By default, it also oversees the 
state's 14 public community col-
leges, which are run by UK. 
The council, though, is a coor-
dinating board, meaning it doesn't 
run individual campuses. Instead, 
each university has its own govern-
ing board, which runs the campt1s, 
·allocates the budget and hires the 
university president. 
The state's post-secondary Ken-
tucky Tech schools fall under the 
state's· Workforce Development 
Cabinet, not under· the council. 
That has led to concern in the past 
that no single entity reviews the ac-
tivities of Kentucky Tech and com-
munity colleges, which have simi-
lar programs in some instances. 
Thafhas created ''picket,fence" 
relationships, where people in dif-
ferent systems who want to cooper-
ate run into bureaucratic obstacles 
· when they try, McGuinness· said. 
But he also cautioned the task 
force that making structural 
changes was less _important than 
what it accomplished. •· 
"Organizational structure is a 
means, not an end to itself," he 
said. 
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·Education consultant 
recommellds. chan,es 
in ·system of co}Jege.s. . . . . t-
;y RICHARD WILSON Ber,ond that, t,!cGuiimes said, the 
'he Courier-Journal state s m(!st UDpC?~t ·:t· e is elevat-
FRANKFORT, Ky;. - Kentucky •is 
bortcbanging itself with its approach 
o postsecillidacy education, a consul• 
ant said yesterday. 
A ''picket-fence". struciure - ejght 
,ublic universities, 14 community col-
eges under the Universit¥ of Ken-
ui:ky and a string of vocattonal-tech-
ucal schools under the Workforce 
)evelopment Cabinet - often makes 
:ooperation impossible, Aims C. 
dcGuinnes Jr. told Go~. Paul Patton 
md other members of the Task Force 
on Postsecondary Education. 
"To put it bluntly, unless vou really 
.nake some changes in the way the 
;tate · is governed-. and led and fi. 
:umced in order to really deal with a 
:najor mismatch between the current 
:iolicies and your demands. I think 
;he state willhave a very difficult time 
::ompeting, not only with your major 
::ompetitor states but in the world 
economy.'' he said. 
McGuinnes, an official with the Na• · 
tional . Center for Higher Education 
Management Systems, outlined a va-
riety of options the state could consid-
er to restructure the system to better 
meet its needs. 
Most of them would revise the war 
the state oversees vocational-techni· 
cal schools and hil!her education and 
give technical offerings a greater 
prominence. · 
McGuinnes outlined one option 
that would set up a single governing 
board for all universities and a sepa-
rate board for the community colleges 
and technical schools. 
Another would _put the state's two 
major research umversities - UK and 
the University of Louisville - under 
one governing board and the six re-
giomil universities under another one. 
ing technical training. ; ., · -
Any revised. coordina · or gover• 
nance structure; · McGµinnes said, 
should provide financlU. incentives 
for universities,· comm~ colleges 
and technical schools to tociperatively 
offer programs·most needed·througb-
out the state. and in its various re-
gions.. . .. ,. ,_.;' ..... ,. ':' 
Toe current system, ~ said, "sim• 
ply is nol going to be ~equate for 
competing in tlie futuref;,. • 
Patton called McGu'-1:lles' report 
"provocative," but added, "I want to 
say up front again.. . • , I h~en't decided 
on anything (yet)." ... ~,,.:, : 
· Toe task force is exJ)<lCted to make 
recommendations to the General As-
sembly in the .spring. ,, lll'§!!"l!B!t g-:;:§: .:,f!l.:ES' r4'S'ti:f!_"<:l -og. 
Members· also heard yesterda;,' «a-:z :S.Cc,."':s·,..· e!.800,-.ai;;-la• ~,._~,;-, 
from ·several university and commum- 0 m ::r o :r I'll m '< 'c' Pi"- - - ::r ~ !D -o -" I'll o fri n> ;s;-~ 
C!:, r'D = I» r'D 2 -"O 4!!· !!l Q.,I» ti?' - :,-::t'::, :,;-
ty college students whofsaid changes !; 8' " c,.:, = o .. .,. ..- .,. ., • :J."' "' •"' .,. -""'""'~r'D::,o,cn·--:r!_ fa.~ '<.: n u:itnc.~~ 
were needed on their CfDl])uses. qg 1 a:; o ~ ~ g S ~ ::, a- ~ ~ m_ i ff 6: ~ ii":;: m· 
They said ·that student advising a ::i:..-., ::i :s "':.-e--o ~.,..i., .... :r . ., ..-:,:: 
needs improvement and'tbat required ~ !il :g.j/j i §:[,;: if!f. !il·e:[e, e:;;;·~!il ~[;;;·gj 
courses should be offered more often. - g -' .,. o lo m o o 0:-.. "' - ~ l!l :E B :E "' "';;;· · 
Bo 
. . b ool,d ~ o or'D;lc.- .... <en -e,51- ;,;-C'D::,s»::t'::t'u.:icr -
th srtuations, t ey ~ '·now ,orce O mdi ~ Er~ e-.:-;a m S' . -~ (ti O ~ ~ a tn (ti :l a 5· 
some students to stay m school be- ~ ;:,;- a:' ti! =: g,, ti) =- o ; c.. '< Jg_ i· ~ 8 ti) en ; ~ c: 5-oq 
Yondfouryearstoobtaindegrees. 5.e-..,-.,=e,g.,.,::i.o &:s-"'
0:s ·==-!;·<>"'· """' 
ti) --<=c .... o,s: ~ti) "="CDE;i" -· 
Shana McElroy, a Paducah Com- S 8; !.s-i;.il [; Iii S: ~ ~ [1;- ~~ ~ ~€. 
munity College student,[also said that e, g ., ,. ., ., ~. :.-] !:; .., ., ~- e. g 9 -S: [ ~ 
transferring courses aniong two- and a ~ a-. i:i 8 - rs CT i:i ;!· ! is:.,. $"< -g §:~ '< 0 
four-year. schools needs to be made a;; a ~ q g ~ ii! if!= ~ S:.,. §° e, ;i 5 ~- .,e- g-~ easier and that more financial aid , '"' , - en , i-- ..- .. - . 'i'"s:o c ~ c n:-+ 7- g.-
should be available for ~dents· from • 
middle-income families.( · ~c::e ~ B. ;:g~ ,~2'ge-aia-i~ b ~8 S'B'ri . s d als called! . . ~ .!cz« .... o ::nien=<11.!:;lll-::1fti;::tc;:nCD=:,Rl"'1"'1 
tu ents O or,exp111151on • .;; ::1.ao !)l g-a-;;i ~ .. ., --!'l i:I -s·-·o-o n - . 
of community.college technical pro- g:;.~ ~; ~ c,.gif-f!4.S~~-~ ;.,~ ~oo [§ § 8 Sif~ 
grams and more.moner for.the UK ::,q;;,_<i =-'!.CD~ '"'~ go~ ~=-~ci'S:e.5·a ti:1s:· 
two-year schools. .i .. . : . :<; a-.= ::,·P..~5-~ ~.&1.§-.~i:5..~ n,-3 en 0,Q'Q ~~ ffi 
Joe Harper, a Somerset Community ~ ~ Ill Q g :\1 "' ~ !'l !il rn ~- g ~ s; ~ g. i;i "' I!!. I!!. 
College student,- said inost students ~ a ., !f" :,;-~~ -;,, ~ o a Ef-f il "" 8-J'J .S:: §~rs 
wanted the system to i'emaiil under d ._: a i; en_ 5a. 5· ~ ::, O ~ ffl 2 e, F ! g' ~ ti) ~:< "'O ~ 
UK because UK degrees were mean- ~ "' S- B r4 'g;~ g .,_ ~ "' ir B "' :i: !il .,_ o iii ~ ~ 
ingful in the marketplace. . ;. 5 :!, 'la.fl "' ~ 5l Q o ;; <' a £;'~ :E [ ~ ~ :ll 8 :s .,_ 
' . i;;., "'S:E :.::., :E S:s g.g C'< !)l .. «~ .,.., B ="' 
c~= m 00 m i('Z)o~tn~ en o=a('Z)= ~.PS a.en c::5•tn ti! aci"t:S ni 6 =-"" ::r:< 5 ti) Cl.l"'O 
~ndent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
M~y November 11, 1996 
fio'"< ma e;;·g,(i .go: en"'-;,, a n~ 0-~~ ~ ~ &.9'a 
Q.::100~"'0 ~"t:S~ -::,CDoaO~~!,n,ffitDma"'O 
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MSU program succumbs 
to,acuts_ at West Liberty 
MOREHEAD ·-·More- . responden~e · cou~~e~ from 
head· State University's pro- MSU. 
gram ·for inmates at the 
Eastern Kentucky Cor-
rectional. Complex·. in West 
Liberty was one · of the ca-
sualties of federal and state 
funding cutbacks. 
.. That program, started in 
1990, was halted in the 
spring of 1995. 
About 150 inmates were 
enrolled in college classes 
at the time they were 
dropped, said Dan Hit-
tepole, the prison's· public 
information officer. The 
prison also had 30 MSU 
graduates that year, in-
cluding five who received 
bachelor's degrees. 
Currently, the prison has 
only . two inmates enrolled 
in college, Hittepole said. 
mi-. ..... ,_ ... ____ ,,_~ ~--
The college· program for 
inmates "was probably one 
of the best things as far as 
recidivism goes," Hittepole 
said. "Spend a few thou-
sand dollars a year and the 
recidivism rate drops 75 
percent." 
By comparison, the state-
wi~e average for housing a 
prisoner for one year is 
$14,000, he said. 
The Morgan County pris-
on still offers adult basic 
education courses and voca-
tional education classes in-
cluding masonry, s~all-
engine repair, heating and 
air conditioning and car-
pentry, Hittepole said. Last 
year, 70 inmates earned 
their GEDs. 
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_.,, ,.._,.~-,.~-"L_sJ_t~•,,.,;:z • .(g,__ 0~,' Smith, who said she had not 
. tions.tbat have been made.'''·' ·. 
• • • • '· • · · -c_ · •· • :i~·- spoken to Patton, said she didn't 
:;,.,;. · · · · ,;;-/:.-...- ~,. • "'·'· know why he might single KSU rfi1/"• ~OQ~t. out, but noted that it is the state's. 
~.t'"'"""'," ~3,.,,,•,.~-~~,;., only historically black institution. :into¥ . . ,. ~lain~,; . She said the school had been 
· · ·• ·· · · • unduly scrutinized before. "Here we §ijf~Miir}'Stifdeim·. go again, looking at KSU," she 
,, .---_.- J:..1- ••• -,.,$~,,,- · ; ,;.,...::--'le'.. said. 
~? {~~,~Tl~~~r. : But Patton said in an interview 
··:·'.~Jrr,.'.!i!'Giiv· Patil ~~:tre~tct:\::i;~dn~~\~~~ 
'Paftfii:iJias.asgg ih~"·Cotlrli:['6n tu.s had"nothing to do with his ac-
:Hi'm''Edncanon'tti.m'vest@fo 
:sident"icottjp"':;;ts"''of'''aiJea.,,! · tioil:;When 'there's a serio~ prob-
·.nlishmna1·1rneNearur7,~·~1~~ 
'w:it!F~"'7'bui:fat ~fu~-- . lern it's appropriate for the gover· 
[Stiit'{:Uru~i;,,~,_c,7:~~~- ~~r!d~~/~,:f:~~~1°i::1!:~ 
l·~'l::Th~lAAnrtc;ll~:ifecsioiilf;;.,: ly the same for any other universi-
·terdaµo~h"frnilr'P-;.Ttiln'swi~ ty .• · . 
,imctoJlri'v. . ..• ftbe"Fsifiianon- The controversy at KSU started 
1d~W#f" ·;;KSUI'iesideftf two weeks ago when a group of "•·.r:s.:-:,· ''wll~"'ffi<~ \iifai[~~ .-.~-- ~:'~ students attended a board of re· 
am6' " dlin ·m·:cam- r:~;n~i~~~~r~~~~e~~~~l~: 
1,s ::::~!1i1! Pleuds Pto01iac~ ti:0\1:!~fg~~1~et,~~ 
[faxtlitf 'visibl ;.; ""' 
'$lmili~acti ~reroay'}~ :i~~~:ei.roblems like roaches 
,:meetino-,:~ver advise&the K tu ky State later announced ;-goveniprJ6100#s is certimlyii'fot en c 
rifMe)l'd,of$$tl:or highet edura- that it had disciplined some cam-
!'ti;l_l,.,,.'/i:,;c!!,•~_:;;,;· . . •/. ""\ ·.:-:·:- pus officers, but refused to give de· 
t- '~".:Jiririth~!io'~'fue'i!~ ~dri . tails about what it had done. 
\ol'.ihe'.stu'deats!i:dimp!iiinW~ Patton, in a Nov. 1 letter to the 
, unfoimded~d::sbe:.felt':K~- council's chairman, Leonard 
:tiic)if.StateZwmi'beiri' unfair! Hardin, said he took the charges se-
singled oiii\'~ve,ry ;,!tirtioni.fu riously. . 
.this, 'c5fuii/:f"'.lias ro.µii;llaitits_· "Allegations of this nature 
fr-0m'.·:studlfnl£-a1mdsb:~ii!'Y- must be addressed without delay," 
~a···• .• i:~·.,,;.,Et=_, ~ -~~ ~"-. ·· '._"· Patton's letter read. "Kentucky 
i':llt~i,:~..:,=!iff;f-e;,,;!<-,%¼~: State University is too valuable a 
resource of the Commonwealth for 
it to be questioned by the allega-
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U ofL.is close to 15% goal 
Governors have intervened in 
campus disputes before, although 
such cases are fairly rare. The oth-
er example most cited yesterday 
occurred ahout 10 years ago,.when 
then-Gov. Martha Layne Collin~• 
asked the Morehead State Universi-
ty board to resign· after campus 
turmoil. 
"Governors have a right, and I 
think 'it's their prerogative, to-re-
quest an investigation," said coun· 
cil member Larry Hayes, who was 
Collins' Cabinet secretary. . 
Smith yesterday disputed the 
students' complaints, saying they 
.had later retracted most of their 
complaints. Later, she said 
university officials had found· that 
"98 percent" of the complaints were 
unfounded. 
"We're talking about" a handful 
of students from· one dormitory," 
Smith said. "I say there ,is not a sig· 
nificant issue here." 
KSU Board Chairman Anthony 
Remson, who also attended the 
council meeting, said he backed 
Smith on the matter. 
· "These were just routine-type 
complaints that students have," he 
said. "I still have some trouble un-
derstanding how this (investiga-
tion) will enhance things." 
Student Government Associa-
tion President Tracey Bush said 
she hadn't known of Patton's re• 
quest. But she said she didn't ob· 
ject. 
"I think it's good that he's inter• 
ested in the students and in our 
university," she said. · 
on minority .stadium work ______ _, 
By MICHAEL -~Gs : -· STADIUM WORK FOR MINORITY FIRMS 
The Courier.Journal : Company . Committed to Offered to 
University of Louisville officials (winning bidder) Amount minorities · minorities % 
said yesterday they are close to get- Wilhelm Construction Co. $9,924,000 . ~900,000 $6~0•R-~-15. 
ting 15 percent of the value of work Silll&affit.~illli\ii."?+11$111828,0®1'.1$1il!42~/:ir&/0'lllJA'Wwb£1;;cl1' 
on the new University of Louisville Ram Engi~eering Inc:~ . $6,483,000 . $425,000,_ ". $9~9.,~00 21 
football stadium in the bands of com• fJendemffiEiect!w!Cfi;il!itll!$4::ZZ[.QQ!lSt!L$Z.4X,ClQQ2:01Pfi~;,;;:"-\ffJ41G' 
parries owned br women and mem• · h · 1 bers of racial nunorities. Bodemann Mee amca 00 $340,000 10 
Concessions by five major contrac- Contractors Inc. $3,378,0 
tors on the project have increased the 
share of work committed or offered to 
such companies to 14.4 percent from 
an original 3.5 percen~ said Larry 
Owsley, U of L's vice president for ad-
ministration. He said 10.i percent of 
the value of the five contracts has 
beenoffered to films· owned bymi-
no_rities and 3. 7 percent to firms 
owned by women. 
"This is not to say.that we are now 
satisfied or finished with this phase of 
the project," U of L President John 
Shumaker said. Owsley said the uni-
versity will push for more minority 
business participation on the stadium 
and a $7 million training facility. 
The five prime contractors, who 
hold contracts worth $36.2 million, 
agreed to surrender to the firms some 
work they had planned to do them-
selves, Owsley said. "They've done it 
because of the interest of the commu-
nity in moving forward and (m) inclu-
sion on this project," he said. 
The contractors' concessions -
granted at the urging of the university 
and the leader of a campaign that 
raised $27 million in corporate dona-
tions for the. stadium - rnav have 
staved off a tl-.reatened lawsuii Louis· 
ville Alderman Paul Bather. who had 
·earlier joined the call of civil-rights 
advocates for a suit alleging racial 
discrimination on the stadium and 
other , projects, yesterday credited 
U of L with malting "a real good-faith 
effort ... with some very positive out-
comes." 
Bather said at a U of L news confer-
ence that he couldn't speak for others 
who'd called for a suit, but "my feeling 
right .now is that we as a community 
must work with the university." 
The effort to bring more minority 
businesses into the project translates 
into a golden opportunity for Derby-
. town Electric Co., said James White, 
an African American who owns the 
new business venture with his wife, 
Joyce. Derbytown has been asked to 
do $747,000 worth of the almost $4.8 
million in electrical work awarded to 
· Henderson Electric Co. 
White, an electrician with 26 years' 
experience, said his subcontract is the 
result of a process that began with a 
minority contractors' course that 
U of L helped sponsor. Even before 
the stadium offer came, he said, Hen-
derson Electric's co-owner, Bruce 
Henderson, had served ?.s his mentor, 
introducinJ? him to suooliers and 
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helping him get the same prices ma-
jor contractors command. 
"There's a lot of African-American 
men and there's a lot of women out 
there that are good tradesmen, good· 
craftsmen," White said. 11They. just 
don't have the opportunity." 
Owsley said $860,000 worth of the 
structure contract, held by Wtlhelm 
Construction Co., will go to another 
minority-owned firm, Harmon Con• 
struction Inc. of North Vernon, Ind. 
He said the company is co-owned by 
brothers William and Tom Harmon, 
both of whom hold U ofL degrees . 
Stadium fund-drive leader Malcolm 
Chancey,- chairman and chief execu• 
live officer of Bank One, Kentucky, 
promised to try to make sure minority 
· businesses get a substantial share of 
remaining work on the stadi'!1'1 COD!· 
plex and on subsequent maJor proJ-
ects in the Louisville area. 
He said the conflict over stadium 
contracting shows the importance of 
helping minority-owned companies 
thrive, "so that when we get to the 
end of a project like this, we've got a 
critical mass locally that we can draw 
on." 
BY ·KIMBERLY N. MARTIN 
CENTRAL .KENn!CKY BUREAU 
WILMORE- When Bryan Fife 
walks through. the halls of Asbury 
College's Luce Center, students slap 
high-fives with· him. Others call:out 
his name· and: open their arms:. to 
embrace him:,· .,. · 
· Here Fife, 19, has found the·ac-
ceptance that has eluded him at Jes-
samine Cooo,ty.High School, where 
he's a·junior:·- ., . ·· · ·- • 
'.'They're ... mean to me there," 
Fife said of. the·high school ·, , 
Fife, who has Down syndrome, 
is one of seven Jessamine County 
High School special education stu-
dents who take classes a couple of 
days each week at the college. In 
some cases, college students work 
with the special.education students. 
The arrangement is part ·of the 
College Connections program that 
involves Jessamine County and As-
bury. Coliege"students. It" started 
last fall for special education stu-
dents between 18 and 21 years of 
age. . . . . 
Other· schools in the state have 
relationships with colleges, but 
none is as extensive as College Con-
nections. In fact, it's. innovative 
even ·by national standards, said 
special education teacher. Meada 
Hall. . 
· She and other teachers from 
the high school are -often invited 
to teach others around the coun-
try how to create similar pro-
grams. . 
. That's because ·special educa-
tion teachers often struggle to find 
appropriate environments for 
those students who are older than 
their high school peers, said 
Stephanie Wheatley Rankin, a spe-
cial education teacher at the high 
school. · 
Asbury College, which already 
had students doing their practicum 
at the high school, seemed like a 
natural solution. . 
"Usually college .is a privilege 
for everyone. Bu\ it was a privilege · 
that was never accessible for chil-
dren with disabilities," Rankin 
-said. . 
Now all seven . of the high 
school's special education students 
who are 18 and older take at least 
two classes each week at Asbury. 
The classes range from physical ed-
ucation to ecology. Once they finish 
with their courses, some go to cam-
pus jobs; others eat lunch in the 
college cafeteria. 
Some of the material in those 
classes is over the heads of the high 
school students, who-take the class-
es tuition-free. , . . 
But the key to the program i~ 
the socialization and involvement of 
the students, said Merrelyn 
Carmichael, a vocational educator 
at the high school. 
"This gives them appropriate 
role models, and they're getting to 
do the activities others take for 
granted," Carmichael said. 
The interaction is also good 
for Asbury students and profes-
sors, said Roy Lauter, the director 
• • - ·-. i"Z.-~·- ... ,~_• .• .;a;-t,.~• .. :-.,:1:ri•{ • 
of the prggram !m AsbW}"S: ~-pus. ·-".°' -•. : . . -'_·_ •. ·,... . •• 
• For example, sti!dents major-
ing in physical. education. take .ll 
class on developing programs.for 
people witlr disabilities; .Before·_tl]e 
program · with · · the high school 
started, the class•.was all· lecture 
and theory_- but no hands-on ex!». 
rience. · · · · :;: 
Now students help those whq 
. use wheelchairs to swim and othei:§ 
with disabilities to lift weights. :: 
· Initially the prospect of workiirg 
with disabled students was intimi: 
dating, said Jason Tate, 20; who iS 
majoring in physical educaticiq 
· health: . 
He questioned whether he'_q 
know what to do, whether he'd un; 
intentionally hurt them. 
"Now, it's just wonderful," saiti 
Tate, who wants to incorporate sj» 
cial-needs children into his pr~ 
grams in the future: "This is more 
satisfying" than-working with other 
children. ·· 
In time, the program will ex,. 
pand 10: include overnight stays /ii 
campus dorms and trips with coif 
lege students out of the countiY. 
during spring break. ·,, 
The underlying goal of all ot 
the programs is to increase th.I: 
community's receptiveness to sp~: 
cial-needs stud~ts and to increas~ 
.the students' · independence; 
Carmichael said. · 
There's even a school-sponsorec;I 
support group for parents tbiit 
meets every six weeks or so. It pr~ 
vides parents with tips on how t'! 
ensure that. the independence 
achieved during high scl,ool contin• 
ues after graduation. •· 
Stephanie Thompson, Bryan 
Fife's mother, was a little skeptical 
·of all of those efforts at first. She 
worried her son would have a hard-
er time fitting in at college than he 
did at high school. · .. , 
"When I saw what a difference 
it made in him, I was just delight; 
ed," said. Thompson, who saw 
Fife's confidence increase with each 
visit. "He feels like he's a part of 
society.'1 · 
1 IA ol-ol - '-I - I it-1~ 
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PRIVATE COLLEGES SHOULD PUMP SOME IRON 
F
IERCE WIND blustered 
across the swells of Blue-
grass farmland. 
Inside a jammed Shaker 
teeting room, the air moved gen-
y. 
College presidents seldom are 
iowhards, although Kentucky has 
ad some notable exceptions. 
At last week's Shakertown 
>AVID 
tAWPE 
Roundtable on 
0 The Future of 
Private Higher 
Education in 
Kentucky," the 
assembled pri-
vate college 
presidents 
moved their 
discussion 
along on quiet 
puffs of rhetor-
ic. But some 
real frustration 
and real anxi-
ety were appar-
ent. · 
They know Gov. Patton is mull-
g a revamp of post-secondary 
lucation, and they feel left out of 
e deliberations. 
This was an imposing group at 
1akertown - one of the most im-
·essive concentrations of insight 
to Kentucky higher education 
ace A D. Albright dined alone. 
So what concerns did the "pri-
.tes" bring to the Roundtable? 
l. While some 45 oercent of state 
ants now go to needy students at 
private colleges, another $15 million 
IS necessary to serve all the qualified 
students who apply. Each year, 
20,000 students' requests for state 
aid are rejected for lack of funds. 
That's a huge shortfall. And too 
many youngsters are running up 
huge debts to pay their way. 
2. Centre President Mike Adams 
argued the cost of both public and 
pnvate education has risen so high 
that we should be thinking about 
raising the family income ceiling for 
state aid. That's the only way many 
deserving middle-income kids can 
qualify. And remember, it costs as 
much, or more, to keep a convict at 
LaGrange Reformatory as it does to 
send him through Centre College. 
3. The state could "buy seats" -
could contract for needed eductional 
services - at private schools, rather 
than spend very dear dollars to cre-
ate them at nearby state universities. 
However, the very structure the Gov-
ernor has put in place almost assures 
that his revamp won't involve affili-
. ation and collaboration between the 
public schools and the "privates." 
State budget guru Ron Carson asked 
the Shakertown group, "ls it govern-
ment's job to provide services, or is it 
to insure that services are provided?" 
Mr. Carson's answer: "It obviously 
ought to be the latter." That's good 
news for the private institutions. 
I hope the Governor will be open 
and innovative on such issues. 
I don't know what the right an-
swers are, but I do know that the 
"privates" ought to be in the public 
policy conversation. 
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The discussions will ramble past 
lots of concerns, some of which 
were mentioned at the Shakertown 
meeting by Gary Cox, who runs the 
state Council on Higher Education: 
I. We force public institutions to 
compete for students by keying 
their state funds to the number of 
students they enroll. (This has obvi-
ous implications for the private 
schools.) In the future, we simply 
must begin to create other incen-
tives for building greater quality 
into faculties and programs. 
2. Despite the wide scatter of com-
munity colleges and technical 
schools in Kentucky, there are still 
too many places where nothing much 
is available. Technology may !ielp 
solve the problem, and the Governor 
has a special interest in such solu-
tions. (But will universal access draw 
more students into the public system 
and away from the private schools?) 
At about this point, the Shaker-
town discussion was warming up. 
By my watch, it took two hours and 
20 minutes for civility to wear thin. 
Fred Mullinax, who heads the As-
sociation of Independent Kentucky 
Colleges and Universities, rose to say 
that private institutions endure gov-
ernment re{lulation but get no appre-
ciable public money - the worst of 
both worlds. Mr. Cox replied that the 
Council doesn't regulate the privates. 
Wade Mountz of Louisville ques-
tioned the fiscal, and educational, 
wisdom of Western Kentucky.Uni-
versity's bringing a nursing pro-
gram to Owensboro, where private 
schools already offer such training. 
Somebody behind me whispered, 
"Ask him how much the private 
programs were charging students." 
About here I thought to myself, 
"This finally is degenerating into a 
good old hard-edged Kentucky po-
litical debate." 
The next high point for me was 
some straight talk from Roy Peter-
son, current secretary of the Educa-
tion Cabinet, who already has dis-
missed one report to the Governor 
on higher education reform as 
"pablum" - as the "typical thing 
you get from university presidents." 
Dr. Peterson has news for any-
body who thinks Gov. Patton is sim-
ply going to "send the Brink's truck 
to the door" with a load of new tax 
money with which to remake higher 
education, public or private. 
All these things will be worked 
out politically, and that's where I 
think our fine private institutions 
have failed in the past. They have 
developed no real political muscle . 
They have no political arm that can 
grab the public policy process 
around the neck and flex. 
As Lexington attorney Bill Lear, 
a legislative veteran, told the group, 
the "privates" just haven't been 
much in evidence around Frankfort. 
And that's not political bluster. It's 
a truth worth acting on. 
David Hawpe's column appears 
Sundays and Wednesdays in The 
Forum. 
Private college offers 
free tuition to jobless LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1996 
Lindsey Wilson College announced yesterday that 
t will provide free tuition to south-central Kenrucky 
.vorkers affected by recent factory layoffs and shut-
lowns. The college said all displaced workers who 
1ualify ior Job Training Partnership Act and Trade 
·{eadjusnnent Act assistance will be allowed to attend 
he four-year, private college free. The school also ere· 
,red the Lindsey Wilson Job Rerraining Scholarship. It 
.viii be awarded to all people affected by the layoffs. 
101 only those eligible for free tuition under the other 
irograms. The amount of scholarship will be deter-
nined on a case-bv-case basis. The Lindsev Wilson 
~areer Services Center also will provide free job assis-
-ance to laid off "·orkers. Hundreds of workers in the 
irea have been hit by layoffs recently, including 800 at 
:wC; Fruit of the Loom plants in southern Kentucky 
ilants. 
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College to aid displaced workers 
COLUMBIA Ky. - Lindsey Wilson College an-
nounced yesterday that it will provide free tuition to 
south-central Kentucky workers hit by recent factory 
layoffs and shutdowns. 
The college said all displaced workers who qualify 
for assistance under the Job Training Partnership Act 
and the Trade Readjustment Act will be allowed to 
attend the four-year, private college for free. 
The school also created the Lindsey Wilson Job 
Retraining Scholarship. It will be awarded to all peo-
ple affected by the layoffs, in amounts to be deter-
mined on a case-by-case basis. 
The Lindsey Wilson Career Services Center also 
will provide free job assistance to laid-off workers. 
Hundreds of workers in the area have been hit by 
layoffs recently. indudmg 800 at rwo Fruit of the 
Loom plants. 
:$~iencij·:/air}t6~irovide 
:5Qj~olleg~ -scholarships 
--- -:j·-1 l;' - -Ji_·: ·-:,· .} -_, 
·.:. ~4 , .. , · AssocrATED PRES"s 
: LOUISVILLE.,- Twenty Kentucky colleges and 
.universities have:committed to;offering 50 scholar-
ships·fo participants af the International Science and 
·Engirieering,Fafr,.Gov. Paul-Patton said.yesterday. 
. The fair, in Louis\,ille May, 10-16. is expected to 
-clra\\1 .1;2_00 or more high schooI·students. 
. .':Vfe expect_that this sch,olarship money ,viii en• 
courage many of the best and.brightest science slu• 
'den~ from Kenl\Jcky and the .yorld to attend college 
. iri the l:ommonweallli," Patton said. , 
: · 'Thefaii:also will·be a showcase for science edu-
i:ation;·which: should inspire Kentucky students to 
pursue scientific careers, Patton said. 
· · Roy Peterson;,secretary of tiie Education, Arts 
~nd ·HU111anities ·Cabinet, said· the scholarship;; 
,vould collectively be wmth at least 5250,000 a year. 
Many would be for four vears. Peterson said. -
Participating are: Alice Lloyd College. Bel-
lannine College, Berea College, Brescia College, Cum-
berland Coliege, Eastern Kentucky UniYersiry, 
Georgetown College a.'ld Kentucky State Universitv. 
Also, Kentucky Wesleyan College, Lindsey Wil-
son College, Morehead State University, Murrav 
State University, Northern Kentucky University, 
Pikeville College, Sullivan College, Transylvania 
University, Union College, University of Kentucky, 
University of Louis,ille. and Western Kemucl-.-v Uni-
versity, • 
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Indiana University Southeast 
gains MBA accreditation 
C-J Southern Indiana Bureau 
NEW ALBANY, Ind. - The mas-
ter of business administration de-
gree program at Indiana Universi-
ty Southeast has won national ac-
creditation less than five years 
after it began. 
The accreditation from the 
American Assembly of Collegiate. 
Schools of Business in St. Louis 
says the MBA program has met 
the organization's quality stan-
dards. Of more than 700 master's-
level business programs in the 
country, 304 have the organiza-
tion1s accreditation. 
It is highly unusual for such a 
new business program to gain ac-
creditation, but !US's process was 
accelerated because it already had 
an accredited undergraduate pro-
gram, said Milton Blood, the or-
ganization's director of accredita-
tion. 
The accreditation process takes 
two years, with the first year spent 
in a review by the school's faculty 
and the second in a review by a 
committee of outside business-
school administrators and profes-
sors. · 
The accreditation, approved 
Thursday by the organization's 
. board of directors, lasts for 10 
years. The undergraduate program 
was reaccredited for 10 years. 
!US started its MBA program in 
January 1992 and has 29 graduates 
and 140 students. It is included in 
the Indiana-Kentucky tuition reci-
procity ai:reement, so Kentuckians 
can pay m-state tuition - $140.15 
per credit hour. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday November 12. 1996 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
Tuesday November 12, 1996 
Around-the-world 
folk-art sale set 
MOREHEAD -The Ken-
tucky Folk Art Center mu-
seum store will have an 
around-the-world Christmas 
sale beginning Wednesday. 
In addition to one-of-a-kind 
folk art made by Kentucky art-
ists, the sale will aiso include 
beaded dolls from South Af. 
rica, nativity ornaments from 
Peru, Mexican jewelry, court-
ship baubles from Thailand 
and children's wooden puzzles 
from Sri Lanka . 
Proceeds from the sales sup-
'port the educational mission 
of the center. 
The museum store is at the 
corner of University Boule-
vard and Second Street. The 
hours are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday and 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday. 
State university system 
und.~r scrutiny 
By CHARLES WOLFE 
THE AsSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - It was an 
outsider's assessment that 
Kentucky is being doomed by 
its approach to postsecondary 
education. 
He said its multiple systems 
- eight public universities, 14 
community colleges under the 
University of Kentucky and a 
sti-ingof vocational-technical 
schools under the Workforce 
Development Cabinet - are 
not organized to compete glob-
ally or even with surrounding 
states. · 
"You have many excellent 
facilities, many excellent peo-
ple .... I think you have much 
more here than you may rec-
ognize," Aims McGuinness 
told Gov. Paul Patton and 
other members of the Task 
Force on Postsecondary Educa-
tion on Monday. 
But McGuinness added, the 
peopl~ programs and facilities 
are not focused on clear public 
and institutional priorities. 
They are widely dispersed and 
prone to debilitating turf bat-
tles that pit institutions, and 
sometimes whole regions of 
the state, against each other. 
he said. 
For the task force. it was the 
latest in a string of rather 
gloomy assessments by con-
sultants hired to scrutinize the 
way Kentucky educates people 
beyond high school. The issues 
run the gamut from adult lit-
eracy to university research. 
The review was instigated 
by Patton, who is expected at 
some point to seek action from 
the General Assembly but has 
not yet made a push. 
Patton said McGuinness' re-
port was "provocative" but 
added: "I want to say up front, 
again, I haven't decided on 
anything." 
McGuinness laid out some 
options he said state policy 
makers should consider. All 
would entail changes for the 
state Council on Higher Educa-
tion and the state's policy for 
financing postsecondary edu-
cation. 
In McGuinness' various op-
tions, the council would be re-
structured or replaced alto-
gether. Community colleges 
might be taken from UK and 
placed under a separate board 
for community and technical 
colleges. UK and the Univer-
sity of Louisville might be 
placed under one governing 
board, the six regional univer-
sities under another. 
"Organizational structure is 
a means, not an end in itself," 
McGuinness said. But too 
often, "people lose the point" 
and become fixated on the bu-
reaucracy, he said. 
. In each of McGuinness' op-
tions, funding that historically 
has been based on enrollment 
would be changed. The institu-
tions would be rewarded for 
collaboration and change. 
"I think it is a balance be-
tween enforcement and incen-
tives," McGuinness said. "The 
truth is that these systems 
work when they're really 
backed with financial incen-
tives that support what people 
are inclined to _do, anyway. 
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$2.3 niillioli fu non-athletic .. k~o; ·~o~'ei: a1ternati~e at 
,,-. _ . , ... ,, , ·" ..... , . ,.th1s.p.omt m time .... We have 
' ' awards given in '95-'96 , . , ~~3~~ :EiI:;i;.nt 0n ·~~ose 
--~-'--'--'---·--'·"'•·;o.• aa···~·-' • •,MSU President Ronald Eag- .... ,The institutional scholar-
By MADELYNN COLDIRON O'!G . • ' • sliip money also Iias become 
OFT D I . "· ·.Im said he questioned the m_ ore· important in recen·t HE AILY NDEPENDENT ··' •l•. t f h 1 h. . . amoun o sc o ars 1p money years as a source of fmancial 
. MOREHEAD~ :._:·:Mo;;;;~~d ::'the university _prov1des when ~d. Student loans have almost 
Stat U . ·ty· b tak he took the helm four years tripled in the past five years 
. e I mkvetrsth1 ma)'.t e d- ago, but has coine·to better un- while federal and state grant~ 
mg a oo a e way 1 awar s ·derstand h 'th · · · · 
its scholarships, , ,i.:-:..n:i,1 -.,.1.arge Butwheytolderesgumt is,;so to .MSU students have in-The universit 's Board of · ' • . ei:i s, ~e · creased just 12 percent, noted 
R t F 
. d Y , d . have to be more mtelllgent m Tim Rhodes director of fman--
egen s. r1. ay_. receive. -,-!I.- how we do this." _ ·-----·-cial aid .....'.. - -- --- , 
Ioi:ig-ay.,ru.ted report on, the m- The university beefed up its In coinparison with the 2 3 
shtut10n~l scho;arsh1p pro- scholarship program because ill' MSU d d · $ · · 
gram, which provided students _ f . llm d 1. , m. 10!1 _ a war e . m m-wi th $2.3 million "'iri{noii-Y. P · ~nro ellt ec mes, m an shtuhonal scholarships !~st 
athletic scholarsh'ips · and' ,.el~brt to a~ct students who year, Murray State Umvers1ty 
awards in the 1995-96 school" · m1ght 0therw15e have. gone to gave students just over $1 mil-
year. That figure does nof·in•• ~!~~r _fl:l1~~~ ,_,, _, ., _., ;;,,:.,. lion, while •~m Kentucky 
elude foundation or: athletic. '· • •~Once this started, it never·•LIUniversity students also re-· 
scholarships.:.·\"' .,,, .. ~~''"'""'"'·'-"';.d'•left," Eaglin said, "But J don't' , cei~1.~1 ~on, according to 
· ·· · · ' 'scholarship _offices at those 
schools. ¥1'' t-:,:; / 
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Problems at KSU , public institution -· has been subsidized ' by the mostly white taxpayers of the state. 
You reported that Kentucky State Uni-· For some unfathomable reason he seems t? 
versity newspaper editor Cory Brown is feel that being black justifies racist attt-
bemoaning flagging enrollments and a tudes and remarks. liiiiigme the !J,ue and 
host of deteriorating conditions at KSU cry that would ensue if the ~t9.r. of The 
while at the same time stating that "Ken- Kentucky Kernel called for.':Jir~hibiting 
tucky State University, with all.its prob• blacks from the University ofKentucky's 
!ems and situations, does not want or need presfdency ·and-administration -or if the 
a white president or administration run- newspaper editor at Morehead State Uni-
ning it" Surely Brown must be aware that versity went on record as opining that that 
President Mary Smith's administrative ap• university could only be effectively admin-
pointments· are already overwhelmingly istered by whites of Appalachian heritage. 
black. I wonder if it has occurred to Brown Racial discrimination in any fonn is 
that an institution of higher learning might just plain wrong. One needs to look no fur. 
function best if members of its administra- ther than KSU's disorganized and disinte-
tion were selected on the basis of qualifica- grating management situation and accom-
tions rather than skin color, · , panying waste of our tax dollars to see a 
Brown also seems to overlook ihe fact sad example. ,,. '; , ·. 
that his edu91tion at Kentucky State - a . ,., · ·:"'.!, EMILY ADAMS 
TiiE COURIER.JOURNAL •FRIDAY, NQVEMBER 15-1996 .. LExiNGTON 
College-to-aid workers who-iose job~- · 
. Workers who · will lose their jobs as a result· of s~veral Cehtrai 
_ Kentucky garment-plant closings may be eligible for two free years of 
a,college education through Campbellsville University, the school has 
:announced. , _;._"', .. :,, ,- :-~-~--..- ,,·:- .:;.- ;.~~·.-,,• .. : : ·. · . 
The program offers free tuition for up to two years· for work to-
ward '!-" associate's, ba~helor's or. master's degree, and a daily trans-
portation allo~_ce. , . _l"l":;r~z·1n·1t101crnvqn1c~t f- .··. 
. . i:;ampbellsvi¥,e 1s also offenng a Saturday afternoon seminar, "Sur-
vmng ,Layoffs, Nov. 2~,from l to.5 P,!!1· 11:wfil coyer the emotional 
and physical eff~ of a l_ayoff, w~ys to·_prepare for.a job interview, 
and a r~view of Job operungs available m Central Kentucky. 
The first 50 people to register will receive a copy of the book "How 
to Survive a Layoff." To register, call Paula Foster at (502) 789-5251 
.Monday through Friday, betweeir8-a,m, and 5 p.m. · 
. F~r mfonnation •'?o~t the free tulti_.oo.nn _program; cal!"· Camp_ be_ 11_ s-
ville s Office of Admissions at (&Q01i;l64.:@_11~~ .• _ ·-"· · h .. h. _ .. 
· Eaglin asked board members 
a,n,c!J!Jlive_rsity stajffor sugges-
tions on nnprovmg· the schol-
arship program_ MSU may. be 
giying too much money to too 
few0 students: .h'e •.\1dded. By 
spreading the dollars among 
more students, "we may be 
al*· to attract many other stu: 
dents/' Eaglin explained. . , 
l Board member John Rosei{. 
berg noted that about one-
q~~er of MSU's students at-
tend •extended campus sites 
· and suggested the university 
look. at .increasing the percent-
age of scholarships and awards 
' to. those students, · ' , 
' The report shows that th~ 
uniyersity awarded 1,837 schol-
1 
arsliii,is to 1.306 students in tlie 
1995-96 school year, with some 
re,ceiv_ing multiple awards. 
~shmen. received _"38 percent 
oNhe schoJarship money. Out-
of-state .students got 13 percent 
of ;the. pie. _Eighty-seven per-
cenU>f the money went to stu-
dents who live in the univet-
sity'.s ~-county service area -
I which may be significant in 
terms· of keeping well-educateil 
' students in the region after 
they graduate. · : il 
. M~U o!f ers about 20 types of 
mst~tuhonal scholarships; 
rangmg · from $300 per ·semes-
ter to $4,000 per year. , '. 
IUiiNGtortlt~;Uiifiliro,i;'RvTJl:SUNDAi;'Nove.fBER 17:1996' 
l■ BOBSLEDDING _ ·;,:,.::;:-,. ,, ,.v-· ··· ·sh.r;~~t~~1·~~~~ffill~~irSg!-~ 
Moreheaa,S!Jtte.Uiiiversitffootballplay'ef'. Wofithe . ' 
seas9n_-o~er mfqirr-mru(ootislea° in. Wititfil-berg,'c;ei.-, 
manz,X~!!!.~Y, ajging Italy's Guenther Huber and 
fellow .. Ameiican ~Jim Irerbeiicli: Shimer. dr\iye his· 
team to~ combined time civerJhree.runs,af 2 hiliitites, ~ 
'46,86 seconds~'Huber fiiiished at 2'4710 ¾hi!eJler:• · '· bericifwas afZ:47:40. ..,, .. ,:,._ ·'·. ,.i-,,.,, · .-•.. -... , .. '4 
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Collegesturntextilelayoffs-:into 
opp'''":'or'ttin)h; ~o~~~s:il~t~s~~:r~~~t~~eh;fv~~~~ -~~6~h~i~~f:i~~~;~;: 
. . __ ~~,. , ._ .. __ ::.~;;,;;.;~l.. because of lack of education, and services offices. Tuition grants -
.'>J.- _ this is going to open up. some new available for up to two ;ears - are· 
SOIJrH.CENTRAL KENruCKY BUREAU 
First there was the bad news, 
One after another, the sewing 
plants that have been bedrock em-
ployers in towns across South-Cen-
tral Kentucky have cut workers or 
closed their doors.. _ " . . . . :; 
Fruit of the Loom said last 
month that about 400 jobs at its 
factories in Jamestown and Camp-
bellsville woula be lost . ''''-'."" ·. · 
Soon after, OshKosh B:Gosh 
said it would close its last remain-
ing plant in nearby Columbia by 
March, taking 413 jobs. .. , .. •--' 
Now, the area's ·two prominent 
private colleges have. stepped up 
with efforts to wring. some good 
news out of the bad, . __ ;_":;;, __ ;;:_~ 
Lindser Wilson College .. in.· Co-
lumbia and Cainpbellsville Univer- · 
sity in Campbellsvjlle are reacliing. 
out to workers affected by the, cuts 
with offers ·o.fcotiilseling, career 
planning and free tuition - made 
possibly mainly: bY the "state-run 
dislocated workers program .. · ·. '. :,.: 
The schools stand. to gairi .plen: . 
. ty .of. new students by drawing· in ' 
workers . who want retraining ·or ; 
more education. But school officials 
say the workers and communities· 
will see the gr~test benefit:· . , . 
"Some people are actually very . 
pleased-about the poss_ibilities that 
layoffs are going to btjrig-to them," 
said Paula_ Blanton Foster, cliredor .. 
of acad.!:_mi'e _o,utreac;l). __ ;a(.\@!IP,:_._, 
doors to them." paid directly to the schools:. 
At Campbellsville, school offi- : ·.-:Vocational schools are active· in 
dais are promoting the school's in- tlie program, Armstrong said. He 
volvement in the dislocated work- said the Somerset campus of Keh-
ers· program and holding a free lucky Tech also has been working 
seminar Saturday aimed at. helping with employees who will be affect-
workers deal with the physical and ed by cuts at :OshKosh.and Fruit of 
emotional aspects of a layoff. the Loom. l · 
At;· nearby Lindsey _Wilson, _- ·· Analysts say textile and'.appar-
school officiaJs:aJso are touting the ·el--wo_!:.~ers _.ir~ _largely losing· their 
government grants .for _ tuition, I jobs to _foreign labor markets that 
which. ·are,,part of:the Jederal Job -pay lower wages. During the past 
T~ning Partnership Act. • '.;,:,' three years, Kentucky has J.ost 4,200 
· ,Lindsey Wilson alsci'is- creating . jobs in the industry. Because the 
a :)ob. retraining scholarship ·,de,. workers can't expect to find similar 
sigIJed iii part·to_help people who work to replace the lost jobs, many 
are indirectly hurt by thtiplant clos• must learn new skills to corripete·iri 
ings,'said Traci Pooler, director of· the job market. : 
the evening college .. _::.: '·.. . That gives the schools good. 
.;,_"'.A,woman called yesterday who reason to vie for their anention. ' . 
rail'a'aay,care :.:;;She.only keeps . "Yeah, there's some competition 
five children, bu tall .five of, those · going on," said Pooler of Lindsey 
cliildren, their parents wbrk at . Wilson. "But truthfully, I think it's 
OshKosh," Pooler said. "She already a good thing, because I think we're 
knows ·she's losing those kids, so all trying .... We're benefiting p~ 
basiaiJly, she's out'of a job now."· pie, whether they go here -or 
"As small as Adair County is, ·whether,they go there. We're giving 
we're seeing that ripple effect big people an opportunity that. the:y; 
.time," Pooler said. might not have othern;se.· - > 
Campbellsville ana · Lindsey ·, · · -
Wilson aren't unique.· Workers ·who . 
qu,ilify can use the goveininent tu-
itiqn assistance at technical, public 
and private schools across the.state, 
said · . Bryan Armstrong, a 
s'pokesinan for the state's Work-
f9rte Development Cabinet 
Last year, the program paid out 
$4 million to help JO;QOO displaced 
:workers,· Armstrong said.. __ ::,5ft.;; 
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CQIDnJittee~-enaorses~foofba11 
f oi'N9ttJi~qI•~~Dfu~ky, _, ·,-~-
From AP. ; ;:•··~:·~·-:~~j;~ ,- ,t~:r-.:·~r.E~ty::~~;~Vif:~-b-r :-· ,i~f:\~~?~J-: '·::: ~!;-~,"f1i~~7~~~~,~-r,f->4 -:-- .-~·- ;_~.~-,~ 
; , · --~- ~--;;:,;,,~J~,,
0
,, •••· • • ·wiligoul8d~ py_la.nextm' _tli§Pennf1g,.oTlif Ie9t98E!ll!D · · -- :"'-:~..,'7-''""·' •.--· · · , .. _ ..,, .. _,·i!;~_-~_ 
A-mi!tee yesteniai pie~e. NCAA Division1J·', . ,a11,,.,. -~,~- ... : : .. AROUND -~{; ,:j 
green llgbt to establishillg .a footbaµ riti"i'ii'"'"j"ifio ·Jiutd ;'fJ~1ti;l''IQ!NTUCKIANA . 
P"W81D_at Nor:t11emK~11tucky_U!U, .. field --&a~aruflii , ftball ._ ,._.,.c·. "'''"r" , • , 
~:t!.·, ~Cj!/rnlirnlttt_~_ • .. _.· °l_~i'j\beis ...::,,-~~ · field._' No~i:ost'esiiib'hi1:i~fe'Ji'iit ·' · ,,-, "'" -:~~/.,;;·~~,V,,.!';iJ;;").'.:,1 
'""'"""·"- e p w .. w wurnm contrt- th• .. ""'""" '-•'-''th .. • ,•'lll;· , ... ,.. . .also would',bl'!J]g m molle)I· lie sald.1 
bl!tlons and'students, -liiit .-a;cad'emics e.;i:-l!Wl'tri~,eeb 
1
· ""'"· · e::,,.,,..dlg/llumkinty_d .... , .... ,r• -,-,,;',;,-f,.;;,,i;~,:, , .. "" -/, , ' -· ·1 ;·~• 
will remain North.em's priority.· · ··--:;.."''•1'!0. con u e rno11ey· an _.m- . . . , The_cornrnittee will present ~- re-• --- ,. .;·. -·.,_, ... --. ----c.:,-:,--·, , ;".-h~lp, ~!1beck;·a·bililder;for ~- '. port·to the school's board of regents 
'Intercollegiate athletics will en- ·: pie; said his crews would move earth., 'ori'Nol;'20 '· v.-,; . ->~-,-..., .. · .,., , .... ~';b~,iai~~~1="!1J~ :;ti:.!fijeal''-~ltt~f:~f' : '{f~~~o~! -- ___ . ___ ,, .. -.,;.,,,_,,a~,~ .. ~--= 
life on campus, All .the universities :' a on ,..,.,..,.,o :.a ootU<W piogram 
'are trying to recruit studen~ and it would be $308,000 per :,,ear. 'Eipen-
will help )IS,be more'oompetitive witJr'"beck:said-a stµ~ent fee Jol'lathl!l~cs 
other public and private institutions/'; 'Y9111d. help,P.11,Y-Jor t!J~t,.~~g 
:::.c ... ~..-,,;cs;.--.· .. "_,.,~~ 'lll'!~J!•tlie-sco~ anii;on.illte,pro-
Tbe cornmittee-recornmendeii hir-.-•~:-as:.weltas'.:,fund- . ., ---·-,· ts 
....uJt.•.- ~.:-.£1. ~-<-~ ....... -_ i,,, •• ~-.:-........ ~~~
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MOREHEAD STATE UGLES AT A GLANCE 
(7•20, 2•14) 
Lel!:endary for his sideline antics, 
Morenead State University coach 
Dick Fick bas never been one to shy 
away from making a statement when 
he felt the situation warranted. 
He chose to make one at the Ohio 
Valley Conference's recent basketball 
media-day activities in Nashville, 
Tenn. While his colleagues showed up 
in suits and sport coats, Fick ap-
proached the dais in a coach's stan-
dard jogging gear. 
11I wear this because I'm a coach," 
said Fick, who is beginning what ap-
pears to be his last season at· More-
head. "If I could, I would · have 
brought a whistle and put that around 
my neck" · · _'· . · ' _· '· : . ,, .·,_..,.. ~--;u-:r,_-"' .. _., 
In 1994-95- Fick .·became only the 
third Morehead coach to be named 
OVC Coach of the Year since the 
league's inception in 1948. However, 
last season's team lost its final 11 
games to give him a 56-82 overall rec-
ord at Morehead, which largely ex-
plains why school officials declined to . 
extend his contract. · : -
. . .. . ' '. 
"I bave a ·contract that ends March 
31, and that'!nt," ·Fick said: ''There's 
no ~.arantee !'.II coach in this league 
agam, .and I'm not ri!al ·excited about 
that. .-, 0 .: ~ i . ,:. 
"I'd be a inuch richer ~an bad I 
taken a little bit of a settlement, but I 
want to coach here .••. I-want to hon-
or the last year- of my contract. My 
son (Jeff) is a (manager), and he's my· 
best friend, and I want to coach with· 
him this year, as many games as -I 
can." . ., :: • .. .-_ . . - -~ 
Whether his team can make ·simi: 
Iarly bold statements remains to be 
seen. The Eagles- return only one 
starter in guard Doug Wyciskalla and. 
will look to five newcomers and sev-
eral of last season's reserves to tum 
things around. . . __ .. J;:.: ·: 
~ •'b"'. ••·. ~-✓ 
The new faces include guard Hez-
zie Boone, who starred at Fem Creek 
High and spent one season at ;Olney· 
(llf.) Central College before-transfer-
ring to Morehead; former Indiana All-' 
Star Lee Coomler, ·a. guard.from Ko-
komo; and forward Jeremy Prater.· 
Fick hopes several· holdovers pick 
up )he slack, among. them forward. 
Chris Stone, guard 'Ted Docks, · 6-9 
center Luke Uoyd·and.6-8 frontcourt 
player Cole.Indestad •. 
"There's -some talent here, and if 
can develop, and that's what I did be-
fore," Ficli said. "lt's"frustrating be-
cause you like to. be· able to do it 
again, but I'm going to JP,-Ve this team 
the absolute best I can. • - . 
' . .:,_ ... ..;; :.-;_ . 
Head coach: Dick Fick (fifth sea• now 6-1 O, is expected to further develop. 
son, 56-82). · Fick also likes team's shooting and leader-
I -Assistants: Mark Joffe, Kevin ship and is high on several newcomers. 
Smith. , .•. -, .. weaknesses: Inside play could be 
1995-98: 7'20· (2-14 0VC). a problem, but the biggest bugaboo is Iha! 
Home - court: Johnson Arena this team simply lacks seasoning. Only two 
I (6,500). . seniors dot the roster. 
· ·Key losses: Guard Marl<'i<innaird Keys to the season: Returnees' 
(13.8 ppg); center Marlon Witherspoon such as Ted Docks, Chns Stone, Cole ln-
1 (10.9 ppg; 9.2 rpg); forward Mike des1ad and Luke Uoyd - all reserves last 
Scrogham (12.4 ppg); guard Mark Majick season - need to step forward. Plus, help 
(10.3 ppg). · must come from several newcomers, es-
Strengths: Guard Doug Wyciskalla pecially guards Hezzie Boone (Louisville 
(11.0 ppg, 36.2% ·three-point shooter) Fem Creek) and Lee Coomler and for-
brings a lot of ability. He also was a co- wards David Harrison (Louisville Doss/Sul-
leader in steals with 35. Center Luke Uoyd, !Ivan College)· and Jeremy Prater. 
,.. 0• • .. • , -- .. ,. Roster 
· · ..... ·· Probable s'tarters 
No.-Name . Pol. Ht. WI. Ci, PPG RPG APG· 
10-Te<f Docks ..... : ....... ; , G 5-10 155 So. 3.0 1.8- 22 
12-0oug l'/yciskalla ....... ;,, :G. 6-2 190 Sr. 11.0 23 · 26 
25-Lul<eUoyd· ............... C'B-9 190 So.' 3.2 ·3_5 0.9 
30-Chris Stone .. : : .. .. : .. : • ; • F 6-7 205 · Jr. 2.9 -- 2.1 0.2" 
33-0iMd Harrison-a ......... ; • F 6-4 185 · So. · 
a-Transfer from Louisville's Sulf.an College. 
--, .. : : : : • · ,. , -:, Pro'i1able reserves 
3-lmlon Belerly ;. :·:::::•: ... G c:5-1,. 170 Jr. --1.5 .. · 0.1 · . 0.3 
11-MattSpurlocl<· ............. G s-10 150 So .. · o.7 · 0.2 0.4 
24-K~eSherman ..... :.,.,.'..G 6-3 165 s~ ·o:4 • 0.7 0.3 
52-Cokl in<leslad ........ '. .... C &ll . ~- Sr. 0.B 0.6.. 0.2 
· ... ,,. · Freshmen/transfers 
FG% 
31.3 
36.1 
34.5 
47.1 
4-0.9 
30.0 
31.3 
66.7 
~ 
71.4 
74.2 
31.3 
48.3 
50.0 
60.0. 
50.0 
0.0 
Player, hometown · · ... · • Pol. Ht. Wt. cl · Stats 
13-Hezlie Boon~ ~isville-b ...... : .... , .. G · 6-0 182 So. · : lll1Milable 
14Jerem)' Webb, Cloe Hill; Ky ••• , .......... F 6-5 ·205 Fr. ·, unavalalile 
21.Jeremy Prater, West Chester, 0h1~ ........ F · 6-5 195 So. · unavaiable 
22-LeeCoom~r,Kokomo,ln<I • ...... .- ... ,·.: G:· 6-5 • 191 Fr. 22.0ppg 6.0q,g 
b-Jransferfrom Otney QU.) Central College; c-Transfer from Moberly (Mo.) Area Community College. 
I ..... . . ... . ·Schedule ' 
I ........... ..... . I Date-- Opponent' .. -'· lime Jan.18 'TENNESSEE-MARTIN ... : ••• , 7:45 
I Nov: 24 at Tennessee "''. ...... : •••• , 2:00 .·Jan. 20 MURRAY STATE ............ 7:45 
Nov: 30 · ASBURY .. • .. ... .. ... • .. .. •• 2.-00 Jan, 25 at Tennessee Stale ,. .. ••• ••• 8:30 
Q,c, 3 at George Mason ..... : .... , 7:30 .. Jan. 'Z/ al Austin Peay ....... .-...... 8:45 
0 6- 7 Sou1hwest Missouri Tourney .. Jan, 30 at Middle Tennessee ........ 8:00 
(Mississippi Velley, Troy Slale) Feb. 3 at Tennessee Tech .......... 8:45 
IJ,c, 14 at Marshall .. ,, ............ , 7:30 Feb. 8 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI • • .. • 7:45 
Ceo. 22 al Oa)1on ................... 2:00 Feb.10 EASTERN IWNOIS .......... 8:30 
IJ,c, 23 MARIAN .................... 7:30 Feb.13 at Eastem Kentucl<y ... ;..... 8:30 
Jan ... 4 TENNESSEE TECH .. •• • ... • • 7:45 Feb. 15 at Murray Slale .. .. .. •• .. • • • 5:00 
Jan. 6 MIDDLE.TENNESSEE ....... 7:45 Feb. 17 al Tennesse&Mamn ......... 8:30, 
Jan •. 11 at Easlem Illinois ....... ,, .. ; 3:00 Feb. 20 TENNESSEE STATE • • •• .. •• • 7:45 , 
Jan. 13 at Sootheast Mosouri ........ 8:45 Feb. 22 AUSTIN PEAY .............. 7:45. 
1 Jan.•16 EASTERN KENTUCKY· ...... ;. 7:45 •..,r:•-· 
~-··· .... -· ... .: - '\ . _;:.;,, .:: ':.l :. 
LEXINGTON HERAJ.D-lEAOER, ·LEXINGTON, KY. ■ SATUROAY, NOVEMBER 16,.1996. 
· The University of Kentucky has 
ty in salaries in the past. Uof L sa.. la· n·es addressed the issue of gender equi-. In 1990, the Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of Women at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky produce~ a re-
t d ■ s1· · · fo port that aocumented, among other. D a Ju . . r problems, pay -inequities .among men and women holding similar jobs. Two male 'professors later dis-
p11ted those findings, buf the com-
st ■ · ity' mittee stood behind them. Pa lnequ · UK.in 1991 then spent a total of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $575,000 on salary increases based . . on equity, said T. Lynn Williamson, 
1,600 womeri might' get raises 
to correct for .discriinmation 
·' ·.~ · .. ' .; .. ~ 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
associate dira:tor of human re-
sources. A. total of 991 employees 
..::. 618 women and 373 .men ,,.c... gcit 
ra!ses because the univ'l!l'Sityideter, 
mmed they were paidJess than oth-
er w~rkers _\Vi_th sim_il\rr experience, 
he said. '. ~ - : :,,;(0{c: .. · ,-
Carolyn Bratt, a~l:ll\Jaw profes-
sor who was co-chair, of the 1990 
study, said the initial'increase was 
a positive step. But-Ulfneeds to re-
visit the issue, she sa[d. ·. . 
· "It's past time for it again," she 
said. "They do it, but the things 
that caused the differentials in· the 
first place stan creeping .)lack in:" ·. 
• ,. ' •••. •' •'.\..o: :-i 
HERAl.D-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER ; • lb_Ec__l:>3!_~}'_ lndepend~~land, Kentucky, Friday November· 15, 1996 
Up to 1,600 women who work at the University of' 
Louisville might get raises-to correct past gender dis• .i.i{{filfi$.$.~!~f$\¾1l:~HfGQR~~-•av£.ff&l&li%1iW&t, 
crimination, school officials announced yesterday. . · · · 
The university will spend $600,000 to adjust pay The ·r· ea1· 1· ssu·. ''.'e 
among its female hourly wage workers - employees 
such as secretaries, clerks, custodians, painters and lab-
orat%;' i= t~~c~~~d th:;\,;o~en i~ ;ho:~ j~s Change is how schools are governed 
earned on average 22 cents an· hour less than men in t h · 
similar positions, said UofLPresidentJohn Shumaker. a eart of higher education reform 
The move was greeted with · enthusiasm from · · .. · - -~· ... ,_ · 
women's groups at-the university, which have long·lob- Kentucky Speaker of the Council on High .. Education 
hied for changes. .•,.~,.-_ ...... : • ;:,,,,.,,., .. --.-... -:. _._ House Jody Richards best · in governing universities 
"We're very pleased," said M;,ry Hawkesworth, a ?umma~ized Monday's meet, and coniinunity colleges. 
political science professor and cha~oman of UofL's ·mg of the Task Force on './. ►Create a .. hew"· system· of, 
Commission on the Status of Women. "It's the result-of Postsecondary Education governance. · -~.'.'.'::_._1 • .. ,. ···." ..
many Y!!fil'S of hard labor.~ · ""-'.". '._ ·:_-·;. . • · 
Shumaker said an internal university committee ! when he said: "It succeeded Among the options. are the 
will now review individual cases_ where women are 'in antagonizing everyone. I _creation of a super board to 
paid less than·men for comparab1~jobs. The committee ! don't think anyone left oversee all state-universities· 
members will lpok for differences in seniority and ex- J happy, and that may be the creation of one board t~ 
perience, and adjust pay if"there are· still gaps, he said.· · good." . · oversee the University of 
-That process shmµd·be done by Dec. 1, he said. : I What caused the conster- Kentucky and the University 
"We have a universitywide commitment to rectify' t' [ L uisvill d h fi 
pay' inequities," Shumaker said. "This is the most com- I na ion· were suggestions· by O O e aIJ,. . ;l'l1lot er or 
· ed an outside consultant, · Aims the regional universities; and-
prehensive studY I've ever been inyolv,,_ ,_wjt.l\,",.:,.,: · • · '~ McGmn' is·, on .changm· g how the formation o·r· ·a' board· to · 
The university also will study the salarie,s paid to 
femalefacultymembersandadministratorsandcorrect Kentucky's state univer- o_versee the community col-
- · any la.equities that exist there, Shu; sities, community colleges 1 e g e ~ and vocation a 1-
maker saicl i'.Ofat,study should be a n d p i:J s t s e c o n d a r y technical schools. 
4i/ne earlf.nfxfyear; Ile said. vocational-technical schools These are not new and rad-
:/~,/\- university task force on the are governed. _ ical ideas. In neighboring 
s1!1!¥8 of women in 1994 found that Governance clearly r's th·e· -T. ennessee for example, th_ ere 
women· wete underpaid · compared to men in· all categories except for most controversial question I~ _one board for the _Umv~r= 
l!ewly hired assistant professors, facing the task force _ and s1ty of Tennessee . and its 
Hllwkesworth.said. the most important. When all bran_ch campuses (UT-
··::--The worst·gaps weni'among the is said and done, the best Martin, UT-CI?,attancioga, 
, liQurly wage workers--:-· a field that way to improve cooperation, e!c,), and an_ oth_er __ for .th_ e r_e-
' is- also the most female'aominated, gr al t t.A t · slie.said. · ._.:,_ ___ •. :.:,,,ii.i · · __ . _ : reduce . duplication and end · on 1:1111vers1 res , us m 
i ;;:;.",We.recominendecll:hat that is- .de_structive _competition be- Peay, Middle !ennessee, etc.) 
/ sl)e·.be' ad\ifess~d.:fi{st:,:)Jte sjiid. tween th~states· universities -and COII!Illun1ty, .. colleges. A 
: ~ey are 1\J.e,i9rs~p~i4. employees- commuriity colleges and vo: . .,,-ngmber -~-f ~tate!l"C'"h~ve: sei;ia-_ 
r ohhe university;-and their econom- t· al · h ls • t · ·· · rate boards· fo!'"'commun1ty 
' ic,iieeds'aiemiire\Yrgent.'.' ":.,'f;;i.:,_"' :~
0
tie;cJe
0 
go~e~e~~~: .colleges aiid'.~y_ocational 
;;;;uofL <ifficialitsaicCthey hadn't· -- --t- -- ---- · . . ... . _i:;_chools. In other...words pro-
de!ennined··yet'hdw-much ·money. prese~ _SY.St~m of jlaymg sep~ ,, ' .::,~- ~-..:.t - .. -.... -,, t' ' ,_ ·a1· 
might be ri'ei!ifeli"fo'aciat'ess'dispari!e arate bpards' for eai;ili · state _-·.:po~_= ....,. ~e:9,gn __ . roversr_ _ 
ties . in, iif.iii;u)ty -,~~Y- :::~ _13µt university, having the Uni- . m. Ken?Icky liave. been m 
Hawkeswof!lfi.iud.t~e;l994_,stuay.; versity of Kentucky control Pll!ce IV _ot.J:i,~i;, states_ for 
· found that women whifbild' compa- the community n- - · d- years. 
rablesenioritywithinenirisitnilar h · co eges, an · We'renotready-to.junipon· 
academic fields generally earned 15 avmg_ the \YOrkforce_ De_vel- th~ bandwagcm in support· of 
to-18 percent less. · · · -- opme1:1t Cabmet. govern the·, a• specific plan'''for goV'er-
. ~ ''.J~j~ is t~t,~he_fi;:st,~!~R.,i~_a · :ocatwnaj-tec;hnica!,. schools .. nance, _but we•r~: convinced, 
lo~ pr~,,:,8-~~ s,a1d .... ____ D ;a • ncom:ages competition, ~~ c,,,_dramatic, chang~s~e needed 
h
,.,.- l'!!!.l!9na!~~J?~Y:tr~_-qui!}'. issuesd. mefiicI!!JiCY, - . - --:;.;o_:;;;,_,;~:~.,,,lf;Kentucky is:;to,devel_op an-
, ave provo""" con oversy ;- an ·. Essent1"all th t k fi · · · • · ·.· ,- · · · ., -, • .,- 1a· _, .• •·rr , ... ,,-,. -- .. ,, Y, e as . orce .outstandfug system"of higher· 
:~-Ytfr:f/9me. - ws~~ ,911J:E~;,_; ,-9~" · ha~ Jwo.;Qll,Qic~. if lt ·hoP.es ,to;,~L:ooucation. · --=:r,'-'si:,- -t''.~' . ·:; -
0 .1!":';~!;llPu,s~_•,~.uJ,ll)~."!!!~,!/!'..Q,~ ·bring .. about-: the .t · ';.,- ·•·· · -· · · · ~"":?<,';!!,,,1.# "",,.,s;Jr;;\:._,,.,a1 
fessors:at V.trg1ma·Common\V'ealth~ . " ... ,...,_,. -c,:-;: , . YI!.~- .\':!-7·.;.· -,-McGmn1s may.thave made. 
Univ~ity_ and Northern -Arlzorui"; c~~gi~i,; lll__' !!1gher· edtfoation . · everyon~" m!a~e af' ieast·; 
U~iv.er~Ity_ ~~,}itet'.i-~o~):,~ en'?.s ~~.1>r,.,9-~v;.!'~2LP11t: ~:· __ he:r~r~. th_,~~~-foi:~::tbl 
cei'<,ed .c;qwty ~-- -·- , ,., ~ _.,_._'iYnJ tQn. ,~., -u.:.&1>..~~~-..i, :o:' ..,.,,-.:-L•~- .,.._ ::,-,-:so Jook -at-the -,mos•-- impo..._ ..... t · ;,)\'1-...,y., . tn· ,,-,.,, ... th= u... .,.>.>' .. ~-"-'" .• . ,!', l 1411 ,1 
:t"'c,....u~!;:J;~pse: e.pOWi!~O~~ ~h.:.:'::.aspect of its,worl¢;:. - '"*.s?J ":' 
=-:.>..•- • -- ,"..u-.a---..:..;..._,...,.,.,..,. ill - ··l,b,~-ii,,,.,L.,.~~~/L._~-~ 
The f;laily l~ependent, _Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday November 14, 1996 
No· c.ollege here- ··--· 
Giving inmates a chance to earn 
college credit is a wise investment 
The demise of college class-
es in Kentucky's prisons is. But college is no longer· an 
an example of good politics· option for those who have 
leading to bad policy.• In the· · both the aptitude and the de-
long run, allowing inmates sire to work toward a degree 
the chance to work toward -while incarcerated. By not 
college degrees saves the spending a few hundred dol-
state far more money than· it • . lars a year to help a prisoner 
costs. __ .. _ . . . . •.. .. earn a college degree, the 
The beginning of'the end'' ·-state is increasing the 
.for · college classes behind . . chances of that inmate re-
:bars came in 1994· when Con- -~turning to prison, where it 
gress voted to har ·prisorierl' costs the state a i:ninimum of 
.from receiving Pell Grants. ·· $14,000 a year to· house him. 
_That was good politics,· arid ·· We realize that there are 
this newspaper supported many who think prisons 
that decision. With only so ~hould only be places of pun-
much money to distribute to . : 1_shment, but Kentuckians 
.college students, Pell Grants .who still believe· some in-
:should go to law-abiding· citi: .·.piate!l, can· turn their lives 
. zens, not convicted felons. ·, .... 1,.~ ~round· should ask their leg-
. At the same time, we en- [ · 1slators to include funding 
couraged the Kentucky_ Gen, .~a.t. will return college class-
eral Assembly to allocate · ':'.es to prisons. ·'' · · . 
enough money to the Depart- '·•· · 
ment of Corrections to allow 
:the continuation of college'' 
:courses. Unfortunately, that 
:has not happened. 
. · Why should those who 
:have committed crimes· 
: against society be- allowed to 
:take college coursesJn pris- · 
. on? The best answer to that · 
: is those· inmates who have 
: earned college credit are· far 
: less likely to return to crime 
: - and ultimately pnson. -
: once released.- · -,,;:;-;;;-:- .-· .. ,. ~ 
: Until spring of 1995, · about 
. 150 inmates af the Eastern 
: Kentucky Correctional Com-
: plex in West Litierty were en-.• 
-rolled i.µ college courses. ot· 
fered by Morehead StlititUni: 
; ve:rsfiy."" Aboiif acr inmates -
~ed ,_degrees from MSU in 
1~5, .!l,~~. I:>a.IJ,.ffi~ElP.~l~;)p.e" 
ppson S'. public ·ifiiormatitin · 
officer. :'·. · ••;,~ . ..:~·r-: ;~:~;~; J:;;;:-:.~~:;~~~;;~··.,.,rn: 
...:The recidivism-rate"for' m:' 
mates. ~who have earned-·col--
l~ge ·credit ii{;r1s . percent ' 
lower than the'tale forcthe 
g~neral.prisonpopulation:·:· 
'::College is ii"'viable option 
.ro.r~.olilY'.. a::$mall '.i:l!lt~n..tagEl, 
of 1nma~es. Those entering · 
the state s prisons are more 
likely frrbe in' need 'df liigh 
.. §.9hool equivalency :degrees 
.!>!:- y_Q_c.ational training than 
-,~llege courses. F'oitumilely, 
·'!~'a.~~~~~~Bf~~Jiir~!·; 
still are'.offered liehiiin 'i:i~:,:·: 
LEXINGTON HERALD-L • -- · 
. PrisOll 1 bi-1~'"~ --.:" "".. 
t C " ' 
~pe~ding ~,littl~_:o~_J~~te e~~cation can ~o a.long way 
1 
o ft~n t~e inoSt ll}1P0:1ID1t . . , ~J;ite prison, ~tes who took col-
l tht~g m edu~tion 1s learm!lg lege classes froni 799 to about 25 
, ., . which q4estions to ask. . '.: · sirice-the Pell grants· wei-e cut.,. 
: gritn'17:f~ ':;::d o/e1:leg~so~=·:?' · · cAffer reading ~ose stories, we 
' ei:s, there was ii"bad case of~sking. asked a few quesJ10ns_ of two East-
; the wrong ones. . .. _.. . . em _Kentucky Umvers1ty professors 
The move to'cut Pell gran:i~i for . _wh~ had_taught at_Black_burn Cor-
, P.risoners came with the Omnibus recti?nal Complex an_d_ the_ Federal 
· Crime bill of 1
994
_ Medical Center _(when 1t ~as_ the 
t · Tha · Federal Corr.ecttonal Institution) 
1. • t cut was the answer to a both • Le • gt .... · . . • 
i' question thaf, in many variations · . 1~ xm on. · 
1:was phrased something like this:' = .. '. • Wh.at ~';;e the students like, we 
1: Slioul~ convi~t~ criminals get col-. · wondered? They ,were probably 
: lege a1d-_1Jefore law-abiding citizens? the)~; s1!1dents J:-..:eJy~r ha~ ·1¥1Y· 
,Thfanswer,_if'the question is'put· )Vherh~,. saiq ~,,3C~se1 1),h1st9ry · •t:~t ·· · ··· · · · · teac er " .... ,,. '~ ., ,, ,- ... ,. · •· 
. ~~ way,. 1~ .. ~µnple. No. _ f'"(if::J!:~·· :.·~;;.::-•~~:; "'.~-- ~ . ·•ca.t ~-~·tr~/lh-&\ -~ t:.:,?~.;2 ;:::._ 1 
: c,:.:c1'h,er~are; li9w~ver;'oth&i'ways": ;,., '):Why; shou!dpQsoners_wh◊, ·af~ · 
1: ~? _p!Jiase .. ~_e ,guet,tion. T~,pµtting. . t~;~Jl, haye co~t,t~ct.crunes, b,e _ 
l:'~:!!1!~ way: Js:$1,500 a year for eel-'. giy~n; a..!t~. ~c;a_go]s :Yoµ.db : . ' 
!: U!=3.t10n a better .investment t!ian. , want to give them: tlie fools to ·· ··" : 
!:$3.0
1
0QO (mqre· or less) for imprison--:"' change_ their li!~,~,~~id I_qchard . 
,.ment? . , -•.:'· . ·. -, .... :~ .. ,.• Freed, _an English teacher. And if 
: .. -Or- ask anotner. question:'Is it . ' that is the goal, Freed added, taking 
. better for 65 to 70 percent of prison- away the grants "is the worst thing 
ers'to return to prison than 10 or 15 that you could do." · 
~rcent? Or another: If Jess than 1 The irony of the crime bill that 
.. Pi!:~ef t of Pell -~nt;i ~oes to pris- cu~ the grants is that-it aiso appro-
1: ~~ .. and no law:a~1dmg students . pn~ted more ti.Jan $30 billion, most 
•i~;,~ a.result;·demed grants,"is it · of:tt for more poli~ and·prisons · 
:.~!i»~a:bad idea?·_--,._,~" 'f":'"" ,,,,,, •. _. · · ·-.while cutting ~e $200 million i~ · 
: J~N[,e began thm~1:1W of ~ese _, grants that give some prisoners the 
4J.!~pons ~er,read!l1g stones by t<;>ols · to be law-abiding taxgayers. 
'.:Dj~.~ssoetated_ Press that docu: ... : We have on;'firtaf qtiestion: .. 
!}}~ a c4"op.JR;;t~ ~-~b<:[ p~ . ,;,,~~t l_l!llk,~y ~,~re,.,;:, __ 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, · Saturday November 16, 1996 
Ace exc.~eds' ___ $2_ llliilion-
Par!ri[t~ i!J. riide-gOaI 
397 institutions, peo:pl~ -iliade . tlonatloii;-,; 
By GEORGE WOISFORD ."·y" ,0•"';, 
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT • -" ",__:) 
ASHLAND - Ashland com, i 
munity College announced Fri-
day night its s2· million Part- ; 
ners il_l Progress fund-raising; 
campaign had · surpassed -' its ; 
goal, bringing in $2.1 million: ' 
Paul W. Chellgren, president' 
and chief executive ·offl~er·of.
1 Ashland Inc. who · served ·as :; 
honorary ·chail:manlfdrc;the 1 
campaign, thanked ·do rs:.:and·iJ 
volunteers dlll".ing_~n, ~an/.~ 
noun cement celebration :in the : 
. Ashland Plaza J:IoteL..:/4\/'~ :o:.:.g·, ] 
· ,. Chellgren thanked a?;vciiim~·. 
,teers for investing their time 
~and said they helped bring. iri . 
§5'@ d<>~tions fi'o111J9'finsµtu, •· 
· t_i911S and indivic;luals. .Some : 
~d1nµore than 011~'.d~Iia._]911.,;J 
· ,1;:J{e.,.,als9 thanked:'iionors for l 
ii.lvesti,µg their min_iey_:!_§;;help :! 
Ace enter the 21stcentµfy: ''. e&j 
',,:tsm·. ·1939 ACC h ·. -~----·' 'd", .·"·~-- c.e __ ·•-~' _ .,_. ~l=!erv~ __ ;.: 
'.!!lorlheastern KenfucRy · with' ' quality_ educational' .... - -. s: . .... ,.., .. ,. .. ,. 'h' . PJ.Pgram ' 
'!W,l~i~ces,' , e:,$aida.'1~lACC's .1 
"suc~Js due.'.'in:i!,1rge'.p'= "-to.;..1 
1thec,ciri'going_ support'::i)mire ' 
comm,fnities it serves';lf';~~1t!;) 
<_Tl;l!l-pap!paign was mned-in ~' 
• l.!!94 with a survey . oLcom, , 
liiunif}:;)eaders tp[deyirmille, 
short-· and long-range 'needs of 
the·, college; They ,focused,:.on · 
. three~i:reas where· tiiiifn'i"o'ney 
will be,;.spent - schow-ships, 
·P.r.ofe~6ria.i devefoii#);e,fu · f9r 
faculty arid training programs 
fc;>,r.~e ~or!t fore!) in:,~ijr~a. 
said:_ChrIStme An.d~11!~~i~Ao 
managed the.camP.aign,,i,:,.._,,). 
'i'-Major ·• giftf to . the,1,Pl\rtriei-s 
in;Progress Ttin:d'included:_ .. , 
.:./t~_$25,ci,OJ)0 ,::1roi:ri.i~.Ari.s: 
bach FoundaY.Ql!,:with'$235,ocio · 
' earmarked for a scholarship 
endowment honoring Mans-
bach Metal Co. founders Jo-
seph mid $ylvia Mansbach and . 
$15,000 ·'tor.:the ACC 'library 
\\'althaU-Reading Room. ;\ . 
.lf:~$g()O,OOQ'from The ~blang,, 
Inc.· FQundation, the charitable , 
afJn"'cit;1Ashland Inc., -~itlf; 
$i~OJJQR.J!~.signated for scholar,;; 
ship/tafeilt . grant endowment. 
and" a similar amount· for the 
Cerilerfor-Workplace ·-Quality· 
endowment. ·. · 
~$200;00 o frc>in':--Kt n·g • s 
Daughters' Medical Center 
board for • professional. faculty 
and staff <ievelopment:""',~--, 
►$800,900.:)!l ·_p_ropertY.,_: ap, 
praised on. a cost-replacement 
basis,Jiw!" Ashland ·attqmey I 
CPA. Harold Kelley and r his 
!_ate \iilf.ef,;!{tj,fe-Ken.Iiart!J<eJ!!!Y.,; 
I Recognition awards· were 
1 
presented during the cer-
' emony to Chellgren and to co-
chairmen John H. Mays and 
Robert C. Ball. Mays, former 
chairman of the board of First 
American _Bank, also heads the 
newly formed ACC Com-
munity College. Foundation 
with Ball as vice president. 
Also recognized were mem-
bers .of the campaign's execu-
tive committee, Martha John-
son, director of corporate com-
munity relations. at Ashland 
Inc.; Sonny Martin, attorney; 
Sue Moore, president of Ed 
Moore Carpets &-- Interiors; . 
John Stewart, president of Big 
Sandy Furniture Inc.;- P. Bruce 
Leslie, attorney; and Edward 
Maddox, retired Armco execu-
tive. 
. Campus members of the ex-· 
ecutive committee who were ., 
honored were George Living- , 
ston, professor and chairman: 
of-.the physical sciences divi- · 
sicin; Mary Lou · Lykins, hu- ; 
manities . division office as-i 
sisfan t; , and Willie · McCuI-1 
lough, dean of student affairs.. · 
···Dr: AnthonYNewberry, vice'1 
chancellor of academic a.flairs 
,for the University ofKenfucky 
ca.mmunity College System; 
said the 14 community colleges 
across the··state have thus far 
rai•sed or committed 
$35,689,621; with each college's -
Jund remaining in. its com. 
irlun·t · ·- · · -·· -~" ·· i y. . - ·, . 
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· Threat of lawsuit · over,~U · of t_,.•stadiul11 
is_(>.ff~ .aldeff.t1an ·says 
Contractors will shift 
some work:to firms ~'Buy your seats, buy 
owned by minorities your pizza - let's go." 
.. "•'.FT, . .:,· ,,_ 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS · i'.f ~~" t~ ',· . :··'Alder111an Paul Bather, 
The Courier-Journal · ·· . · ,.: "'· .,, ... , ·-·'--- _.:.. ,-' declaring the dispute 
· over contracts resolved 
i The threat of a civil-rights lawsuit 
I over contracts on the new Universi• 
I ty ,of Louisville football stadium is . 
! "off the table," Alderman Paul Bath- began discussing a suit and boycott; 
: er said yesterday. · , · · , '" · •, ·The breakthrough came last 
1 Bather issued his ·peace declara• week, when Schnatter and banker 
! tion at a gathering of key figures in Malcolm. Chancey, cliairman of the 
the effort to expand the number of stadium fund drive, lent their weight 
minority-owned companies involved to the . university's efforts to get 
in the project. He also said there prime contractors to surnnder part 
would be- no boycott of the Papa . of the work to minority-owned sub• 
1 John's Pizza chain, for· which the .. contractors. By- Monday, 14.4 per• 
I 
privately· funded .stadium will be, cent of payments for stadium work 
named.Plipa-John'smadeoneofthe. ,had· been pledged to mmpanies 
largest, donations to 1:the stadium: .. owned by ethnic minorities cir wom• . 
fund drive.· 'ts 2,mrr,:0 :;J 0·. -t1rea,.andUofL·officials say.theywill 
, "1 Bather predicted the $56. 7 million·· push that figure to 15 ·pen:em. . ' 
I stadium complex would open for the The Rev. Louis Coleman, who ini•. 1998 .. football .seasori,, as scheduled.· .. tiated·the protest and kept pressure .· 
· ''.Buy your seats;:buy.ycnir pizza-· on,the lllllVersity,. praised Chancey 
let's go;'-' he said:dunng a press con•, alid· Schnatter yesterday. ''We have 
· ference at .City,Ha!L . u ,., . ·"•"been in .the bleachers, .but 1 believe 
• U,of L•officials;-a civil-rights lead, ._you're. letting us ·come on. ·the 
er, the ·bead. oMhe fund drive and playing field now,''. he told them. 
Papa John's founder John Schnatter -- Coleman said Schnatter's pub• 
joined Bather in declaring an end to · lished statement that. he would rath• 
a controversy. that had ,raged since er"do the right thing" than build the , 
early October, when· contractors and stadium too quickly made the resolu-
subconti:actors for,,initial ph_ases of .. tion possible .. "I· can't say enough 
the,stadium:.work;, well! announced. . about you,'.' he told Schnarter. · · 
The list- included :only _one Afri-: .Schnatter •. who added $4 million 
can-American-owned company, an_ d of _his own money to. his mmpany's . 
its task_ and payment were unspeci- ·· $1 ·million· stadium donation, called . 
!i_~;~y of _L'~ ~ees ·agreed t!) setF"Coleman "a ·man· of principlen who 
ggali;:.for nunonty-owned business wanted to help· create jobs. "Isn't 
participation on.future.projects,. but.... . .. ,---·ic.", ·· · · ·--- : 
when· they did not anply the go_als to · ·_ . · ',~STADIUM 
'thi!·;,stadiWJlj·~civil:tfgl}ts· advocates ,_ ,. _, · ''"$!:tl '!o ~hn•->7~A·.L~ • · - · · 
•. ·.· .,.•· ,,_ ·~, -~µ .. -11,~t. l;)_., ..;1,1,• • ';i:>-
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P .S; What Is wrons with sJrli beina ball,lrti for our Woinen•s Basketbail Team? 
1· , •.• •'.,. ', ' 
·1 .. 
J_: i \"j :.1 .. ~t ' - • ,!, 
.,, \l!'TI' ,,,,,, : ,_-,}t,}ff!_,,.,,i , 
Crum· ends ,baII~boy ·system>to·,:ke.ep gir,Ii;,out,· then: relents 
1 Ille, he'd like to come back oii "an 
i East End. housewife," Coach backs off 
after talk with 
U of L president 
By MARK SCHAVER 
The Courier-Journal 
' Crum rejected the. girl's request to 
be a ball girl last year, citing the same 
reason that for years was used 
against ivomen sporls"(riters ·"'.'", that 
some duties would require them enter 
the men's.locker room. · , 
The girl, \fhose parents didn't want 
her to be identified in the newspaper, 
Kansas has baU girls. 
UCIA has ball girls. 
· said she plays basketball for her · 
·i ' school team and has been "a big fan" 
' of the Cardinals for three years, accu-
, mulating a collection of ·U of L post-
ers, jerseys, T-shirts, sweat shirts, key 
chains necklaces and bracelets. . 
But University of Louisville head 
basketball coach . Denny Crum 
wouldn't have any part ·of them. I 
Rather than let a JO-year-old girl 
help wipe sweat off the floor at Free-
dom Hall Crum decided. last week to 
do away ~th ball boys entirely, after 
25 years. , 
"l hope the young lady ... ii; salis-i 
fled " Crum wrote last week to a law-
yer 'tor the fifth-grader at a Catholic 
school. . I 
Defending his decision late yester-.! 
day, Crum said in a prepared state-· 
ment that he-didn't ·want.to ,have to 
"wony about leaving somebody. out ' 
or finding the politically correct 
makeup." But after getting a tele- 1 
phone call from U of L President J~hn 1 
Shumaker, Chun relented and Just 
minutes later decided that that both 
boys and girls could serve. · . · , 
. "We look forward to expandmg our 
opportunities for all young people," 
Crum said in a second statement. 
111 ·don't think it's fair," she said 
yesterday· before .. Crum reversed 
course. "Girls ·should get to do the 
'things boys do." . , . 
Her parents approached the Amen-
can Civil Liberties Union of Kentucky, 
which agreed· in February to repre, I 
sent her. The ACLU said Crum's poli-
cy violated the equal protection clause 
of the Constitution. · ,. , 
After nionths . of correspondence 
• and ph9ne calls, Athletic D~or Bi)l . 
Olsen told u of L's Athletic ,AsSOCI• 
· ti · board in O5\Qber ~t all chil~ · 
I :i;C can IiJ "baiJ·,P.1!aons/' f!lgard-; 
l:tess ofseX:'.. i·' i ' · ,· ,, , . l . But- the .~mvemity ·. braves, '.it · to 
;.- coaches to make the final· call, And 
; Crum on. Jliov,· 7 ',fro!e-;to the. girl's 
but he decided to do away with them decision Is him," Jennings said. She , , . . . , 
l entirely. "I Jusi do not have time rl~ht . ~lso objected to his referring to girls · CHANGE •OF. HEART i 
. now to deal with this Issue,", he said. as "a.special-Interest group. · . · .· . . •.-' · ., , .,.,·"" ,·,>.-:-,,J 
"P.S.," .he added, "WhatJs wrong "It's hard to ••El.women as a spe-·, . First statement from.~ ot~i;f 
with gifls being ball girlt for our: "cial-interest ~up~hen th~y'r!, 51.or , 'c~?ch Denny pru,m:. ; ; /Iii 
.. Womens !jasketball .Team? . . -:;' 5? percent ~!;,,\!)•,;;Population,_ ,~en,(,_· , .. , Rat~er,thari, WC>!]Yc_ ,;gi,~. \j 
. The ,10-year,old ~aid shes IS _a ball, :•rungs, sai~, . ·,,,.. ,,:-;., . c·, ' ''j , atiout leaving·sg_meqne 04t.i/; 
grrl for the __ wome? s basket.bal. 1. _team. : , -Sl)e said. that"!',~ -~I.hi .. etic:l~ader · \or finding, th1uio_lillcally;,fi '_;j 
But sh~ ,said ,she~ ,rather.;1y:ork the. Crum had an· obhgati9n to be· a role · correct makeup· .we ctiose,,, .. it. 
men's ·~ames. '.'I like, the :boY'.~ team:·l'i;no~el for th~J_ommW,tl!Y'.,(t'.Th_. e mes-,. \ simply to .not'h~{te'iball',ti!/Y~1,. 
· better,\she.said. :'l , .. to · . , >·,;'sage should be.that avenues,~ open. 1:· t•tii' ti · M .. (i ·u ,,,,,.,1,11'.'iil' 
: She'. said Crum's• etter made her'·' for all peoplil'"iiof Ju§fione:geniler" ! ;?a ·, IS ,11)~-.' ,,Y,,, 1c &;~!!•,Rf<: 
• "pretty mad''. and that' she didn't buy.". · Iiif 'd'' . ;"· · , •~'!: ; <' :. ' 1 •• pn. pr11p_anl)Q:Jl'IY • e,Bll);,.~tt::V:! 
his-exp· 1anaifon about~omg· into the;.• Thsai, '•' '' 11 'h .. .,. ·. kiri'd, ·f·' 'the upcoi:rnn~_se11~oni .;;~:c>';'i ,, . · . ~ .·- atsapparen _Y1t e,.SaIJ1e, _- o .;~i., :•.~- ,. •.<;·;--t,; ... -,._i''-"1,\--,1:\1-,}{(~ 
'locker ,l'Oom.· In, her _uties ,or the' message'lhat Sltumalier delivered,}of ;.SeCO!'ld,!1tatem1111.Hi:O!Jl,.'/g1;,:;, 
fwomens team, shes, ID the locker Crum by teleplio!ie,'a(!'bout,5 p.m.,··, · Crum, faxed 26,miniites · .J~, 
room oilly ';".hen the coaches talk to . while the team was practicing at Car-,,, .. later: . . ,,.,,, . ,i· · .. , ,,;,,
1
;
1
}~,- . 
I the_play~rs Just bef~re the game and · dlmil Arena.. ; ; , i'. r- ', ,'!After reco!Jslderatlon•and.t 
at . half,time, '~hel\ · the players · are : · University '• spokeswoman Denise .. ·, / consultation;_\iiith Presi;.ie"",, .. '.ij! · 
! dressed she said .. .- ,. •,· . " .. · . · . • , , ".\,\ ·, •.• ·· • . · l\,!1l:· r 
f'!, · Judi' '.Jennings: ,director of the., f1~alrick said,rep_~rters bf:gan .pep-,:r, ;,Shu.maker. ,/:,we ·li!IY!l,•:)ij·'t'·'1 · UofL Women's Center, said she was·_. penn~ lhe .•ch,ool with quenes about,,;- :, dec1.~ed the,b,es.~ ihinQ,1,(;':i, -~' 
' astonished by,ihe tone of_ ·Crum's let:,;: Crum • ruling, Shumaker ,t_ old_ ,<;rtnn "; . ; t(! reinstate our use, of. ;~~U}.:tJ 
, ter, which sh~ described _ as ''vindic- ,, 'h_e ,should r~~.o°'!lder ~d I11.a\w;a,d~-i;' , persons. . : .• ;.W~ _loo~ f prvJard, 1 ·. 
f live" for blaming the girl and her fa-, ci!1on mol'l;, ID lme with tlie uruveNll~ • to expan~!~Q O\Jr ,:.:;,, ,, : .. ,!tiff 
!her for forcing him to scrap ball ty s values. . . · · . · opportumt1es for ~I y_oon~ · 1 i 
boxs. . . . . . . -Information for"thl~ story was also.1 • peopl~/' .. :·;-~ ·: ·.{'i.1/ f~ '#~' ... : .. tj 
'The only person who made·that gathered by staff writer Paul Baldwln, · · · . ' ·'' ,, .. · ,.,.,., ,.,,.,.,,,ce 
" -----·-- ~-. 
If Crum's decision had stood, about 
30 kids would have been deprived of 
the chance to be hall boys this season .. 
This is not the first time that Crum 
has been In a controversy about the 
sexes· last year he was derided for 
snying ,l! o luncheon thai In his next 
lawye~, Les~e Marlin, that_he w:15 do-
,.ing away.with.the p,;ogram entirely. 
;' "I hope the ·young lady or father 
; . that you represent is. satisn~t Cl'l!m ·. 
l wrote to ~CLU lawrer Leshe Martm.·, __ . 
: ."If I honored·your, demands.th~n•I• 
!- would have to not oilly'i:hange every- . 
~. thing we have done for 25 years, bu! ! 
then I would have to accommodate·· 
other special interest groups too." 
Crum said in his letter that other 
uniyersities . employ oilly ball boys, 
Nov, 19. lt/'ll, '1lPr'd-;,}..-Lj-}L{-(o 
rJISU ARCHIVES 
M;;U Clip :::heet 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
,:--
0 
• -- "AsiQCiATED PR£s9 :-·~. :~. 
LOUISVILLE - Much of Ken-
tucky's Appalachian region has 
grown more dependent on federal 
entitlement programs in recent 
years, and experts warn the trend 
poses big problems as welfare rolls 
are trimmed. ·' ·· 
"We're at a very critical period 
for all of Appalachia because we 
will no longer have that breadth of 
the safety net," said Ron Eller, di-
rector of ·tlie University of Ken-
tucky's Appalachian Center. 
What it means, he said, is that 
30 years of trying to solve the re-
gion's long-term prob)erns must 
now be compressed into two. 
As welfare recipients are forced 
to find work, some will move to 
nearby cities,.said Ron Crouch, di-
rector of the State Data Center at 
the University of Louisville. He re-
cently ·warned an audlence in Lex-
ington, "I hope you're ready fg_r a 
liig population explosion." 
Sandra Richardson, 41, a wel-
fare recipient from Paintsville, 
hopes she'll be able to complete her 
nursing education and stay in East-
ern Kentucky. But she doesn't 
know if she can hold down a part-
time job and attend school full time 
while taking care of her two chil-
dren. 
"I would love to find a job," she 
said. "You tell me wliere and I'll go 
tomorrow. In Eastern Kentucky, 
they .simply. are not there." 
Some . of Eastern Kentucky's 
poorest counties have enjoyed fast 
growth in personal income in the 
1990s because of federal entitlement 
programs. 
What has fueled' the growth are 
dramatic increases in health-care 
benefits, including Medicaid and 
Medicare. In some counties, these 
payments nearly doub!ec!Jrom 19!1()_ 
101994-. -· . 
In Owsley County,fooa stamp.arid Aid.to -
Families with Dependent Children payments 1 
increased 1.5 percent annually to $558 per 
capita in the .first half ·ot, the decade. The 
state average is $121: At the same· time, 'fed-
eral_payments for medical care grew at anan-
nual rate of 15 percent, from $1,264 to $2,211 
per capita. - · · · 
Unchecked, this growth.would more than 
make up for the loss of benefits due to we!- 1 
fare reform. But attempts to control health-
care costs since 1994 might already be,cut-
ting into incomes in Appalachia 
On the other hand, Medicaid lias become 
muc~ easier for pregnant·women to obtain..In 
the last year the state s~t th~·maximum.ih-
come' for eligibility ar 200 · percent · of the 
poverty level, _so a couple making ·no more 
than $15,000 a year can qualify. 
Theories abound on why health-care pay-
ments have risen so rapidly.· . · 
One is that more people are poor. Bruce· 1 
Middleton, administrator of the Daniel Boone 
Clinic'in Harlan County, said the loss of high-
paying coal jobs has increased the number of 
Medicaid patients his clinic sees. 
"The economic boom is not going on here 
in Harlan County," he said. 
Coal mines continued to shut down or be 
sold during the 1990s. When they reopened un-
der new ownersliip: wages were usually lower. : 
Available jobs also don't e-0me close to ; 
wiping out unemployment, .said Roy Silver, a 
sociology professor. at Southeast Community 
College in Cumberland. • · 
In 1990 the official unemployment rate for 
Harlan County was 9.4 percent. But that 
doesn't include people who stopped looking 
for \vork.' The real unemployment rate, ac-
. cording to the census, was 45.5 percent. 
' · .. Another possibility is that demand for 
health care ·is increasing along with the aver-
age age in Eastern Kentucky. 
. . Besides payments for medical care, Social 
. Security disability payments in Eastern Ken-
tucky also. ·grew dramatically. Across the 
state, disability payments rose at an annual 
average of 13.3 -percent from· 1990 to 1994. 
The rate was higher in most of Eastern Ken-
tucky, with Letcher.County reporting increas-
es of 20 percent a year. 
But other areas had similar rates. Hick-
man·County, in_ southwestern Kentucky, had 
the biggest increase _: an average of 23 per-
cent a .year. . 
The gap between the richest and poorest 
counties, meanwhile; has narroi~d across the 
nation for the-last 20 years, said University of 
Louisville economist Paul Coomes. 
The narrowing of the gap is not entirely 
an illusion. Wages and salaries in some East-
ern Kentucky counties grew faster than the 
average annual rate of.3.5 percent. 
In Elliott County, the poorest county in 
the state, wages and salaries grew 5.6 percent 
annually from 1990 to 1994. 
Still, the gap remains wide. Per capita in-
~ome in Elliott County was $10,079 in 1994, 
compared with $24,561 ill Oldham County. 
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Student helping others get into college 
BY LINDA VANHOOSE 
HERALO-lEAoER STAFF WRtTER 
Connie Spencer, a non-tradi-tional student at Morehead State University, ranks get-
ting an education among the most 
important things in her life and 
wants others to do the same. 
Spencer, a freshman from 
Denniston in Menifee County, has 
donated a quilt to help raise mon-
ey toward the Roben a R. Brown 
rvlemorial Scholarship Fund. The 
scholarship will be given to a non-
traditional student when it reaches 
Sl0,000. 
"We are always looking for 
fund-raising activities and are 
very appreciative of this conn·ibu-
lion." said Jacquelyn Scott. More-
head State's non-traditional and 
commuter coordinator who started 
the original Non-Traditional En-
dowed Scholarship Fund. "Connie 
is so grateful to be enrolled in 
school, and this is her way of mak-
ing a difference. Her enthusiasm is 
catching." 
Spencer dropped out of high 
school when she was a freshman 
and got married. For nearly nine 
years, she worked at Continental 
Medals in Clay City before leaving 
for the birth of her first child. 
"People always tell you what 
it's going to be like ,,;thout an ed-
ucation, but no one knows how 
important it is until it's too late," 
Spencer said. 
The dream to be a nurse 
something she had wanted to ~ 
since she was a little girl, grew 
stronger while she was home and 
had time to think. 
"I thought I had wasted 
enough of my life and didn't want 
I to waste the rest," Spencer said. After telling her husband ' 
Earl. of her plans. Spencer became 
even more encouraged because he 
was very supportive. 
'·He said if it would make me 
feel bener. do it." Spencer said. He 
even volunteered to help with 
child-care arrangements for their 
sons. \forgan. 3. and Travis. 2. 
After hearing Scorr discuss the 
scholarship fu nd during freshman 
orientation, Spencer thought of 
ways she could make a contribu-
tion. Quilting was something she 
had done all of her life. 
She bought the materials. de-
ciding on a blue background with 
the letters "MSC" running diago-
nally across gold materials. ma-
chine stitched and then tacked. 
U the proceeds are substantial 
from the sale of $2 chances to win 
the quilt. Spencer plans to make 
one each year. 
"It's wonderful to go to school 
and everyone should have this ex-
perience,'' she said. "Other than 
my kids and my husband, this is 
the most important thing in life. It 
makes me feel better than any-
thing." 
To help 
The Morehead State Univer- • 
sity quilt, which was.made by 
non-traditional student Connie 
Spencer, a freshman from Den-
niston, will be given away in a 
drawing near the end of the fall 
semester. 
Tickets are $2 each, and 
money raised will g9 to the 
Roberta Brown Memorial 
Scholarship Fund, which will 
be given to a non-traditional 
student when fr reaches 
$10,000. 
Additional information on 
the Brown scholarship is avail-
able from the MSU Foundation 
at (606) 783-2031-,. 
Contributions can be mailed 
to Palmer Development House, 
Morehead State University, 
Morehead, Ky. 40351-1689'. 
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Berea to honor 8 at homecoming 
HERAL!rWDER STAFF REPORT ·E ight people will be honored 
at Berea College's Home-
coming '96 festivities Friday 
through Sunday. 
Honorees are John and 
Dorothy Chrisman; Robert John-
stone; Louise Gibson, Class of 
1955; Jerry Gilbert, '78; Glen Hall, 
'51; Steve Ridder. '81; and Dorothy 
Coffey Wierwille, '55. 
Hall, dean of the College of 
Agricµltural Sciences at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Knoxville, 
wi11 receive the Alumni Associa-
tion's Distinguished Alumnus 
Award. 
John Chrisman, former chair-
man of the music department, and 
Dorothy Chrisman, founder and 
president of Body Recall. a non-
profit Berea corporation that pro-
motes good health and fitness i., 
mature adults, wi11 be named hor.-
orary alumni, as wi11 Johnstone. He 
recently retired from the college$ 
agriculture- department where h:c 
taught for 32 years and was chai:--
man for most of that time. 
Gibson and Wierwille will re--
ceive the Award of Special Meri:. 
Gibson is the first and only dire:-
tor of the College's Audio-Visuc.: 
Services, a position she has hek 
since 1959. Wierwille is a forme~ 
employee of the college, where sh:: 
worked for 35 years. 
Gilbert, a Richmond lawye:. 
and Ridder, athletics director an.: 
men's basketba)I' coach at Embn·-
Riddle Aeronautical University 1:: 
Daytona Beach, Fla., wi11 be 
named Outstanding Young Alur.. • 
ni. 
~professor wins: 
state !Jll11sic: gt6up;s-~: caravan headed _.t(Vlas\Jington, 
D.C., for an evenUwnoring MIAs 
and POW s. He went to Bath Coun-
ty were -the caravan had stopped 
on its journey. ·The· piece. also · 
earned him a first place in feature-
huma~ Interest. 
top teacher award· 
BY LINDA VANHOOSE -elude: . . 
HERALD-LEADER STAFf WRITER Chuck Mraz, assistant news· di-
W:estem Kentucky Universi- rector, received first place for best ' ty music professor Charles sports reporting for• a series on Smith recently received Morehead basketball coach Dick 
the 1996 Teacher of the Year Fick's uncertain future:·at the. uni-
Award at the annual convention of versity and an honorable mention 
the Kentucky Music Teachers As- for- a feature on former University 
sociation. of Kentucky ·baseball player Chad 
-~--
-- UK 
I , 
Dennis Egli, an agronomy pro-
fessor at ·the University of Ken-
Smith teac_hes theory, composi- - Green, who participated in -the 
tion and flute at Western. He has Olympics and then signed with 
taught at James Madison Universi- · the Milwaukee Brewers: · . 
tucky, has re-
ceived'. the Seed 
.Science· Award. 
Egli received the 
honor during the 
Crop Science So-
ciety of America 
annual meeting 
in Indianapolis. 
ty, Wake Forest -University and Glen Hale, a Tomahawk grad-
Southeast Missouri State Universi- uate student in communications, 
ty. Before that, he taugb.t instru- tied for second place for a "Side-
1 
mental and choral music in public lines" feature report on table-top 
. schools for 10 years in New York, football. 
Egli's re-
search interests Egll 
· include seed 
Montana and New Jersey. Steven Opauski, a Matewan, 
Since 1980, 19 of Smith's col- W.Va., graduate student in com-
, lege and pre-college woodwind munications, received a second-
. growth and de-
velopment, the relationship be-
. tween seed growtli characteristics 
and yield, · environmental effects 
evaluation of seed vigor and field 
performance. 
composition students· have won place award for the feature 
honors in 35 state, divisional _and "Rolling Thunder Ride for Free-
national competitions sponsored dom," a story about a motorcycle 
by the music association. ·This 
year, Smith had Kentucky winners 
in the elementary and junior high 
school categories of the MTNA-
Wamer Bros. Student Composition 
Competition. Those students will 
advance to Southern dh;sion com-
petitions. 
Smith has six publications in· 
professional journals and 27 com-' 
positions by major publishers in 
the United States and France. He 
has been principal flutist in sever-
al symphony orchestras including 
the Bowling Green-Western Sym-j 
phony and Chamber Orchestras., 
He is also a flutist in the Western 
Arts Quartet, a faculty ensemble. 
Morehead_ -
Staff members and students 
from WMKY-90.3 FM, a public ra-
dio statioh at Morehead State Uni- , 
versity, were recognized for excel-' 
Jenee in news and sports reporting 
at the Kentucky Broadcasters As-
sociaiion/ Associated ·· Press Fall 
Conference in October. · 
Students receiving awards in-
f![niOn Colle~e gives 
three alumm places 
in ·Halls of -Fame 
Reed 
,Calltri 
Ireland 
BY I.EON STAFFORD 
HERALD-LEADER STAl:f WRITER 
Three Union College alumni have been inducted into the school's business, professional and edu-cators Halls of Fame. 
· ■ Annette Reed, a 1974 graduate; was an English 
major but made a mark in the Barbourville communi-
ty as a disc jockey for WYWY-FM, a journalist for 
the Corbin Times Tribune and a writer for the public 
. relations office at Union. 
Reed is the owner of Mobile Instrument Service· 
and Repair, an instrument repair company in Smyr-
na, Ga. She was a volunteer coordinator for the 1996 
Olympics in Atlanta and works with ACE, a program 
for troubled teen-agers. · _ 
■ Donald Calitri, a 1964 grduate, has made a 
name for himself in the health and physical education 
field. He_ received his bachelor's and master's degrees 
from Union and stayed there to teach health and 
physical education. In 1976, he went to Eastern Ken-
tucky University where he is head of its health ·de-. 
partment. _ 
■ Robert Ireland, a 1970 graduate, is executive di-
rector of the non-profit Bello Machre, a group of 
homes for people with disabilities throughout central 
Maryland. Ireland was a religion and philosophy ma-
jor at Union. He earned a master's degree and doctor-
ate of ministry in pastoral counseling from Vander-
bilt University. 
Ireland has been honored with the United Way 
Management Distinction Award because of the his 
work with Bello Machre. He also is credited with the 
growth of the organization, which has gone from four 
homes and 20 employees in 1979 when he became di-
rector, to almost 40 homes and 185 employees today .. 
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MSU- nepotism. issue unsettled 
Focus remainS·•On new law 
By MADELYNN COLDIRON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - A nepotism 
issue still hovers over three 
members of Morehead State 
University's Board of Regents, 
but little effort is being made 
to resolve it. 
MSU and two other universi-
ties with potential conflicts 
among their board members 
have stopped pursuing the 
question, which focuses on 
how a 1992 law affects board 
members whose relatives are 
university employees. 
The law states that no per-
son is to be employed at a uni-
versity where his relative 
serves on the board. 
Three of Morehead State's 
regents - one appointed, by 
the governor and the other two 
elected by faculty and staff -
have relatives who work for 
the university. 
At the direction of its then-
board chairman, William 
Seaton, MSU sought an at-
torney-general's· opinion on the 
subject this past spring after 
the 1996 legislature. failed to 
clarify the law. Northern Ken-
tucky University had submit-
ted a similar request. 
But both universities re-
ceived the same response from 
the attorney general's office: a 
letter asking for the specifics 
in each case and for an opin-
ion from the university at-
torney. 
But MSU has no opinion, 
said Michael Seelig, assistant 
to MSU President Ronald Eag-
lin. , . 
It's a relatively new law, 
noted Elizabeth Blincoe, 
NKU's interim counsel. "Our 
position is it's kind of a crazy 
request because there's noth-
ing for us to ·research," she · 
said. "If we knew the answer 
we wouldn't have written and 
asked them." · 
Corey Bellamy, spokesman 
for Attorney General Ben 
Chandler, said the office fol-
lowed its ·normal procedure in 
responding to the universities. 
The request for additional in-
formation and the institution's 
own opinion was routine, he 
said. 
Neither university re-
sponded to the attorney gen-
eral's letter. Western Kentucky 
University had sought an opin-
ion, but later withdrew it 
when university officials opted . 
to let the faculty senate decide 
on the issue. 
The senate has taken no ac-
tion, WKU general counsel De-
borah Wilkins said. 
"I wish there could have. 
been some resolution," she 
said. 
Wilkins said she believes the 
attorney general's office won't 
get involved until some out-
side party threatens legal ac- · 
tion or until an issue raises 
the priispect of conflict of in-
terest. "And in my opinion, 
that will be too late. The dam-
age will be done," she said. 
Seaton, who is still a mem-
ber of MSU's board, said he's 
disappointed that the issue has 
never been resolved and said 
he may bring up the subject at 
the panel's next meeting. 
"No one else on the board 
seems terribly interested," he 
said. 
Seelig said the issues to be 
decided are important -
among them, whether the law 
applies to both appointed and 
~lected board members, wheth-
er it applies to employees 
hired before the law took effect 
·and whether affected em-
ployees include part-timers, es-
pecially students. 
Bruce Mattingly, MSU's fac-
ulty regent, said he's not par-
ticularly worried about a pos-
sible conflict because he 
doesn't think the law applies 
to elected board members like 
him. 
But, he said, "probably all 
parties involved would feel bet-
ter if this was settled." Mat-
tingly's wife, Debra, is director 
of MSU's Child Development 
Laboratory. 
The problem is that the law 
was modeled after the one for 
school boards, not university 
boards, said. Gene Caudill, the 
elected staff representative on 
MSU's board. As a staff regent, 
he abstains from votes on the 
personnel roster. 
Caudill pointed to the dif-
ficulty in finding elected repre-
sentatives for university 
boards if the law applies to 
them. Of the five people who 
sought election to his position, 
three had wives who work for 
the university, he noted. Caud-
-ill' s sister is an MSU employee 
and his daughter is a graduate 
assistant. 
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DEAR CYBERLADY . 
Colleges in no danger from e-mail 
IIY ANN HOOGMAN 
UNITED FEATURE SVNOICATE 
Oh, mercy. According to an article in the Nov. 11 New York Times, computers 
have taken over college campuses. 
"Computers Help Unite Cam-
puses but Also Drive Some Stu-
dents Apart," ran the article's 
fence-sitting headline. 
College students, it appears, 
like e-mail. Roommates e-mail one 
another instead of· talking; stu-
dents line up at public tenninals 
instead of going out for pizza. 
"E-mail is like the god of every 
college studen~" the paper quotes 
one girl as saying. "It's the No. 1 
way that romances go on at col-
leges." A researcher gloomily 
adds, "Students don't meet at 
rathskellers anymore. . .. ·we're 
turning colleges into a cubicle-di-
rected electronic experience." 
· For the sake of space, let's jllSt 
assume the Times is right, and 
that college students never leave 
their computers except to go to the someone typing somewhere. 
bathroom. If we accept that as Back then, if a reporter had 
true, several points come to mind. written.· "Even at 3 a.m., many 
First, this has to be the first dorm rooms emitted the eerie 
time in history that college educa- clicking of a typewriter," no one 
tors are complaining about stu- would have.assumed the campus 
dents' staying in their rooms in- was turning in on itself. They just 
stead of going to bars. would have thought. "Oh, some-
Second, if we pretend e-mail one's staying up to finish a paper." 
really is "the No. 1 way that ro- l think it's safe to assume that 
mances go on at colleges" - well, at least some of this volwninous e-
isn't that good news? Won't it cut mailing is actually reaching a feV? 
down on all kinds of public-health · parents. After all, it's a lot easier 
problems? - and more fun - to e-mail 
Third, this thing about room- someone than to try to find a 
mates e-mailing one another in- stamp. Surely parents ,Prefer e-
stead of talking. Again: If we pre- mail to no mail, or to tearful col-
tend that that's true, there"s no lect calls about what to major in. 
way to measure what it means. Is Humans are communicative 
one fonn of discourse preferable to creatures. College students ar~ 
another? Why? How do you prove even more so. Open up a new path 
it? Aren't college students sup- to communication, and they'll take 
posed to be learning how to write, · it. Why is that so frightening? 
~y? ■■■ 
When I was in -college, there Send questions via electronic 
was never an hour of the day or mail to "cyberlady" Ann Hodgman 
night in which you couldn't hear at cybcrlady@unitedmedia.com 
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Morehead's special season 
Morehead State's victory last 
week at E\'ansville was tiig, Coach 
:\Iatt Ballard says, but a home 
win Saturday over West Virginia 
State would be even bigger. The 
Eagles would have their first win-
ning season since 1986. 
Eleven seniors will try to close 
their careers with a 6-4 record, 
which marks a distinctive turn-
around from 0-11 in '94 and· 2-8 
last year as Morehead began mov-
ing to need-based scholarships and 
away from athletic grants. 
"This senior group is special," 
Ballard said. "If any group would: 
have jumped the ship and got the 
heck out of Dodge, it could have 
been these guys. But if was totally 
opposite. They stuck with one an-
other and with 'the coaches. The ju-
nior group (10 will suit up Satur-
day) is special, too, because they 
came in knowing the situation. To-
gether, they've paved the road for 
the younger guys to take the next 
step." 
Morehead took giant steps this 
fall to reach the brink of a winning 
record. 
"That was our goal, a winning 
season, and having one of the 
biggest turnarounds in the coun-· 
ny,'' Ballard said. "We kept our fo. 
cus and stayed hungry, and we 
made the plays when we had to on 
both sides of the ball." 
A 24-0 win over Valparaiso 
(second game of the season) was 
probably !\,forehead's most com-
plete outing, according to Ballard. 
A 31-26 loss to Western Kentucky 
still has folks talking in Morehead 
because the Hilltoppers were ex-
pected to crush the Eagles. 
"We played our best when we 
were relaxed and trying to have 
fun," Ballard said. "We also got 
better every week except one (a 26· 
22 loss to St. Joseph's)." 
That was another team goal: 
being the best it could, especially 
without a conference and harboring 
no playoff hopes. 
There was little talk about not 
competing in the OVC, Ballard 
said, except when some of the se-
niors and coaches realized they 
could have been successful in the 
league this fall. 
"It would have been interesting 
to see what we might have done," 
Ballard said. "But we were so busy . 
trying to learn about our oppo-
nents and ourselves. And with the 
freshmen and other young folks; 
about half the team hadn't been in . . 
the OVC. 
"The important thing is that in 
our first two years (as MSU coach) 
we gained a lot of victories, but 
they weren't on the scoreboard. 
Now the victories are turning up 
on the scoreboard." 
Morehead basketball 
coach Dick Fick will be the sub-
ject of "Focus on the Region," a 
public-affairs program at 6 p.m. 
Saturday on WMKY FM-90.3. 
Chuck Mraz, assistant news di-
rector, interviewed Fick for the pro-
gram. 
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Seat at the table 
Task force studying higher education 
should not ignore private colleges 
The Task Force on Postsec-
ondary Education should not 
ignore the state's 19 private 
schools in its efforts to re-
vamp higher education in 
Kentucky. 
While some of the propos-
als the private colleges put 
forth in a position paper sub-
mitted to the task force have 
little to no chance of being 
accepted, the schools deserve 
a seat at the table as the fu-
ture of postsecondary educa-
tion is being debated in this 
state. 
Kentucky is fortunate to 
have some outstanding pri-
vate colleges. Centre and 
Transylvania enjoy national 
reputations for excellence. 
Berea College has gained 
broad respect for giving 
young people of modest 
means the opportunity to re-
ceive a first-class education. 
Kentucky Christian, 
Pikeville and Alice Lloyd 
play important roles in pro-
viding educational op-
portunities for the people of 
this region. 
Approximately 12 percent 
of all college students in Ken-
tucky attend a private col-
lege. However, the private 
schools account for 20 per-
cent of those receiving un-
dergraduate degrees in the 
state. 
The future of the state's 
private colleges was the topic 
of the recent Shakertown 
Roundtable at Pleasant Hill. 
It was an informative day in 
which the leaders of the 
schools came together to 
plead their case to the pubic. 
Private schools ·are not 
going to get what they want. 
Through the Kentucky As-
sociation of Independent Col-
leges and Universities, they 
have called for a decrease in 
direct subsidies to state uni-
versities and community col-
leges in favor of an increase 
in state grants to individual 
students based on need. Re-
gardless of the merits of that 
proposal, there is no ground-
swell of public support for in-
creasing tuition at state uni-
versities and community col-
leges. Just the opposite, in 
fact. 
However, beyond the tu-
ition issue, there are ways 
state universities and private 
· colleges should be able to 
work closer together. The 
task force should propose 
making it easier for state 
universities and community 
colleges to sign agreements 
with private colleges to offer 
joint programs or just use 
each other's buildings. 
The programs, buildings 
and faculty members at the 
19 private schools are an 
asset to Kentucky. Finding 
better ways to utilize this 
asset must be a part of the 
_ overall effort to improve 
higher education in the state. 
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NCAA levies minor penalties in major case THE PENALTIES 
■ Two years' probation, as of 
Sept. 21.this year. U of L must 
report regularly to the NCAA, 
develop programs to ensure 
compliance and educate staff on 
BY ASHLEY MCGEACHY 
The Courier-Journal 
In the NCAA's official letter of in-
quiry dated July 12, 1996, enforce-
ment investigators said that "it is rea-
The NCAA issued its long-await- sonable to conclude that the vehicle 
ed ruling on the University of Lou- title was transferred only to protect 
isville's basketball program yester- Samaki Walker's eligibility and that 
dav, giving it two years' probation, John Walker never purchased the ve-
one of the lightest possible penal- hicle. Further, it is reasonable to con-
ties. elude that Samaki Walker knew that 
Finding that the university was his father did not purchase the car." 
guilty of six major and four secon- The Committee on Infractions 
dacy rule violations, the NCAA agreed that Huff, in violation of 
Committee on Infractions also NCAA rules, provided the Honda for 
adopted several penalties the uni- Samaki Walker, paid for his insur-
versity had already self-imposed. · ance and for several parking tickets 
David Swank, chairman of the and that John Walker did not pay for 
Committee on Infractions, cited the car. But contracy to the Enforce-
U of L's forthright, thorough inves- ment report, the Committee on Infrac-
tigation, its corrective actions and lions said Samaki Walker was un-
its "meaningful" self-imposed pen- aware his father didn't buy the car. 
allies as reasons for leniency. According to the Committee on In-
The ruling brings to a close an fractions ruling, "The committee did 
18-month saga that began with an not find sufficient evidence to con-
investigation by The Courier-Jour- elude that the student-athlete knew 
nal, took U of L throu~h an exhaus- that his father had not done so." 
live examination of its basketball Had the enforcement committee de-
program, heated up with an official cided that Samaki Walker knew his 
letter of inquiry _from the NCAA En- father did not purchase the car, 
forcement staff m July and came to Swank said the punishment would've 
a head in a meeting in front of the been more severe 
Committee . on Infractions eight "Probably the 
0
penalties would've 
weeks ago m Atlanta. . , . been somewhat different," Swank 
NCAA rules. · 
■ The men's basketball 
coaching staff must attend an 
NCAA regional compliance 
seminar. 
■ U of L President John · 
Shumaker must recertify that 
current athletic policies conform to 
NCAA rules. 
■ The NCAA Committee on 
Infractions adopted as its own 
several penalties U of L had 
previously imposed on itself, 
including restrictions on recruiting, 
freezing the salary of then-
assistant coach Larry Gay and 
cutting association wtth several 
people identified as boosters. 
■ For five years, effective this 
past Sept. 21, U of L could face 
harsher penalties for any infraction 
under the NCAAs repeat offender 
provision. 
reflects that. There was no effort on 
our part to hide anything. And it's my 
guess that we probably found some 
secondary violations that the NCAA 
would never have found." 
Even though the NCAA didn I hit said. "You speculate as to what they 
U of L with a postseason tourna- might have been, and it's hard to do 
men! or television ban - neither that. But I would say there's an indi-
option was considered by the Com- cation that they would've been differ-
mittee on Infractions - Swank said ent. . . . v\ ~ ~ 
there was one harsh consequence "(But) if the evidence isn't there, / D I~ I::, - 7 
. of the university's actions: you can't make a finding." · ------------------------• "Any time a university is on pro- For Samaki Walker, 'it was business 
bation,_ it is an embarrassment I? as usual yesterday. He practiced in THE VIOLATIONS BY U OF L 
the umvers1ty. No umvers1ty pres,- the afternoon with the Dallas Maver- The major violations cited by the NCAA's Committee on 
de1_1t wants to h~ve his or he_r insti- icks, who had an off day before to- Infractions included: 
tution on probat10n. Part of ii 1s ~n night's home game against the Los ■ Samaki Walker's extensive use of a 1995 Ford Explorer 
!'l'age penalty that the umv~rs•ty Angeles Clippers. . , while employed during the summer of 1995 by Anthony Huff at 
Just would prefer not to hav~. · W~lker _instructed a ¥avencks North American Trucking Association. . 
Becaus,? the ,r:rcAA c?ns,de_red public relations representative that he The firm paid to remove a stereo system Walker had installed 
~e case maJor, U of L •~ _subJect would n?I (alk about U ?f L or the I in the Explorer, which was also an impermissible benefit. 
to its repeat-offe,nder provis1?n forNCAA findm~s today with anyo~e The committee said these violations did not involve any 
five years, effecttve as of this pastfro11_1 the media. He agreed 10 ~'! m- ' responsibility by U of L because Huff was not a representative o: 
S~pt. 21._If any U of L programalti'escocm-terview with the 1.0c'!1 NBkC uaffilt!ale, its athletic interests at the time. However, as a result of these 
rmts a violation, th~se pen anas long ~ t~ey didn I as q es ions benefits Huff and his company were then cons'dered boosters be enhanced, and 1f the basketballabout Lowsville. • 1 · 
program commits another violation, it When a writer from The Dallas ■ From at least Sept. 6 to Dec. 6, 1995, Walker used at 
can get the "death penalty'' - the Morning News did confront him, ask- no charge a 1991 Honda Accord that had belonged to another 
suspension of play for at least a year. ing had the NCAA tried to contact Huff company, the NCAA said. The NCAA also found that 
U of L President John Shumakerhim during its investigation, Walker Walker's father, John, and Huff employees lied about the 
said he was pleased that U of L es-appeared shocked. purchase of the car and forged documents to create the 
caped relatively unscathed.. "They tried to talk to me, but I'm appearance of a sale. Two Huff companies also paid for 
"This is not an experience I want tofocused on,the Dallas Mavericks right insurance on the car and for parking tickets incurred by Walker. 
have again in my career," Shumakernow, that's my job," Walker said."... However the Infractions Committee found that Walker did not 
said. "I c~rtainly_ w_ould rather not be! definitely didn't want the school to know that his father had not paid for the car. 
on probation. This is a w~ng signal be on probation." . ■ An unnamed booster co-signed a Circuit City credit 
to us, but I take _comfort m th~ fact Mark Jones, the NCAA's lead mves- application so Walker could finance an $824 car stereo. 
the NCAA recognized that we did ev-tigator in the case wouldn't comment 
erything we could to conduct a hard- 0n the evidence he and his staff re- ■ From February to May 1995! former v~lunteer strength 
nosed investigation and '!lake sure we sented 10 the Committee on Inhac- ~oach Jimmy Thompson. made 1mperm1ss1ble. cash offers. and 
took the co~ive act10n t_o .~aketions. He said that the letter of inquiry improper telephone and 1~-person contacts with prospective,, , 
sure this doesn t happen agam. and the subsequent committee report recruit Mark Blount and his AAU basketball coach, Maurice Mo 
Swank said the other key factor in released yesterday were clear. Sanginiti. U of L assistant coach Larry Gay and head coach 
deciding the Cardinals' punishment "Obviously the Infractions Commit- Denny Crum knew of some of Thompson's contacts but failed tc 
. was the committee's judgm_ent thattee chose not to view it as we did," report them to university administrators. Thompson also had 
fol'!ller U ?f L·center_Samaki Walker Jones said."-... We did our job, pre- improper contact with U of L recruit Charlie Taylor. 
b~lieved hi~ father paid for a car pro- sented the information, and the report ■ In June 1995, former assistant coach Jerry Jones gave 
vided by his summer _employer, An-speaks for itself." $40 to Walker · ·;f':F-': •. · ·, , .... _ 
ttiony Huff. The comrmttee concluded u of L coach Denny Crum was un- F S · h ·• · - G I · · 
that John Walker never paid for thederstandabl relieved to have the . ■ rmn. eptember 1991 throug May 1995, _ay pace_d. 
1991 Honda Accord at the heart of II b hfud him before the Cards' 1mperm1ss1ble telephone calls to seven prospe~1ve recruits ,_· 
this matter, but that his son was un- f!ii6~J7. basketball season starts on (Shandon ·An~erson, Jason O~borne, Johnny Miller, Tyrone 
aware of that fact. Saturday against the Puerto Rico. Na- Nesb~, Je~ame Tate, Samak1 Walker and Daymeon Fishback) 
The initial allegation made by the tional team or their relatives. Gay either called before July 1 of the . 
NCAA's Enforcement. staff - which "Obviousiy, I'm glad it's over, too," prospects' senior years or called more than once per week. 
did not believe Samaki Walker - was Crum said. "It gives you more time to The secondary violations cited: 
the only one of 10 that U of L contesl- concentrate _on things th~t you ~eed ■ Under the heading of improper recruiting: Gay 
ed. . d th H d • s _ to do_. Coachmg my team 1s the_pi:ma- provided impermissible transportation and telephone use to 
te:~e[99~1:::. H~ ~~e!i:f!nt e~f ~ lhmg that conrrn\me at t~s ri~;· Sanginlti in 1995; an improper gift from former student manager 
North American Trucking Association Like ,,everyone; m · appy a 11 s Kris Carrier to Fishback in 1991 or '92; and improper 
Inc Huff and John Walker said that ovecr. 'd h I as le d employment of four players (Jason Osborne, Tick Rogers, Matt · · $ · h rum sai e, oo, w Pase Ak'd ·ndD . D tzl) 'th t . I fathlt· the elder Walker paid 9,500 m cas with the wa u of L handled its inves- . n ge a am1on an er w1 ou pnor approve o e 1c 
for the car in Septemb_er, but that 8!) ligation anl the end result. director BIii ~lsen. . 
employee of Huffs failed ~o deposit "Obviously nobody wants to be on ■ Gay received free use of an automobile from Billy 
the money .or transfer the title of the probation, bui I think that we handled Hays, presiden_t of T!Jwn & Country Ford, but did not report the 
?I' -from Corporate lnsuranc~ S)erv- everything the way it was supposed to benefit or receive written approval for the agreement. 
ices (one of Hu!'f's compames to be done," Crum said. "We were as ■ On five occasions in June 1995, strength coach Wiley 
~~ ~~l\niti:eJ:Yin~:;,,m:;~: hone~t and_ upfront and ~ad 100 per- Brown was in pickup games with players on the team. 
ce e · the car's ownership. cent mtegnty 11_1 everything that was ■ In the 1991-92 school year, Thompson provided local 
rrung --1 done, and I think the NCAA report transportation and at least· one meal to former nlRvP.r GrRn Minn, 
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NKU f ootliall 
program may be 
first-and-long 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
. HIGIILAND HEIGHTS - At Northern Kentucky 
L'.mve:-51ty, a shiny_b!ack helmet for a team.that does-
n t exist 1s symbohzmg a debate over what· athletics 
could do for :-- or to - a campus. 
A committee of local residents, faculty and stu-
dents has recommended to the Northern board that it 
start a football 
team, something 
it has never had. 
Backers of 
the plan - who 
at this point in-
clude the NKU 
interim president, 
Jack Moreland -
are quick to say 
that they expect 
any future team 
to do more than 
just win games. 
They're argu-
ing that starting 
a football pro-
gram would help 
Northern com-
pete with nearby 
schools for stu-
dents, keep them 
on campus once 
they enroll and 
forge stronger 
ties with the surrounding community - which they 
say, might even help raise more money. ' 
"This is not a_ football issue," said Bill Erpenbeck, 
an Edgewood bmlder who was chairman of the com-
mittee that studied the idea. "This is a university issue." 
L \ c6 l- (c,-,d ~/) 
Ray Nystrand, special assistant to 
the president and the man who over-
saw U of L's investigation, was equal-
ly pleased. · 
"I think we demonstrated good 
faith, not only good faith in cooperat-
ing with the NCAA , .. we helped pro-
duce the information," Nystrand said. 
"The committee made its decision 
based on the information they had. 
They took into account the actions we 
had taken." 
Athletic director Bill Olsen, who 
was-in Chicago Tuesday meeting with 
Conference USA commissioner Mike 
Slive and the other C-USA athletic di-
rectors on unrelated business, said 
the university's image was tarnished 
by the initial reporting of violations. 
Northern·s Board of Regents 
yesterday listened to a presentation 
- and got a look at a black foot· 
ball helmet emblazoned with 
·"Norse," the school's nickname. But 
the board took no action. 
A vote could come at the 
board's Jan. 29 meeting, but first 
· there will be at least one campus 
forum to allow students and faculty 
to air their opinions, Moreland said. 
The committee has suggested 
· charging students a $20 fee each 
semester, beginning next fall, to 
support the program. That would 
·--generate more than $300,000 each 
year, its report said. 
If approved, the team could be-
' gin playing as soon as fall 1998. 
The committee s~id it would 
cost nearly $90,000 to start a foot-
ball team, and about $298,000 a 
year to keep it running. 
Erpenbeck also told the regents 
that committee members thought a 
football program could raise half 
· its operating expenses, or about 
$150,000, every year through ticket 
sales, advertising and fund-raising. 
Building a stadium and reno-
vating a building for coaches' of-
.fices and locker rooms could cost 
an estimated $1.5 million, Moreland 
said. That money would have to be 
raised through private sources; he 
.said. 
Northern's debate comes at a 
time, though, when some others are 
questioning universities' emphasis 
,on athletics. 
When Gov. Paul Patton asked 
groups to submit advisory papers 
to his task force studying higher 
education reform, a statewide facul-
. lY advisory group mentioned ath-
letic program deficits at state uni-
versities as an issue that needed at-
·tention. 
· The six regional state universi-
ties in 1995-96 projected a com-
bined budget loss of just over $8.2 
million on athletic programs, ac-· 
cording to Council on Higher Edu-
cation figures. The state's other 
two public universities, The Uni-
versity of Kentucky and the Uni-
versity of .Louisville have athletic 
programs that are self-supporting 
and give money to the academic 
side. 
Last year, Morehead State Uni-
ver~ity cut its football scholarships 
amid such concern, a move that it 
said saved it $450,000 a year. 
UK also drew public fire recent-
ly when word leaked out that it 
was studying the idea of building 
an on-campus arena and leaving 
Rupp Arena. 
\loreland. who backs the idea 
of starting a football team, ac-
knowledged those concerns. 
_"lt's fair ro say not everyone's 
excited about it," he said. 
But Moreland and the commit-
tee argue that Northern's program 
could steer clear of such pitfalls -
and that the benefits would out-
weigh the costs. He also said he 
doesn't think starting a football 
team would hurt academics. 
"If this university is going to be 
held m the esteem it needs to be 
held in, it needs to have a full range 
of_ student activities," Moreland 
said. 
:--lorthern·s enrollment rose 
steadily during the late 1980s and 
peaked in 1993 at just more than 
12,000. It has seen slight enrollment 
declines ~ince then, including a 1 
percent dip this year. . 
The· university, which has 
many adult students, also has bat-
tled an image as a commuter 
school. Many students who do live 
on campus leave on the weekends 
administrarors say. ' 
"Kids want a social life on cam-
pus," Erpenbeck said. "This is not 
a community college any more." 
The committee, which began its 
work in July, recommended that 
any football team compete at the 
NCAA Division II level. It would 
not award scholarships. 
"We're not going· to run this 
program on the magnitude of a 
UCLA,. I can promise that," More-
land said. 
The report also recommended 
that Northern start a women's soc-
cer team and renovate its women"s 
softball field if it starts a team. 
That should preserve gender equity 
m sports, Moreland said. 
Regents at yesterday's meeting 
had few comments about the com-
mittee report, which was first made 
public last week. 
Faculty regent J. Michael 
Thomson said he had not had 
much opportunity· yet to hear from 
other faculty members. But in gen-
eral, many of them are concerned 
about other budget problems and 
an accrediting team's recommenda-
ti?n that the university needs to 
hrre more faculty, he said. 
"Faculty are reasonable men 
and women who want to look at 
the numbers first and then make a 
decision," said Thomson, an associ-
ate professor of political science. 
"But faculty are· concerned about 
t~~ impact of any large budget de-
c1s1on on the classroom." 
S~veral students, though, said 
they liked the idea because it would 
improve social life on campus. 
"But hopefully from this point for-
ward our image is improved, not 
clouded or tarnished," Olsen said. 
"Hopefully everyone feels good about 
how it ended up now." 
Swank refused to compare Louis-
ville's case to any of the other l00 or 
so that the Committee on Infractions 
has ruled on during the last 10 years. 
Clemson men's basketball program in 
1992. Clemson was put on probation 
for two seasons for aliowing a player 
who_ ~as academically ineligible to 
P'!"'1C1pate and for providing a recruit 
with an upgraded airline ticket during 
an pfficial visit. 
The two major things that Clemson 
was charged.with that U of L was not 
were lack of institutional control and 
unethical conduct. 
"We've had a number of other 
cases over the years, and each case is 
different," Swank said. "All cases are 
like -apples and oranges. It's hard to 
say this is like any other we've seen." 
Eyeballing the enforcement sum-
maries of past cases, U of L's punish-
ment is similar to that given to the 
Among the penalties the NCAA im-
posed on Clemson: The Tigers had to 
forfeit _p~stseason games from 1990, 
were limited to one assistant coach 
for the· 1992-93 season, were forbid-
den to recruit off campus for a year 
and had the number of scholarships 
reduced. 
. Robin Green, the administrative as-
sistant for the Committee on Infrac-
tions, said that three years ago the 
committe~ ~ould either assess a pro-
gram a nurumum set of penalties or it 
could label th~ case unique. It labeled 
every case umque. 
''With 15 ~r 20_ cases a year, odds. are _you aren t gomg to get too many 
similar cases," Green said. 
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2-year college faculty lean toward 
- ---- - - -
staying under UK umbrella 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERAlD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Most community-college faculty 
members want to stay with the Uni-
versity of Kentucky rather than be 
split off or merged with some other 
system, several. faculty members 
said yesterday .. 
But the UK Community College 
S~nate Council, a faculty group, de-
cided to hold off publicly endorsing 
a resolution. Several faculty mem-
bers said they thought they needed 
to take a fair look at the other op-
tions. 
"We need to look at all the mod-
els," said Andrew Halford, the rep-
resentative from Paducah Commu-
nity College. '.'We don't want to end 
up with · 1ess than where we are 
now." · 
The question of the community 
colleges' relationship with UK, a 
perennial issue, has surfaced again 
in recent months as Gov. Paul Pat-
ton's task force has scrutinizea 
higher'education issues . .. -
· The consultant advising Pat-
ton's task force presented four pos-
sible_ scenarios at the group's last . 
meetmg;. three of those called for 
having someone other than UK run 
the 14 community colleges. 
So far, faculty groups at Hender-
son, Somerset, Southeast and Haz-
ard Community Colleges have taken 
fo!11'al votes in favor of staying 
with UK, their representatives said. 
"We have felt that historically, 
we've had a stronger reputation as a 
result of our alignment with UK," 
said Deronda Mobelini, a Hazard 
faculty member. 
In less-formal polling, faculty at 
Hopkinsville, Madisonville and Ash-
land community colleges also sup-
poned_ stayi":g with UK, their repre-
sentatives said. 
But some said ihey thought that 
n~t everyone had made up . their. 
mmds: Some said they hadn't had a 
chance to ask faculty members 
about the resolution. 
"The faculty at Jefferson are am-
biguous," .said Katy Varner, a facul-
ty meinber at Jefferson Community 
College. "They don't really know 
what they want at this point." 
Ben Carr, the community 
colleges' chancellor, told the faculty 
meeting that he questioned the mo-
tives of those who want to change 
the structure. 
''I have not been shown in any 
way how it would benefit us," Carr 
. said. "The thing that makes me sus-
picious is the people recommending 
it. They're not doing it for our wel-
fare." , 
But with the governor looking 
at higher education, faculty mem-
bers need to make their opinions 
known soon, said Dianne Siewert, a 
faculty member at Henderson. 
"In the . health-care arena, we 
don't sit back and wait to see if the 
patient dies," she said. "We take'ac-
tion and do something." 
J ' 
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Facnl:cy\cait add to· ·hfgJ;t,er ed ref onn.·_, 
·.~-~ ~- ., .. _.: =t.r~--~~Y ~.,t ~(:~(! _i:-:-.:·711-.}i.~·:,.:? ~r:·.~ -,t~ -f~1:-r.~~-'~:a- t?·,:~·ft; ;~ :fi'F';-1~1:t: ... ? .. .li· :--~•: l_ -?- ; -{\~~·-~ 
. . BY JESS ,WEIL·. . .: -- ..• • tion tliroughout the commonwealth. ,.education and the scholarly process· 
W
e applaud Gov :Paui Pai:•" Iri"l:oni~tition with other universi:, .. '"is'the key to tlie intelligent, effec- .. 
ton's recent initiative to • _ , ties, UK won a major contract to tive and productive use of new ed, . 
study the commonwealth's 'deliver instruction via satellite to ucational technology. Effective revi:' 
system of higher education. It has sites throughout our state and oth. siohs in the educational system re-
been almost two decades since the ers in the Appalachian region. The · quire the help of those knowledge-
original Prichard Committee pro' Appalachian Regional Satellite Pro- able about the learning process, 
duced its landmarkvolume, "In gram, as well as the delivery of and especially about the effect of , 
Pursuit of Excellence.". That.report doctoral programs'throughout tl)e. .student-faculty interpersonal.rela-. 
retains its relevance in the face o(. state via compressed vi_deo technol- . tioi;is on the pr9Ce55. . · .. 
the new. challenges and opporturii- ogy and numerous other distance While our prime interest in the •. 
ties currently facing higher educa- learning programs, has made us pi- university is in 'tlie production, 
tion. As the faculty and students of oneers in the use of technology to evaluation and dissemination of 
the·Univetsity of Kentucky engage , broaden the effect of the university. knowledge, culture and intellectual 
in the essenti;tl activities of all uni- Otir involvement in all these ef-: and creative skills, we kriow that a~ 
versities - teaching and learning; · · 'forts has shown the power qf these comprehensive system of higher ··. , 
discovering and reflecting; produc- new technologies in educating stu- education has far reaching effects · 
ing; disseminating and applying . dents, but has also revealed that on the community it serves. The · · 
knowledge; developing and ex- there are many problems, often commonwealth's system of colleges 
pressing creativity - it is reassur- unanticipated. Based on this con- and universities enhances citizens' 
ing that others in the common- siderahle experience, there is much lives well beyond the classroom. It 
wealth are devoting thought and· faculty concern about how the use is intimately related to the econom-
effm:f to making Kentucky higher of technology might change in the ic well-being of the state and to its · 
education the best that it can be. future and how it can be harnessed potential for economic growth. It . 
It is important to keep in mind without compromising either the stimulates local·economies and pro-
the desired end results .qf higher quality of education or the integrity vides economic opportunities for its 
education when planning the intro- of interactions amo_ng and between participants. Although a study of 
duction of new methodologies or faculty and students. These are the system with a view to improve-
organizational structures for learn- crucial issues that we feel must be ment is always welcome, we feel it 
ing. The Prichard Report's descrip- carefully addressed. · is important to remember that uni-
tion,of an educated person reveals . The introductjon of new tech- versities are some of the most long-
s9me enduring goals of university nology is not the only road yve can, lived and resilient institutions in 
life. The report lists nine broad or should, follow in attempting to society.-The core value of our uni-
competencies possessed by an edu- improve .our educational system. . . .. versitiffi, the value which epito-
caied person. Among these are the We are concerned that the dollars mizes their contribution to society, 
abil\ty to reason, to solve problems, of the commonwealth-not be wast- is the scholarly process, a process 
to 'understand one's intellectual, · ed in non-productive endeavors or · best understood by faculty. , 
culfural and social heritage, to be unintended consequences of techni- We ~ish the Governor's Task 
abhl't? leaf;! ~deP,eJ:d~qtly,Jo ~1_1-, , c:il,inpoya\ions: \Ye.ar"<-particularly,. ,Force everx,su~ inits endeav-. 
gag~ m artistic creat1V1ty, to cnti:· , ._col)t~ed a~ut mcreasn:ig.th~ . ,c.:.,.ors. The UK:faclilty starid-readi,to' 
cally assess new ideas, and to have:,.- ,standiu'd q(excellern;e .ofJh,e:~e-t{f;!,.yfend their consrderabie'knowledgi;;'\/ 
the ~kills to ~ntribute ~o the eco: · ~cli fynction of ed\Jcati?n. Prac- , "'expertise anci experience to the ef: 
nom1c well-bemg of society. For 11~1 ass1s1a;1ce toward this en~ , forts to make the higher education 
factdty to model such attnbutes might well mcl~debetter fundmg system of Kentucky as effective. 
and for students to develop them of endowed chairs and of graduate and valuable as it possibly can be 
remains a crucial feature of our students, including a significal)t in- . for the benefit of all the citizens of 
academic life,_w~ether cond1;1cted crE;llse in the number of fellow- . · the commonwealth. As faculty, we 
on the Internet, m·the classroom or ships. An excellent research base is wish to contribute to this endeavor 
in the laboratory, :., necessary to the achievement of a and ask to be included in the : 
0 0ne significant aspect of. the better life and better economy in process. 
governor's charge is to investigate the commonwealth. 
the,use of technology to spread op- T',l'hnology is not a silver bul-
portunities for higher education. - .-1er. Neither buying a set of encyclo-
The,Prichard Conimittee's work pedias and putting them in your 
came during a time when modern child's room nor giving her access 
communications technology began to the Internet will make the child. 
to R)_ay a role in delivering instruc- educated'or wise. Understanding . 
■ Jess Well is president of the 
University·of Kentucky chapter of 
the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors and a professor 
in the Physics and Astronomy De-
partment at UK. 
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Colleges, students discover Msu ARCHIVES 
a fresh field of study: men 
By RENE SANCHEZ 
.The Washlngton Post . 
. In academic courses, in campus fo. 
:rums and workshops, colleges nation-
wide are embracing a new subject of 
:study: men. 
"More colleges are 
seeing a need for this. 
A lot of young men 
today don't know who 
they are, or who 
they're supposed to 
be in this society." 
Guy Davis, University of llhno1s 
art, a psychology professor who di-
rects the women's studies program at 
the University of Michigan. "There is 
some backlash about shifting gender 
roles behind this, but the fact is there 
are conservative and progressive 
forces in society making people think 
more about masculinity. Students are 
curious about what it means for 
them." 
: . At Colorado State University last 
·month, hundreds of students flocked 
!to campus sessions on masculinity, 
•including one titled "From Intimacy 
'Phobic to Intimacy Junkie: A New 
Path for Men." At Hobart College in 
-New York, faculty are tackling the 
topic with a class called "Theories of 
Masculinity." In it, students have ex-
.plored the male predicament by read-
iing, among other works, the novel Hundreds of colleges have aca-
~•Deliverance." demic programs that focus on wom-
That is why Matt Totero, a fresh-
men at Hobart College, enrolled in 
this fall's "Theories of Masculinity." 
In that course, students have studied 
men through the poetry of Robert Bly, 
an icon of the men's movement; the 
novel "Remains of the Day," whose 
protagonist is a butler; the Clint East-
wood western "Unforgiven"; and the 
comedy film "City Slickers." ' The University of Michigan held a en. Some of them are welcoming the '.campus symposium on manhood trus new interest in studying men and are 
:semester. Ohio University has a new busy promoting discussion on the 
,course called "The Nature of Men." subject. 
Students at Long Island Universi~ On other campuses. however, there 
•have created a "Black Men's Forum. ' are fears that the interest in men is in 
At the University of Illinois, dormitory part a hostile reaction to feminism or 
counselors are leading student discus- the strides women are making in the 
sions on male roles and identity prob- workplace. 
In part, Totero said he decided to 
take the class because of something 
his father said to him when he left for 
college: You're a man now, son. 
lems. . . "Thls is quite a phenomenon on 
Co~ege faCl:11ty say mterest 10 some campuses " said Abigail Stew-
"That really echoed in my mind," 
Totero said. " l was sort of unsure 
about what being a man is all about 
- what society accepts and doesn't 
accept. We talk about all of that from 
lots of perspectives." studymg the history and psychology - ' 
-of men is a reflection of other trends 
evident across American culture -
from best-selling books on male spiri-
·tuality, to last year's Million Man 
March on Washington, to Promise 
Keepers, a national movement that 
urges men to root their lives in Chris-
tianity and family. 
"More colleges are seeing a need 
for thls," said Guy Davis. an adminis-
trator at the University of Illinois who 
develops workshops on men for that 
campus. 
"A lot of young men today don't 
know who they are, or who they're 
supposed to be in this society." 
That concern is hardly overwhelm-
ing academia - at least not yet. Some 
college officials say they have not no-
ticed much interest in the subject, or 
dismiss new campus events or 
courses about men as fads that re-
sound with New Age psychobabble 
but lack scholarly merit. 
But others are taking the matter se-
riously. They contend that the in-
creasing academic attention to men is 
similar to the rise of women's studies 
in the 1970s. 
That comparison is stirring both 
hope and alarm. 
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Single board for higher ed 
T he most essential. ingredient. for higher education reform m Kentucky is not more money, 
-despite the constant pleas of univer-
sity presidents. Kentud-.,· higher ed-
ucation needs unification far more 
than it requires more taxpayer mon-
ey. It needs it to replace the con-
stant, costly tw·f wars that drive up 
Kentucky taxpayers' educational 
bills and rob Kentucky college stu-
dents and the state of full-value ed-
ucation. 
owhere are those points more 
effectively made than in an outside 
assessment delivered to the state 
Task Force on Post-Secondary Edu-
cation. The report found what most 
Kentuckians know: There is too 
much duplication in the state's 
higher education system and too 
much competition for funds on the 
part of the individual schools of the 
higher-education system. In the end, 
too little attention is paid to the real 
educational needs of Kentucky. 
Kentucky taxpayer provide suf-
ficient support to claim an out• 
standing higher-education system. 
T oo much of that support, however. 
is diverted into ego-building a~d . 
spending by the individual l!rnvers1-
ties who view each other with a 
"get-ahead-of-the-Joneses" mentality. 
Higher education would be~er 
serve the Commonwealth were 1t 
answerable to a single board, a 
board drawn from among Ken-
tucky's most eminent public-spi~it-
ed citizens who are capable of giv-
ing their first loyalty to Kentucky. 
not to any one school or to any one 
region. Such a board would ~o far 
toward establishing cooperation 
rather than rivalry as the underpin-
ning for higher education. 
That is not all that is required 
to reform Kentucky higher educa-
tion. But it would represent a good 
start toward devising a higher edu· 
cation system that would respond 
to Kentucky's needs, rather than the 
other way around. 
- T he Da ily ews 
(Bowling Green) 
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~it'of L contributors 
give record $25 million 
Recent publicity 
cited for increase 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
The University of Louisville re-
ceived more than $25 million in dona-
tions during 1995-96, the largest an-
nual total in the school's histocy. 
The figure, which includes gifts and 
endowments, represents a 16 percent 
increase over the 1994-95 total of 
$21.6 million. Over the past three 
years, private donations have grown 
by 47 percent. 
Margaret Bromley, spokeswoman 
for the U of L development office, 
said publicity about the university's 
accomplishments has helped. "The 
university has been getting a lot more 
reco~ition within the academic com-
muruty and the medical community," 
and that tends to make alumni and 
other donors more open-handed, she 
said. 
Bromley said U.S. News & World 
Report used an incorrect figure for 
U of L's alumni-giving rate in the 
magazine's most recent ranking of 
U.S. universities and colleges. The do-
nation rate for a two-year period ac-
counted for 5 percent of schools' total 
scores. 
Based on misinformation supplied 
by the university, U.S. News reported 
U of L's rate as 7 percent. U of L 
wound up in the lowest of four tiers 
of national institutions in the maga-
zine's rankings, which were pub-
lished in September. 
According to the Council for Aid to 
Education, more than 13.800 U of L 
alumni - 19.4 percent of the total 
number - gave to the school in 1994-
95. (The alumni giving rates for the 
University of Kentucky and Indiana 
University in that year were 16.4 per-
cent and 12.3 percent, respectively.) 
"We do have alums that are vecy 
supportive of the university, and 
we're vecy lucky and very happy to 
have them," Bromley said. 
U of L ranked 107th among all U.S. 
colleges and universities in the 
amount of private gifts received dur-
ing 1994-95, according to the Chroni-
cle of Philanthropy .. UK ranked 65th 
and IU 14th. 
Terry Mobley, UK's chief develop-
. ment officer, said private gifts to his 
school came to $37 million in 1994-95 
and $39 million in 1995-96. Gifts to IU 
totaled •$109.2 million in 1994-95 and 
$119.8 million in 1995'96, said Curtis 
R. Simic, the IU Foundation's presi-
dent. 
During 1995-96, 43,342 donors 
made one or more gifts to UK; 77,228 
donors gave to IU. Bromley could not 
readily produce a total figure for do-
nors to U of L during that year. 
At UK "we probably pay as much 
attention to the number of donors as 
we do to the total amount raised, be-
cause if your donor base is increas-
ing, obviously the amount of money 
that you receive is going to continue 
to grow as well," Mobley said. 
The main benefits of private gifts, 
he said, come in the form of scholar-
ships and endowed professorships 
that enable the university to recruit 
and keep outstanding students and 
faculty members. UK also receives 
non-monetacy gifts, such as farms for 
agricultural research and art works 
for the museum, he said. 
Centre College, a private school in 
Danville, ranked eighth among all 
U.S. institutions in the amount of 
alumni giving per student during 
1994-95, according to the Council for 
Aid to Education. Centre alumni con-
tributed $9,142 for .each of the 
school's 950 students. . 
At IU, alumni are the principal, but 
not the only, givers. Last year about 
55,000 alumni and 22,000 non-alumni 
gave to the eight-campus IU system, 
Simic said. 
"The reality is that people have to 
feel a sense of kinship for the instit_µ-
tion, a sense that it's providing fono-
ciety important things," he said. · 
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NKU 'way out in front' 
in seeking local input 
I 
• 
: BY ANGIE MUHS 
' HERAU>l.EADER EDUCATIO"' WRITER 
: HIGHLAND HEIGHTS 
~orthern Kentucky Uni;-ersity is 
getting a once-over from hundreds 
of. pairs of eyes. 
: One of interim Pres:dent Jack 
Moreland's first projects i the NKU 
P~rtnership, which imi:ed. !)eople 
from surrounding comr:::m1 ties to 
help study every deparn::ent at the 
college. About 700 peo;ile volun-
teered. 
: The volunteers will ':e divided 
inio committees that ;,ill write 
three-page reports about :nore than 
70 departments. The re;iorts will 
t~n be compiled into a briefing 
lxt>k for the new preside:it. 
A public forum this rrtonth also 
attracted more than 400 people, 
who spoke out on issues ranging 
from the library. to computers to 
athletic facilities. 
The project might serve as a 
model for other colleges to follow, 
especially with Gov. Paul Patton 
calling for colleges to reform them• 
selves, he said. 
The partnership's co-chairman, 
Bob Sexton said he sees the effort 
' ' . as a way for people to stay m-
volved with the uniyrrsity· even af-
ter the formal process ends. . 
"I think Northern is way out in 
front on this one," said Sexton, the 
executive director of the Prichard 
Committee on Academic Excellence. 
.2: BUSINESSiSUN"""-■ 1.ExJNGTON. HEIIAU>-lEADffi, 
l.extNGJON; 11\YI ~ S~Y, t-lPVl:MBEII 2f!, 1119{; 
BY TIMOTHY 0. SCHEUHARDT 
. THE WAI.L Smm JouRNAL 
If less than 10 percent of your customers judged a product ef-fective, and if seven out of 10 
said they were more confused than 
enlightened by it, you would drop 
it, right? So, why don't more com-
panies drop their annual job'.per-
formance reviews? . 
· Dismissed· as · a "deadly dis-
ease". by W. Edward Deming,-the 
late .. quality-movement guru, the 
year-end rite has begun anew for 
millions of employees and man-
agers. But in ahnost every major 
survey, most employees who get 
job evaluations and most supervi-
sors who give them rate the 
_process a resounding failure. 
Performance appraisals ·are a 
growing issue in corporate Ameri-
ca. As· companies shrink their 
management ranks, many supervi-
sors find they must manage ·and 
evaluate larger staffs, and they are 
overwhelmed. So, companies are 
spending many millions of dollars 
annually to overhaul performance-
review systems. 
Theoretically, a performance 
review should benefit both em-
ployee and employer. Its aims: to 
inform workers of their strengths 
arid weaknesses on the job, tell 
them how to improve and lay out 
career-development options, and to 
give supervisors a chance to un-
derscore the company's business 
goals and show how the employee 
fits into them. --
"Most of the time, it's just a rit-
ual that managers go through," 
says Winston Connor, recently re-
tired vice president of human re-
sources at Huntsman Chemical 
Corp. in Salt Lake City. "They pull 
out last year's review, update it 
and do i_t quickly." 
Some faculty members were un-
comfortable with the idea at first, 
said ]. Michael Thomson, the facul-
ty regent. · 
· "There was a little leeriness be-
cause this was an unknown," he 
said. "I think some facility were 
wondering whether this was a sub-
stantive thing, or something for po-
litical show." . 
But Thomson said 
1
he thinks 
most faculty members now favor 
the project, after having had a 
chance to work with the teams. 
"It seems to have been a gener-
ally positive experience so far," he 
said. 
IntefifflPFeSideDt finds 
culture Cla8h at NKU . . 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
1-IlGHLAND HEIGHTS - Jack Moreland 
knows that he's already made plenty of peo-
_ple mad in, his short time running Northern 
Kentucky University. , 
Frankly, he says. it doesn'.t ·really bother 
him. '. 
Instead, Moreland says, it' would bother 
him more if he wasn't stirring things up. 
"I think the worst thing people could say 
about me would be that he sat on his hands 
and didn't try to du something," he said in an 
interview last week. 
Nobody is making that accusation about 
Moreland, who has been Northem's interim 
president since July. 
Instead, both supponers and detractors 
say, Moreland has come in pushing sweeping 
changes and questioning how higher educa-
tion does business. · 
Shaking things up is nothing new for 
.Moreland,.who was one of the school superin-
tendents who sued the state in the court case 
that led to the 1990 Kentucky Education Re-
,form Act. 
But this time, Moreland - who is on 
leave from being superintendent of the Day-
ton Independent Schools district -is at the 
heart of a culture clash with acade-
mia. 
"He's an action person, and uni-
. versities are getting-ready places," 
said Bob Sexton. executive director 
bf the Prich:1rd Committee for Aca-
demic Excellence. "In school sys-
tems, the superintendent has more 
direct autho:ity. and in universities, 
it's not like that." 
Moreland. 50. himself acknowl-
edges that his haste to push new 
ideas has ruffled some faculty 
feathers. 
·: · "I'm one of those guys who sees 
an objectiw that needs to be 
_worked on. and I go to it," he said. 
jHad to be an outsider' 
.. . Moreland was hired by the 
Northern board to serve as interim 
president airer Leon Boothe, who 
had been tb, uni,·ersity's longest-
serving pre;a:dent. stepped down in 
June. 
" From the stan. his appointment 
.was controYcrsial. 
: . Faculty members thought the 
hiring pr= had been conducted 
too secretively. 
Also, u:,like most people in 
academia, MJreland doesn't have a 
doctorate. 
And eve:: though Moreland had 
been superi::rendent at Dayton for 
18 years, ht had no higher-educa-
tion experie..-: ... 'e. 
The Da,-:on school district has 
an e_lement::.:,· school and a high 
school, witi: about 1,350 students. 
'.Tis budget i; about S7.4 million. 
··· Norther.. bY contrast. is about 
:J.0.times bi~"ef: It has about 11,500 
~students - :he fi..'th-biggest among 
llie. eight p::olic state uni\'ersities. 
. This year. ': had a $70., million 
·budget. 
::. · Morelan.:·s lack of higher-edu-
cation expcienct didn't sit well 
:With some \"orthern proiessors, 
:said J. Mick~'. Tn,,mson. the iacul-
:=; "There are some faculty who 
jpst don't think a K-12 superinten-
1J.ent should be running a state re-
:i:lpnal university," said Thomson, 
•;arr. associate professor of political 
·--seience. 
:,-;;-:·But Moreland, who grew up in 
:E"racken County, had connections at 
;~,orthern, throughout the region, 
;W1d in Frankfort because of his 
_1"()rk as a school superintendent, 
;said Alice Sparks, who was NKU's 
board chairman when Moreland 
'was hired. . 
· Sparks said she wanted More-
land because she had admired his 
work in fighting for KERA and was 
convinced Northern needed some-
one who could bring change. 
"I felt very strongly it had to be 
an outsider, because anyone inside, 
there's just too much politics," 
Sparks said. "I knew he understood 
Ieform, and I had heard loud and 
clear what Governor Patton said 
about reform in post-secondary ed-
ucation." 
An agent for change 
Moreland said he's taken that 
mandate for change and channeled 
it into three main areas. 
He's pushed a program, the 
NKU Partnerships, that set up 
teams of outside business and com-
munity leaders to review every 
campus department. 
Moreland also backed the con-
troversial idea of starting a football 
team, and pushed for changes in 
campus computers. 
Thomson, the faculty regent, 
said Moreland has been forthright 
and open with faculty members and 
staff. He's also one of the first peo-
ple to arrive at work - via his 
Ford pickup, rather than a universi-
ty-owned sedan - and one of the 
last to leave, he said. 
"With Jack, what you see is 
what you get," he said. "He doesn't 
separate people into 'we' and 'they', 
and then avoid the 'theys.' " 
Still, the football issue has been 
one that even Moreland ·acknowl-
edges has met with skepticism. 
Statewide, several faculty and edu-
cation groups have questioned 
whether colleges should be allow-
ing the large budget deficits that 
such programs usually run. Adding 
football, they say, might only make 
that worse. 
Moreland dismissed that con-
cern, arguing that a football pro-
gram would improve student cam-
pus life without necessarily hurting 
academics. He and the committee 
studying the issue say NKU could 
cover the cost of the program -
and perhaps even make a little 
money - by charging students a 
$20 fee each semester, and through 
ticket and advertising sales. 
But the computer issue, per-
haps. best illustrates the culture 
clash. Moreland, after hearing a 
presentation at an academic semi-
nar about Apple Computers' busi-
ness problems, proposed that NKU 
buy Intel computers instead of Ap-
ple Macintoshes as part of its $2.3 
million technology initiative. 
Reaction from faculty members 
- some of whom had spent five to 
seven years developing software 
and course materials on Macs -
was swift and angry. , 
"We had a faculty meeting with 
atiout 100 people there, and they 
were all pretty mad at me," More-
land said. 
What . bothered them - even 
more than the computer question 
- was the feeling that Moreland 
had tried to act without consulting 
their opinions, said Carrie McCoy, 
the faculty senate president. 
"Our concern is that sorr,e 
things are moving ahead too rapid-
ly," said McCoy, an associate pro-
fessor of nursing. 
Moreland said he thought 
faculty members had made· some 
good points about the· computers 
debate and he realized he did need 
their input. 
But he added he still thinks 
some things could move more 
quickly. 
"If you study an issue long 
enough, it'll go away because it be-
comes an obsolete issue," he said . 
Permanent job no option 
Earlier this fall, the Northern 
board publicly voted that Moreland, 
as interim president, wouldn't be a 
candidate for the full-time job. 
The university has begun ad-
vertising for a permanent president, 
and has set Dec. 24 as a deadline 
for applications. The new president 
could be hired by April and would 
probably start July 1. 
Moreland, who went from being 
a high school chemistry teacher to 
superintendent in just four years, 
said he's not sure what will happen I 
after he leaves NKU. 
His contract with the Dayton 
school district expires in the year 
2000, but he noted that he's eligible 
for retirement next year, too. 
"My intention today is to honor 
that contract I currently have," he 
said. "But I'd be less than honest 
with you if I didn't say that having 
been in education for 27 vears, that 
it might be nice to do other things." 
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KSu· intervention correct 
• . I 
Gov. Paul Patton was entirely correct to take an interest in • problems at Kentucky State 
l:fniversity ... 
: : In a letter to Council on Higher 
Education Chairman Leonard 
H~rdin, Patton cited recent allega-
tions about "living conditions, cam-
pus violence and campus manage-
rirent" that were made by students 
at a KSU Board of Regents meeting 
!~st month. 
: : Patton said those allegations 
"must be addressed without delay." 
: : So the council's Committee on 
Equal Opportunities will join the 
KSU regents in an investigation. . 
Patton asked that recommendations 
oe made about correcting any prob-
lems found at the university. 
: : Patton surely is chiefly con-
Clirned with the fact that KSU's en-
rn1lment this year has plummeted 
1:i:v· nearly 10 percent over the 1995 
enrollment. Complaining students 
a"t the Board of Regents meeting 
claimed the campus living condi-
tions, harassment by campus police 
and poor management of the uni-
versity in general are the reasons 
so many students failed to return to 
KSU this year. 
: Indeed, contrary to an angry as-
sertion by KSU President Mary L. 
Smith at the council meeting (two 
weeks ago) that KSU was being 
singled out for gubernatorial scruti-
ny, Patton would have had every 
reason to seek an investigation if 
the enrollment at any of the state's 
seven other universities had 
dropped so precipitously. 
Smith contends many of the stu-
dents' complaints about campus liv-
ing conditions and police harass-
ment already have been addressed 
and resolved. If there is a manage-
ment problem at KSU, however, 
which allows conditions to deterio-
rate to the point that students go to 
regents with their complaints, 
Smith, the Board of Regents and 
the Council on Higher Education 
need to know about it. 
Otherwise, we're fearful that a 
couple of hundred more KSU stu-
dents will be buying one-way tick-
ets home when classes end next 
year. 
-The State Journal 
(Frankfort) 
These excerpted editorials from 
other Kentucky newspapers do not 
necessarily reflect the viewpoint of 
the Herald-Leader. 
Why football for NKU? 
T he kickoffs in the air. Now, the wait. Is Northern Ken-tucky University in any posi-
tion to score by starting up a foot-
ball program? 
We'll see. 
With (the recent) unveiling of a 
black-and-gold helmet with a white 
Norse logo, a football program at 
~ could be just two years away. 
An 11-member committee an-
nounced its endorsement for a Divi-
sion II, non-scholarship program 
with 100 players. With approval of 
the NKU Board of Regents, a head 
coach could be hired in the spring 
Qf J997 and the first season could 
gegin in 1998. 
; But questions abound, and with 
no easy answers. 
Most curious is the timing. Why 
start a football program now, after 
so many years of resisting it? 
It seems strange at best, ill-ad-
vised at worst, to sink money and 
resources into a non-scholarship 
football program just as NKU bas-
ketball has risen to new heights. 
The team made it to the NCAA Di-
vision II national championship 
game last year and is ranked No. 2 
this year. Tickets to home games 
are getting tough to come by, most-
ly because the team plays in a gym 
that seats only 1,800. 
~u'. i1;~tead o! l~:•~~ting _in the 
whose future is dubious at best. 
Without scholarship players, it's 
unlikely NKU football will be com-
petitive, and programs that aren't 
competitive don't get much finan-
cial support. 
A fumbled football program ~ 
could be a real drain. Existing ath- ~ 
letic programs, especially women's z 
sports, already subsist on little. ! 
There's also the gender-equity is- 5 
sue. Where are equal opportunities t 
for women if the men are getting ~ 
"' 100 new positions to try out for? ,-
Last, but certainly not least, are ~ 
academic issues. When NKU began °· 2 talking in earnest earlier this year z 
about a football program, staffers' 
raises were put on hold. They've 
since gotten cost-of-living raises, 
but what about next time? 
■ 
The $308,000 needed to start 
football at NKU - a much more 
agreeable figure than the initial esti- § 
mate of $1 million - will come 
from fundraising and a student fee. 
It's true that football could 
bring attention to the university, in-
crease student enrollment and im-
prove school spirit. But at what. 
cost? 
Kentucky taxpayers deserve an-
swers to all these questions - and 
another very important one, too: If 
NKU football fumbles, will the ball 
fall into the ta::'payers'_ lapi_ 
-<D 
<D 
"' 
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Words of praise 
Generous gifts help community 
college exceed its fund-raising goal , 
I 
endow the Center for Work-· One of the legacies of 
·armer Ashland Community 
::allege President Charles· 
)assance will be the amazing 
mccess in fund-raising the 
:wo-year college enjoyed dur-
ng Dassance's five years in 
\shland. · 
About the time Dassance 
ll'as leaving Ashland to be-
:ome president of Central 
i'lorida Community College, 
t was announced that ACC's 
>artners in Pride campaign 
iad exceeded its $2 million 
:oal. 
Much of the success of the 
:ampaign came in the form 
>f large gifts that previously 
iad been announced: 
►$235,000 from the Mans-
iach Foundation for a schol-
trship endowment honoring 
vlansbach Metal Co. 
ounders Joseph and Sylvia 
vlansbach and $15,000 for the 
,ibby Walthall Reading 
ioom in the ACC library. 
►$200,000 from the Ash-
and Inc. Foundation, with 
:100,000 being used to endow 
L scholarship/talent fund 
md the rest to be used to 
place Quality. i 
►$250,000 from King's1 
Daughters' Medical Center· 
for professional faculty and I 
staff development. 
►$800,000 in property, ap-
praised at replacement value, 
from Ashland attorney and 
CPA Harold Kelley and his 
late wife, Ruie. 
In addition to · these large 
gifts, industries, businesses 1 
and individuals made small- , 
er donations to put the fund- : 
raising effort over the top. ! 
The success of the Partners , 
in Pride campaign is a credit 
to its honorary · chairman, 
Ashland Inc. President and ! 
Chief Executive Officer Paul ,
1
 
Chellgren; campaign co-
chairmen John H. Mays and 
Robert C. Ball; and commit-
tee members. It also speaks 
highly· of the broad base of' 
support ACC enjoys in this 
community. 
The private gifts will be 
matched with dollars from 
the state and students to help 
ACC continue to play an im-
portant role in the educa-
tional life of this community. 
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EKU student paper wins award: Eastern Ken-
tucky University's weekly newspaper, The Eastern 
Progress, was awarded a national Pacemaker this past 
weekend in Orlando: Winners were selected by the . 
Associated Collegiate Press and the Newspaper As_soc1-
ation of America Foundation. Ten non-daily collegiate 
newspapers were selected from 20_ finalists. The award 
was based on the 1995-96 academic year when Don 
Perry, of Whitley City, was Progress editor. It is the 
third national Pacemaker the Progress has won. The 
paper has been a finalist six times sir.re 1987. The 
Pacemaker is awarded based on coverage and content. 
quality of writing and reporting, design, photography. 
art. graphics and opinion page. 
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More money for U of L: Donations to the Unive~si• 
ty of Louisville amounted to more than $25 million dur-
ing 1995-96, the largest annual total in the school's 
history. The figure, which includes gifts and endow-
ments, represents a 16 percent increase over the 1994-
95 total of $21.6 million. Over the past three years, 
private donations have grown by 47 percent. Margaret 
Bromley, spokeswoman for the development office, said 
publicity about the university's accomplishments has 
helped. "The university has been getting a lot more 
recognition within the academic community and the 
medical community," and that tends to make alumni 
and other donors more open-handed, she said. 
